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PM, Hanegbi request pardon for Jewish murderers ofArabs
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By DAVP MAXOVSKY andJOH BBMWlUa.

Prime Minister .Binyamm. Tfetanyahu is

expected to officially- inform Palestinian

Authority ChairmanYasser Arafat tonight of

his decision, announced-at Friday's cabinet

.

meeting, to release all 23 wom^-Palestinian

prisoners held by Israel. V

Inan apparent effort at sense sort of linkage,

Netanyahu spokesman Shiai Bazak said last

night the premier and Justice ' Minister Tzahi

Hanegbi have already asked Presided Ezer
Weizman to insider commuting the sen-

tences ofJewish prisoners’' convicted of killing

Arabs after each prisoner^xhMJSts' fiie appeal

process. “The president-told the prime minister

that he would consider commuting sentences,”

Bazak sakt .•• • '<
.

No naines'have been discussed, according to

Bazak, but among thc^ . serving-such sen-

tences are Ami Popper and Yoram Skbhuk.

Popper is serving consecutive life sentences for

murdering seven PtifestiaiiijL ’workers In Ris&aa

Lezion in 1 990. Skolnik ^ serving a life sen-

tence for murdering a captured Palestinian ter-

rorist in March 1993. Legal commentator

Moshe Hanegbi has termed the release ofsuch

killers as *hindermining the rule ofJaw.” •

The release of the women; timed to coincide

with Id al-Fnr, the holiday concluding the

Moslem holy month of Ramadan, is mandated
as part of.the 1995 Oslo 2 agreement and reaf-

firmed by the recent Hebron pullback deal.

.
- Officials say two ofthe women are convicted

murderers, while three were convicted of being

accomplices to insiders committed during the

intifada. Israel has long offered to release the

other 18, but these women have refused to

leave prison In solidarity with the five.

Arafat has already welcomed the move, as

reportedly did Jordan’s King Hussein. When
asked by reporters yesterday about whether be

seeks the release ofjailed Hamas leader Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin, Arafat termed it a top priority.

At Friday’s cabinet meeting. National

Infrastructure Minister Arid Sharon voiced

opposition to tfae release, charging the PA does

not deserve the gesture since it has not extra-

dited any prisoners to Israel.

He also, called on Netanyahu to permit con-

struction of the controversial Har Homa neigh-

borhood' in
4

southeastern Jerusalem.

Palestinians have threatened that if the project

is approved, they will bring the issue to the UN
Security CouncSL
Meanwhile, Palestinians, Egyptians, and US

officials have privately complained that Israel

has delayed establishing negotiating teams for

further 'talks with the Palestinians. However,
officials in the:Prime Minister's Office, say an

announcement could edme as soon as today in

this regard.

These officials say the IDF will lead negotia-

tions dealing with sedulity procedures sur-

rounding the construction of both a Gaza air-

port and seaport, as well as negotiate terras for

safe passage for Palestinians between Gaza and
the West Bank. All three; are mandated in the

recent Hebron deal.

. The Finance Ministry will head talks regard-

ing the amount oftax moiney that is to be remit-

ted to the PA The Ministry of Industry and
Trade will head talks on uhe construction of an
inchiserial park at Gaza’s Kami crossing.

Officials in the Prime Minister's Office say

that pmt of the delay is d ue to the fact that top

negotiator Yitzhak Moldho, who had worked
very intensely on the

;

Hebron accord for

mouths, has been abroad!;

The women-prisoner Release will mark the

second tune, including die Hebron redeploy-

ment, that the Netanyahu government has

implemented an agreemeat the Labor govern-

ment failed to cany out within the time frame

it specified. The release h!as been Arafat’s top

demand since the Oslo 2 agreement of
September 28, 1995 proijnised to release all

women prisoners immediately.

Continued on Page 4

Rehovot scientists discover gent

BvJMPrSffiCB.

A gene that plays a vital role in

the process of infection, the acn-;

vatiaaof. the .
immune system

and — perhaps — in-the mature-,

tion ofdie HTV virus that causes

AIDS, has been discovered and

cloned., by Weizmarm Institute

researchers. . .

Their findings, which
other groups of scientists abroad

have’ been trying to achieve,

appears in today’s is511®. °*
,

prestigious British journal

Ynrwrg.

Ptof. David Wafiach of the

membrane research arid bio-

- physics department discovered

the gene, called SfKi wtiti* help

from doctoral students Nikolai

Malinin. Mark Boldin and

Asdxin Kovalenko. -

fllK helps remove aJgrfccufrr

"brake” that keeps me immune
. response in check.

Its discovery, said ,the Rehovot
scientists,

.
could . lead to the

development of dmgs to regu-

late the. immune system \ in- a

variety of diseases. .

Drugs that enhance NIK’s
effects could be designed tO:

boostimmunity In immune-defi-
ciency diseases, while drugs that

block its effects might be devel-

oped 5

to inhibit
_
unwanted

. immune responses in ^.autoim-

mune diseases, such as.juvenile-

onset diabetes, jbeumatoid
arthritis or multiple sclerosis.

;

“NIK activation is a crucial,

first step in triggering the

immune response,” : said

WalJach. “Our findings hold

potential forthe design of future

drags to block or enhance die

effects of NIK™, although we
. stiH need to clarify the exact
' reactions that this molecule sets

ofL”
Jx has been fcnownfor about 20

' years dial a proteiivcalled NFt

. kB belongs t6; a class of pro-

steins, known * as ^transcription

-

factors, which “switch on” cer-

tain genes. NF-kB is a major
molecule involved in the

immune response, switching on
several; genes ' involved in

immune and inflammatory
responses, to disease and infec-

tion.

While it is always present in

all cells, its effects in healthy

ones are usually blocked by an

inhibitory protein known as IkB

a

In healthy cedis, NF-kB and
IkB are attached to each other,

but when infection or disease

occurs, a domino effect occurs
in which the “brake” is removed
and destroyed and the NF-kB is

set free.

The Weiznxpnn scientists

sought to discover what causes
the “brake” to l>e removed and

Continued on Page 4
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MKs discuss

Lebanon pullout
Eitan, Ezra, Beilin, Harel, Cohen
meet with former security officials

Thousands attendthefoneral in theBedmn village of Zarzir ofSt-Sgt Maj. Hassin Rahal, 34, and Sgt- KamelJRahal, 27, two cousins

among die 73 soldjereapdairnienwbo dfed'in last Tbesday’s helicopter disaster. The last 13 victims were laid to rest on Friday. (Rnuri

DAVID RUDGE, SARAH H0NIG
and agencies

Likud Action leader Michael
Eitan last night met with a group

of coalition and opposition MKs
to discuss a plan for a unilateral

inquiry calls for pubBc^s

help, Page 2

IDF on fun alert in security

zone, Page4L

withdrawal from south Lebanon.
The MKs, who met at the

Kochav Yair home of Likud MK
Gideon Ezra, included Labor's

Yossi Beilin. Third Way MK
Yehuda Harel, and Yitzhak Cohen
of Shas. Former senior members
of the security establishment -
including ex-General Security

Service head Ya’acov Perry, ex-

GSS deputy head Yossi Ginossar,

former coordinator of the territo-

ries and Lebanon liaison unit com-
mander Danny Rothschild - par-

ticipated in the meeting. Yisrael

Hard, one of the leaders of the

Council for Judea. Samaria, and
Gaza also attended.

Ezra would not say what conclu-

sion the four reached last night or

whether they were even all in

agreement, but said they plan to

take up the matter with Defense

Minister Yitzhak Mordechai.

Meanwhile. Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu on Friday

rejected such a move, saying it

would bring Hizbullah terrorists

closer to Israel’s northern frontier.

He said Israel must stabilize its

northern border before leaving the

security zone.

“This border was at first grabbed

by Palestinian terrorists and now it

has been seized by Hizbullah ter-

Continuedon Page 4

Barak: I proposed deal to

leave Lebanon when FM
By DAVID MAKOVSKY

Labor MK Ehud Barak per-

sonally passed a message to

Lebanese Foreign Minister
Farez Bouez while serving as
foreign minister last year, offer-

ing to leave southern Lebanon if

Hizbullah was quiet for three

months. Barak disclosed yester-

day.

While Lebanon is known to

favor an Israeli exik “they never

responded." Barak said.

The former chief of staff said a

three-month period of quiet

would be followed up by a peri-

od of intensive negotiations last-

ing no ionger than 90 days,

wjiich would be concluded by
Israel leaving the country.

Barak, who spoke on Channel
I, said the offer was passed by
way of a third party “from the

area who is not an Arab.”
Sources say the person in

question was Cypriot Foreign

Minister Aleco Michaelidis, who
visited here last March.
Michaelidis was known to be

in close contact with both Barak
and Bouez. Barak said he
expected the message would be
passed by way of Syria.

Interestingly, the offer appears

to have been made after the

Peres government lost hope of
reaching a peace deal with Syria

before Knesset elections.

For the last few years. Labor
viewed a pullback from southern

Lebanon as only occurring on
the heels of a Golan pullback.

Government declares Bezek services

‘vital,’ limiting private ownership
By JUDY SIEGEL

The government on Friday
approved an order proposed by
Communications Minister Limor
Livnat declaring Bezeq’s basic

telecommunications services

“vital” and thus barring any foreign

or local entity from controlling

more than 25 percent of the compa-
ny.

Livnat told The Jerusalem Post

last night that when taking office,

she had been presented with an
order that would discriminate

between foreign and local interests,

limiting the former to a maximum
of 10% of Bezeq and the latter to

25%.
Under the new regulations -

passed unanimously by the cabinet

after consultations with the premier

and defense, finance and justice

ministers - anyone who wanted
more than a 5% interest in Bezeq
would have to obtain permission

from the communications minister.

Permission would have to be
granted at each increment for those

seeking a 7%, 1 1 %, 14%, 21% and
finally a 25% share. In addition,

Israeli interests would not have a
higher limit than foreigners.

Britain’s Cable & Wireless com-
pany currently owns 10% of Bezeq
(by buying up shares without con-
sulting the government), and it

wants more - at least 20%, Livnat

suggested.

The new order was vital to “pro-

tect Israel’s security interests," she
said. While Hungary and a few
other countries have laws allowing

their national telecommunications
companies to be controlled by out-

riders, most do not. Livnat said.

pointing out that the US and
England have very strict limits on
investments by foreigners.

Before deciding on her position.

Livnat invited Bezeq and C&W
officials for hearings, and changed
her decision somewhat as a result.

After the government decision on
Friday, she called C&W president

Richard Brown. He called it a "slap

in the face" but said his company
would study the decision and con-

tinue negotiating with the ministry

over other solutions to their equity

plans.

Livnat said .C&W was entitled to

take the case to the High Court of
Justice, “but I don’t think it has a

chance of winning.” Local interests

wanting shares in Bezeq did not

pressure her, she said, and the new
order was **not meant to put a brake

specifically on C&W.”
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Inquiry calls for public s help
in brief

TWo soldiers killed in head-on collision

A male and a female soldier, both 19, were killed instantly

eariy yesterday morning when their car suddenly swerved into

die path of an oncoming truck on the Yad Mordechai-Sderot

highway.

Police are investigating the cause

.

Last night three people were injured, one seriously, when a car
and a motorcycle collided on die Trans-Samaria Highway. The
injured were taken to the Rabin Medical Center in Petah Tikva.
Six members of one family were injured, two seriously, while

crossing the street in Bnei Brak last night- They were crossing

behind a bus, and were struck by a rental car whose driver did
not see them.
A 60-old woman died yesterday from injuries suffered when

she was struck and killed by a car white crossing the Geha
Highway yesterday. Itim

Ybuth arrested in rape of Ramie girl

Police on Thursday arrested a 13-year-old Ramie youth sus-

pected of raping a seven-year-old girl there last Monday.
The youth, who denies any connection to the case, was

remanded Friday by Petah Tikva Magistrate's Court for five

days.

Police acted on a tip Thursday night from a person who
claimed to have seen someone who fit die description of the sus-

pect. Police said they were surprised to find that the youth, who
is so young, did fit the description provided by the girl and her
brother. /rim

Palestinian student dies of wounds
A Palestinian university student has died of wounds he sus-

tained during gun battles between Palestinian Police and IDF
soldiers in September, hospital officials said Friday.

Ramallah Hospital officials said Yasser Hamshari, 21, a second
year student at Bir Zeil University's commerce department, died
there Thursday night
His death raised to 61 the number of Palestinians killed in the

confrontations that erupted after Israel opened an exit to the

Western Wall Tunnel. Palestinians killed IS Israelis in the clash-

es. Reuter

PM to demand
PA stay out of

Jerusalem hospitals

By A15EH 0*SULUVAN

The commission of inquiry on the heli-

copter collision, which is expected to hand its

interim report to the government this week,

has taken the unusual step of calling on the

public to offer any information it may have

concerning the crash.

The inquiry has heard reports from Air

Face helicopter experts as well as testimony

from flight technicsms and residents of the

North. But no one js reported to have wit-

nessed the collision, thus leaving it up to die

commission to try ;and piece together what

happened. They will! examine the radio com-

munication tapes and have sent the wreckage

to laboratories for inspection.

What is dear is that the collision was

caused when the second helicopter rammed
the first. One avenue being examined is

whether the pilots may have been temporar-

ily blinded when switching on night vision.

Anyone, who has relevant information is

asked tocontact the commission at 03-697-

7447, or fax 03-697-7053.

The fact that foe commission has asked

for anyone who feels they may have infor-

mation vital to foe investigation to speakup
is unusual. It was apparently done not just

because there were no survivors, but also to

...

By JUDY SIEGEL

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu is today expected to

demand that Palestinian Authority

chairman Yasser Arafat halt the

PA’s efforts to “take over” Arab
hospitals in Jerusalem. The
demand was initiated by Health
Minister Yehoshua Matza, who
last week convened directors of
the five hospitals to discuss the

problem.

Matza told foe premier about
the case of a four-year-old

Bethlehem boy who suffered
severe burns when a friend poured
paint thinner on sticks and lit

them. Burnt over much of his

body, he was rushed to Bethlehem
Hospital and them to eastern

Jerusalem's Makassed Hospital,

which does not have a sophisticat-

ed burns unit
Even though Hadassah-

Univereity Hospital in Ein Kerem
does have an outstanding bums
unit, Makassed - whose director

•has been sent on leave and
replace by a PA representative -

refused the transfer.

Instead, the hospital would
agree only to move the boy to a

medical center in Jordan, a trip

which a Hadassah doctor warned
could cause his death.

The PA is “conducting a war at

the expense of patients 'often in

critical condition,** Matza
charged. “Is there no limit to its

cynicism?"

The health minister demanded
that foe PA “stop interfering" in

the functioning of the capital’s

Arab hospitals, especially

Makassed.
“There is nothing to prevent the

Bethlehem boy from being sent

immediately to Hadassah in an

attempt to save his life.”

The principle of mutual obser-

vance of agreements is being

openly violated by the

Palestinians, Matza charged, “and
this must be prevented clearly and
immediately."

President Ezer Weizman, who has vowed to visit the fisimilies of all 73 helicopter disaster victims, speaks on Friday with the father

of Lt. Kobi Ben-Shem, 20, ofRamat Hasharon. Weizman said he prefers to visitx^ery family individually, rather than attend only
some of the funerals, and that he draws great strength from the victims’ families. 'Whoever believes there is a lack of motivation
among the country’s youth to volunteer for combat limits, should see these families,’ he told reporters alia: several visits in the cen-
ter of the country. Today Weizman is to go to Misgav Am, Bar’am, Dishon, Safed, Beit Jaxm, Mitzpeh Netofa, Tiberias, Degania,
Ashdot Ya’acov-Ihud, Beit Yosef, and Moledet. Cn»c BaufatvaTmi; nmoe Dam stcnun/fartei Sun)

IDF troops in Lebanon on full alert
ByDAWDRUDGE

IDF troops serving in the security

zone and along foe northern border

remained on full alert over foe

weekend and carried out their

duties as normal, despite the trauma

of the helicopter disaster in which
73 of their comrades were killed.

Troop rotation convoys once
again plied foe roads leading into

and out of foe zone to replace sol-

diers manning fortified hilltop

positions in foe region.

Tbe soldiers who were killed in

foe apparent collision between the

two CH-53 transport helicopters

over Moshav She’ar Yashuv on
Tuesday night had themselves been

en route to the Beaufort Castle and
other positions in the region.

Hizbullah activists, however,
who maintained that foe disaster

was a "godly punishment,” contin-

ued to claim that the soldiers had

intended to carry out a special

mission inside Lebanon.
Hizbullah leader Shaikh Hassan

Nasrallah said in a Lebanese news-
paper article yesterday that the

troops aboard the helicopters had
intended to cany out a.-commando-
style kidnap mission and he was
probably the intended victim.

The helicopter trams ports, which
had been designed tin bypass the

threat posed by Hizbu Hah roadside

bomb and Sagger anti -tank missile

attacks and ambushes, were
stopped following the- disaster.

Instead, soldiers entered the

zone in the past few clays, as in the

past, in escorted convoys.
The region itselfhas been relative-

ly quiet since heavy fittingerupted
in south Lebanon last Tuesday and
ceased that afternoon - a few hours
before the helicopter disaster.

Hizbullah announced at the time

that its gunmen had attacked over

20 IDF and South LebaneseArmy
positions with long-range mortar
an^.gQti-tar^missile gjjyo mark..
“JerraafemT^y” atJtasfaA of tires?

montihlongflariiadkte^te? *-

Despite dre TClative qnret1 since

then. Hizbullah is still expected to

escalate its activities in tirecoming
days because of other memorial
dates which also fell this month.
The most notable isFebruary 16.

which marks the killing five years
ago of then Hizbullah secretary-

general Sheikh Abbas Musawi and
members ofhis family in an attack

by IAF helicopter gunships.

Musawi bad been returning from
a memorial service in Jibsheet vil-

lage in south Lebanon for Sheikh
Rajeb Harb, founder of
Hizbullah's fighting arm, tbe

Islamic Resistance, who was him-
self killed in 1984.

The need for continued vigilance

on foe pan of EOT and SLA troops

was underlined on Friday with the

discovery of five roadside bombs
. Jp.Beit Leif village in.the western.,

factor of foe security zone.
-•-‘'The string^of^tfcadly devices
were discovered by SLA troops on
operational' duties in the region

and were later safely destroyed by
SLA sappers.

A statement issued by foe IDF
spokesman said tire bombs had
been planted by Hizbullah activists

and were discovered by the SLA
troops alongsidea main road in the
village* near foe wall of a boose.

The statement said that Israel

had lodged a protest with the

Grapes of Wrath monitoring com-
mittee over tire incident.

The committee is expected to

meet later in the week following

tire conclusion of the Id al-Fitr

feast marlring foe end of Ramadan.

head off future criticism the commis-

sion may have ignored crucial information.

• Channel 1 reported last night thatsomeone
:

apparently heard that .tire pilots iwre com-

plaining of a communication raaffimctioiL

Tbe repost said such a malfunction would

not likely have any bearing on foe crash, but

it is an example of tire kind of information,

however unsubstantiated* tire commission

wants to include, in its investigation.

Thousands
visit She’ar

BvDAVP BUDGE and agencies

' Thousands of people flocked to

; Moshav She’ar Yashuv yesterday,

«ome bringing flowers, some to

light candles, and others just to

look at thcscene of the helicopter

disaster that shook, the nation.

. The road' leading to the small

, community that in recent years has

'been trying 'to .promote tourism to

tire site wasblocked with vehicles

m both directions.

Residents had to close foe

entrance, to tire riioshav because of

tire flood of cars, and police were

called to the scene and the main
road leading from Kiryat Stunona

to tire Banyas aid Ml. Herman, in

order to direct and try to control

tire flow of traffic.

“Virtually everybody en route to

the Hermon ski ate is coming, as

well as others Who just wanted to

come to foe scene,” a policeman

on traffic duty told reporters.

For manyof tbcvisitbrs it was a
pilgrimage* almost a duty out of

respect to the metnory of tire 73
soldiers and airmen killed in tire

disaster: The wreckage has been

cleared from tire rite and the

remains of the guest houses that

were struck by one of tire heli-

copters have been knocked down
and tire ground levelled.

AH thatis left at tire scene after

the salvage and rescue operations is

tire scooted brown earth, some of

tire red tape used to seal off tire area

and many candles and flowers.

Meanwhile, King Hussein of
Jordan radioed a message of

sympathy yesterday for tbe death

of foe-73 soldiers and airmen as

he flew over Israel on his way to

London, Israel Radio and Army
Radio reported. The king, who
.often pilots his own pJanejSpoke
totiie control tower at Ben^jurioo

~Airport"
:

and expresseif^cpndo-

lences over tbe tragedy.

Cabinet puts off

setting health tax
exemptions

Acting on a request by Labor
and Social Affeirs Minister
Etiyahu Yishai, foe cabinet on
Friday declined to determine a list

of localities that will be exempt
from paying pupils’ health fees.

The matter was referred to tire

Interministcrial Economics
Committee.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Moves afoot to revive moribund multilateral peace talks
By MULEi KUTTLER

WASHINGTON - The multilat-

eral peace talks, once considered a

major aspect of Israeli-Arab con-
ciliation but recently all but invis-

ible, wHl show new signs of life

beginning next month.
The working group on foe envi-

ronment is to meet in early March
in Valencia, Spain. The multilater-

al steering committee, which last

met two years ago, will gather in

Moscow later in foe month, an

Israeli official said here Friday.

While the working group on
refugees has continued to meet -
including a session in Rome just

two weeks ago - those on eco-

nomic development, water and

arms control have been on a more
than year-long hiatus.

In the aftermath of last month's
Hebron agreement, "there's an
organized effort to move foe mul-
tilateral talks forward," the official

said.

The push comes amid American
efforts to seize upon the agree-
ment to prod Arab countries to

make good on their pledges to
' continue normalization with Israel

in accordance with progress
towards peace.

“There’s a sympathetic picture.

What we found is the American
conception that normalization is a

part-and-parcel component of the

peace process.” the Israeli official

said.

'Royal Academy of Dancing
Members and staff mourn the death of our

colleague, friend and respected ballet teacher

SARA YOHAI ? i

“It wouldn't surprise me if, with

foe renewal of tbe talks and con-

tacts, we see a phenomenon of

[Arab] states that don't have
diplomatic ties with Israel taking

on larger loads in foe talks.”!

Oman, Qatar and Tunisia froze

emerging ties with Israel in the

months after Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu's election.

Others, such as Saudi Arabia, have

had no ties with Israel but partici-

pate in various multilateral groups.

Tbe developments came at foe

conclusion of a two-day visit here

by the foreign ministry’s deputy
director-general, Yoav Biran. •

Biran met with US officials and
Arab ambassadors to discuss mov-
ing foe normalization process

ahead.

A senior US official said that

Washington has “been very
active” post-Hebron making the

case to various Arab states for

states for “renewed progress on
regional ties.”

“We have been very encouraged

by the responses we've received.

by tbe public and private com-
ments, dial there's a recognition of

foe need to move forward," he said.

“There is a general recognition

that the time was appropriate for

the region to engage to support a

reactivated Israeli- Palestinian

track.”

The US campaign is being con-

ducted at various levels, but it “pri-

marily involves Secretary [of State

Madeleine] Albright," be said.
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20 crew feared dead
as Cypriot freighter

sinks offNorway
Post news agencies

OSLO - A Cyprus-registered
freighter sank in heavy seas off the
Norwegian coast Saturday, and
everyone aboard - 20 crewmen -
were missing and feared dead.

“There was a Polish crew of 20
people on board," said Elvbjoerg
Vaage, spokeswoman for the
Stavanger rescue service.

"The skipper [of the 22.000-lon
Leros Strength

]

called at 7.50 a.m.
to say the boat was taking in water
from a hole in the bow. While one
of us at the rescue center was
speaking to him, the line went
dead." The helicopter and seven
ships were searching for sur-
vivors.

“We are not optimistic,” said

rescue service spokesman Anders
Bang-Andersen.
“We were on the spot quickly.

The helicopter pilot saw bubbles
and diesel oil on the surface. Life

vests and two empty lift rafts were
floating in the sea. A plate with the
ship's name on it was observed,
too.” He said a rescue service

official spoke for three minutes
with the captain, whose name was
not known.

“The captain was calm," Bang-
Andersen said. “But he knew they
were in a serious situation and he
asked for assistance, asked for
help to save the crew and himself.

“He said he had problems navi-

gating because of the hole in the
bow. When we asked for a weath-
er report the communication was
broken. One theory is that the ship

then suddenly sank," Bang-
Andersen said.

Ships and a helicopter search-

ing the waters in near-gale condi-
tions spotted air bubbles from the

sunken ship, debris, two empty
life-rafts, life-vests and the ship's

name plate, said Bang-Andersen.
The ship apparently went down

quickly in the icy, 258-meter deep
waters of the North Sea.

Despite more than eight hours
of searching, no trace of survivors

was found and rescue efforts were
scaled down when darkness fell,

said Eldbjorg Vaage. also of the

rescue center.

One Norwegian coast guard
vessel was remaining at the scene
through the night.

“We’ll still search, but consider-

ing that they have been missing
since this morning, we’re not opti-

mistic.” she said.

Hospitals in the region called

off an alert when hours passed

with no survivors recovered from
the water, which was near-freez-

ing at about 2C.

The captain may not have real-

ized how serious the situation was
until it was loo late, since he made
a routine radio call for assistance

rather than an emergency “may-
day" call, rescuers said.

The Leros Strength, a 22,000 ton

bulk carrier, was freighting

appatite. a crystalline mineral used
in the manufacture of fertilizers,

from Murmansk Russia, to

Poland.
Built in 1976, it was registered

on Cyprus but owned by Greek
shipping company Leros
Management, officials said.

It was the worst ship disaster off

Norway for years.

In December 1995, 10 fisher-

men drowned when the Russian

trawler Novgoroders sank in a
storm off the Arctic province of

Trams.
In October 1 993, the Norwegian

fishing boat Bordanes went down
off the Arctic port of Hammerfesu
killing nine seamen.

Strong dollar focus of G-7
finance ministers’ summit

By COLLEEN BARRY

. BERLIN - The world’s leading

industrial democracies -
America's allies and competitors -
have gotten what they've been
wanting for two years, a strong

dollar to more evenly balance
global trade.

Now, it’s up to each nation to

adopt the sound fiscal policies that

will drive its own growth and
maintain stability, the finance min-
isters and central bank chiefs ofthe
Group of Seven nations agreed

yesterday.

“Currency relationships cannot

be set through statements,"

Germany's Finance Minister Theo
Waigel said, summing up a devel-

oping consensus that talk alone

won't control the dollar - the

world's dominant currency.

The view that Japan, Canada.
Germany, Italy, France and Britain

are responsible for making their

own currencies stronger invest-

ment targets was outlined in a joint

statement issued after a day-long
meeting.

The dollar’s rise in the past two
years was “just what we wished
would happen,’* Waigel said as be
opened the meeting in a converted
palace on Berlin's Unter den
Linden boulevard.

The meeting ended a few hours
later with a joint statement saying:

“We reaffirm our views that

exchange rates should reflect' eco-

nomic fundamentals and that

excessive volatility is undesir-

able." While agreeing that the

problem of the undervalued dollar

- outlined in an April 1995 G-7
meeting - had been fixed, the

monetary officials did set an exact

target for the US
currency.

“It’s not a question of a precise

level. The present situation is more
or less acceptable," said Hans
Tietmeyer, Germany’s central

bank governor. He said the dollar's

rise should be gradually ending,

and expected the G-7 statement

would give "a signal of stability to

the. markets.’- -.US Treasury

Secretary Robert Rubin seemed to

agree.

PULLOUT
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rorists who rely on Syria and
Iran," he told Channel 2 Friday.

“It is not easy to change this

equation without at least changing
the equation with Syria.”
Netanyahu said, alluding to the

frozen Israel-Syrian peace talks

and Damascus's role as a power
broker in Lebanon.
Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon

Lipkin-Shahak also told Channel
2 on Friday that Israel would not
leave: “Today I don’t know of any
other solution that appears better
to me than what we are doing now
- with all the pain and the price

entailed. There is a price to pay

for security."

Mayors of towns and villages in

the North urged the government

on Friday not to consider a unilat-

eral withdrawal, saying such a

debate would hurt morale among
residents and soldiers, according

to Israel Radio.

Mordechai made it clear on

Friday that Israel will not with-

draw from south Lebanon unless

arrangements are reached that

would guarantee the safety and

security of northern communities.

“We have no interest in being

on Lebanese land. We do have a

vital security need [to be there],

and as long as we know that from

there we are giving security to

northern communities, we will be

there." said Mordechai.

“When a solution is found that

somebody else can guarantee that

security, IDF soldiers will be the

first to be happy to leave

Lebanese territory,” he said.

Mordechai spoke to reporters

after attending the funeral at

Kibbutz Deganya Alef on Friday

of Armored Corps officer Lt
Eran-Hai Peretz, 21, who was
among those killed in the heli-

copter disaster last Tuesday.

Peretz was laid to rest alongside

the grave of his uncle, airman

CapL Eran Cohen, after whom he

was named, who died during the

Yom Kippur War. His remains

were discovered 18 months ago

and his body brought back to

Israel for burial at the kibbutz.

An ambulance crew prepares to ferry an elderly woman from the helicopter pad to a hospital in Palmerston North after she was wound-

ed in the mass shooting in Raurimo, New Zealand in which six people were killed and as many as five others were wounded. iReuter)

Tranquil New Zealand hamlet

rocked by mass murder
By HATTlffiW BROCKETT

RAURIMU, New Zealand (Reuter) - A gun-

man went on a shooting rampage in a rural

New Zealand hamlet yesterday, killing six peo-

ple and seriously wounding up to five others, in

the latest in a series of mass murders that have
shattered the country's tranquil image.

A 24-year-old man had been charged with

one count of murder, police said. They had
found the suspect naked and unarmed in farm-

land close to the scene of die slayings in this

small Noth Island town of Raurimu near die

active volcano Mount Ruapehu.

An eerie silence enveloped the dozen farm-

houses that make up Raurimu late yesterday

following the murders. There was link police

presence and few signs of the early morning
carnage.

The gunman, using a 12-gauge shotgun, cut

a swathe through Raurimu starting at the Spiral

Lodge, used by skiers frequenting Mount
Ruapehu’s ski slopes during the winter season,

and moving to another lodge, leaving bodies

. scattered over a wide area.

Local residents said two of the victims were
die parents of the alleged gunman and some of

die others were related to him.

They said be had a history of psychiatric

problems.
Police would not confirm those reports bat

said earlier that the victims might have been

related to the suspect

The proprietor of a nearby motel, who
declined to be named, said some of die sus-

pect's family had been in Raurimu for a

reunion.

He understood the gunman had at one stage

holed up in a bus shelter from where be fired

randomly at oncoming traffic, and that one of

die de&d-wasa young woman who was walking
along the roadside trying to hitch a ride.

“One guy was going to pick her up. then he
saw the guy with the shotgun and kept going,”

the proprietor said. “He looked back and saw
die woman getting shot to pieces." Police did

not release die name of the suspect They had
earlier said there could be more victims but

later called off the search.

Wanganui Acting District Commander Jeff

Holloway said police took die suspect into cus-

tody shortly before midday.

The murders were committed around 9.00

a.m. yesterday.

“The victims have not yet been properly

identified. Wedon’t know all the names as yet.

We believe that a number of them at least are

residents and may be related to die suspect." he

told a news conference. The wounded were fer-

ried by helicopters to hospitals in the district.

Yesterday’s slaying is the fifth mass slaugh-

ter in the 1990s to shock the country and under-

mine its image as a green and peaceful place.

In 1990, 13 people were killed by a young
man in the hamlet of Aromana, near Dunedin

on the South Island, The police shot the gun-

man David Gray dead after a siege.

Id May, 1992, 64-year-old fanner Brian

Schlaepfer shot or stabbed six members of his

family before killing himself with a shotgun at

Pukekohe, near the northern city of Auckland.

The following month, an unemployed 25-

year-old man stabbed or bludgeoned to death

seven relatives including five children in the

quiet rural town of Masterton. north of

Wellington.

Then in 1994 a family of two parents and
three children were shot dead with a rifle. Son
David Bain was convicted for the mass mur-
ders but protested his innocence contending die

father carried out the murders before commit-

ting suicide.

The series of massacres have traumatized

Now Zealand's 35 million people who used to

take pride in their relatively low rate of vio-

lence. Violent crime has been on the increase

for a number of years.

Chirac pays glowing tribute to Harriman
PARIS, (Reuter) - French

President Jacques Chirac paid

glowing tribute yesterday to the

late US ambassador Pamela
Harriman at a leave-taking cere-

mony which drew a discreet veil

over Franco-American tensions.

The French head of state,

senior US officials including

National Security Advisor
Samuel Berger, and relatives

gathered to recall the glittering

past and the four-year Paris

tenure of Harriman, who died on
Wednesday of a brain hemor-

rhage, aged 76.

Highlighting their common
revolutionary legacy, both US
Marines and French Republican
Guards stood watch in crisp sun-

shine over Haninura’s wooden
coffin, draped in the. Stars and
Stripes and placed on the garden

terrace of the embassy residence.

Drawing his wife Bernadette to

his side, a grim-faced Chirac
paused silently before the casket

before addressing guests includ-

ing Italian magnate Gianni
Agnelli, one of the many wealthy

and powerful men Harriman was
linked to as wife or companion.
“Two centuries ago, Benjamin

Franklin and then Thomas
Jefferson represented in Paris a
nascent America. In 1993,
President BUI Clinton chose an
exceptional person to follow in

their footsteps," Chirac said in a
speech.

“To say that she was an excep-

tional representative of the

United States in France does not

do justice to her achievement: she

lent to our long standing alliance

die radiant strength ofher person-
ality. She was elegance itself. She
was grace.” Hartman was “also

a peerless diplomat*', indispens-

able to both Clinton and himself
in helping find the way forward
to agramenv Chirac said.

Chirac placed on the coffin the

red sash of the Grand Cross of
the Legion of Honor. He told her

a month ago that he planned to

give her France's highest award.
“It is my great regret that the cer-

emony has become a last leave-

taking.”
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EUROPA GALANTE and CONCERTO ITALIANO:

the ULTIMATE ITALIAN EXPERIENCE!
„
Europa Galante, under eloquent violinist and director Fabio Biondi has become a symbol of the rebirth of baroque

''music in Italy. The vocal ensemble. Concerto Italiano, is founded and led by virtuoso harpsichord-player Rinaldo

v,_ Alessandrini. They present us with dramatic performances, full of Latin furia and unbounded sensuality.

5 high quality DDD recordings for the price of2!

Vivaldi: Concertd - Fabio Biondi, Europa Galante -
.

"

Tartini: Five Sonatas for violin and basso continue - Biondi, Naddeo, Alessandrini, Monteilhet .

Pergolesi, Leo: Salve Regina (first ever recording) - Barbara Schlick, Europa Galante, Fabio Biondi ' .

Lasso: Villanelie, moiesche e alfre canzoni - Concerto Italiano, Rinaldo Alessandrini

-

Marenzio: Madrigals for four voices (fust ever recording) - Concerto Italiano, Rinaldo Alessandrini
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the molecule to be activated.

Their research, partly funded
by grants from the Science
Ministry, Inter-Lab of Ness
Ziona and its parent company
Ares Trading SA . of
Switzerland, may also increase
understanding of the develop-
ment ofAIDS.

Scientists suspect HIV some-
how “recognizes” NF-kB.
regarding it as a signal to
become more active.

This may explain why HIV
carriers often develop full-

blown AIDS after coming down
with another illness: this could
activate NF-kB and set off the

immune response to fight that

illness, but simultaneously it

goads the HIV virus to awaken.
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Do it through ^

«
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Classifieds
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Tel Aviv 03-639-O333

Jerusalem 02-531^5608
With your credit card number
PAX:
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Jerusalem 02-538-8408
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The Oslo 2 agreement specified

That “all female detainees and
prisoners shall be released in the

first stage of release. The first

stage of release will take place on
the signing of this agreement
[September 28, 1995].”

The violation of this agreement
helped weaken the fabric of trust

between the previous government
and the PA.
More prisoners were to have

.
been.released in the second stage,
which was to have taken place a
year ago, prior to the Palestinian
Council elections on January 20,
1996. There is also to be a third

stage of releases during die per-
manent-status negotiations.

Arafat deputy Mahmoud Abbas
told reporters after a PA cabinet
meeting Thursday night friar at
the Erez summit meeting today,
Arafat will also raise the issue of
eight negotiating subcommittees
to deal with issues remaining
from the interim talks.

Yesterday, on the first day of Id
al-Fitr, Arafat visited the home of
Sheikh Yassin and of Ahmed
Siftawi, a veteran Fatah activist
shot in 1 994 before Arafat arrived
in Gaza. _ ...
Last night the Tel Aviv-based

Women Against Political

Prisoners group praised what it

called the cabinet’s “tardy" deci-
sion to release the women prison-
ers.
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Computers for all
By JUDY SIEGEL-rTZKOVICH

What is the point in giving

a NIS 6.000 computer to

a child with an unem-
ployed parent who has too little

income to spend on decent hous-
ing. clothes, schoolbooks and per-

haps even nutritious food?
A new project called "A

Computer for Every Child” is

aimed at making 100,000 elemen-
tary-school youngsters in the two
lowest deciles of the socio-eco-
nomic scale computer literate in

order to upgrade their learning

skills, improve their self-esteem

and give diem a chance to compete
in the job market in the decades
ahead.
Since the highest level of charity,

according to Jewish tradition, is

helping someone to support him-
self, this project is aimed at freeing

disadvantaged children from the

cycle of poverty instead of merely
giving them charity.

The project was initiated by the

Operation for Social Development,
a voluntary effort headed by Yuli

Ofer and other local businesspeo-

ple including Gabi Sabag of ORS
manpower company, Hanan
Achsaf of Motorola-Israel.

Yehoshua Maor of IBM-Israel and
Arye Scop of Microsoft-Israel.

A month before the elections last

May, then-premier Shimon Peres
warmly endorsed the idea and
afterward Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu personally

gave it his blessing. The govern-
ment recently decided to establish

a public council, headed by Prime
Minister's Office director-general

Avigdor Lieberman, to run it with

the group of businesspeople. JDC-
Israel, which in 1995 launched a
smaller pilot project that distrib-

uted 800 PCs among disadvan-

taged children around the country,

will provide organizational back-

ing.

Amon Mantver, IDC-Israel’s

director-general, notes that the

lessons h learned during the past

two-and-a-balf years will benefit

the much more ambitious project

being launched. An important facet

of die “A Computer for Every
Child” campaign will be to require

every child to undergo a 60-hour
computer course in his community
along with a parent or an older sib-

ling, to ensure that the PCs don’t

just sit around -collecting dust (or

aren't sold to buy lottery tickets).

Families won’t get the modem-
equipped Pentium computer unless
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Others argue this perception is

connected - to metabolic processes What is the evolutionary benefit
and biological cycles. After middle- cffingerprints on man? Do any
age, file body .works more slowly; otkermtanmals, betides
fee Sdmnlafion of the central, ner-

.
them? Yana, Or Yehuda.

vops system, forexaniple, and other Prqfi YoelRak. a physical antiuv-
biological functions, proceed at a pologist at Tel Aviv University,
slower pace, and it takes longer to do replies:

things, so time passes faster. I don’tknow of any other animals
Another possibility is* that from that have fingerprints besidesapes,

middle -age, people simply see that But having them doesn’t always
their time on earth is limited; it's like mean that they offer an evolutionary

watching the. sand in an hourglass benefit. In recent years, we scientists

have discovered more and more that

they are by-products ofevolutionary
processes that, tn effect, just go
along for fire ride. This is called

“plionopy.”

It is like medical syndromes: if

natural selection works to determine
eye color, the shape of die ears may
go along with a specific eye color,

butthe earshape has noevolutionary
benefit It’s dear fiat all fingerprint

patterns are genetically derived, but
that doesn’t necessarily mean they
contribute to die survival of the

species.

Nevertheless, there is no proven
answer Some suggest that having
fingerprints could indeed have
offered evolutionary benefits in apes

by giving a surer grip while climb-

ing. Others say fingerprints indicate

more sensitivity to touch due to the

concentration of sensory cells below
file skin. But we don't really know
the answer.

Have you always wondered about
the scientific explanation for ordi-

nary phenomena? Now you can get

an answer. Mail your question to

TELL ME WHY. The Jerusalem
Post.POB 81, 91000Jerusalem,fax
ir to (02) 5389527, or send it by e-

mati to jusie@jpost.coJL Please

include yourfirstname andplace cf
residence.
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‘my first encyclopedia’

By JUDY SEGEUTZXOWCH

~W~
'

Va’Encylapedia Harishona
§ m Sheti (My. .

- First

JL X. Encyclopedia), a CD-ROM
for children aged Jive to 12. pro-

duced by Knowledge Adventure in

die US, translated into Hebrew and
marketed by Mirage Multimedia,

NIS 149.

Rating: four-and-a-hedfstars out

'

qffive / '.

"
• How ddesa companyproduce an
encyclopedia for children as young,

as five who don’t yet read? It’s

impossible unless one goes about it

the wayKnowledgeAdventuredoes
- very successfully - using a CD-
ROM chock fitil cf sound, video

film, photos and drawings. There is

ody a bft of tetf for the older chil-

dren, who will enjoy the program as

much as their pre-school siblings.
-

Obviously, it isn’t a real encyclo-

pedia as it doesn’t cover thegamut
of subjects presented in a printed

volume, but it does deal with many:
file solar system, food, the human
body, music arid ait, transportation,

climate, geography, animals, the

communiiy and occupations.
-

These topics are cleverly dis-

played as pictures on a tree, which

takes up several computer screens

from top to bottom: young users

reach titetoprcmeretytyionmg fee .

mouse up and down and clicking on
what they want Some of file topics,

such as an owl, . die moon or a
grasshopper, are represented by
small icons and offers short expla-

nation using pictures and a video

clip. But the major topics are dealt

with mdetaa,andaH<rftirem.include

a drawing program, puzzks and a
question-and-answer section^ Just

-

cGck on fiie picture of a chfld and

you'll get the answer, It’s a dame
users aren’t given file chance ip

choose the answer themselves; they

$3% p r
ii&j •X'/r. />•'& ptlK^Cyk W&ffajk

.. kfd n.2% VW T-Jjh(p
’
.Ik'Vfi.

:
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Ha’Eocylopedra Hanshooa Shefi doesn’t cover the gamut of sub-
jects presented in a printed vohmie, but it does deal with many.

NEW WORLDS

A project has been launched-to ensure kids from poor families can buy computers. (Richard No«uz>

they complete the course and pay a

nominal fee of NIS 150. The recip-

ients will be selected with help
from local social workers and
include haredim, Russian and
Ethiopian immigrants and Arabs as
well as other other Israelis.

Mantver adds that (be public ten-

der for computer hardware and
software will be the “biggest-ever

single contract" of this kind in the

country.

The S50 million, five-year pro-

ject is being financed equally by
the government (which will allo-

cate money from ministry budgets

and bequests), local authorities,

and private and company dona-
tions from Israel and abroad.

Having computer skills increas-

ingly determines whether a young
person will be employable,

Mantver says. In file two lower
socio-economic deciles, only
seven percent ofhomes have a PC,
while they are found in the large

majority of well-off homes.
Distributing 30,000 computers to

disadvantaged children, says the

the JDC- Israel chief, will help
shrink this gap.

All the computers will be hooked
up to the Internet, giving the recip-

ients the great advantage of being
able to communicate with others

throughout the country and the

world, and will boost their

English-language abilities. The
package will also come with a
variety ofsoftware, utilities as well

as edutainment and games.
Rami Baksanski, a sixth grader

at Hameginim School in Ashdod,
received his computer last year as

part of-JDC-Israel’s pilot project.

The boy, who immigrated from
Moldova six years ago with his

mother and older sister (now a

medical student at Ben-Gurion
University), spends five or six

hours a day working on his com-
puter after learning how to use it at

his local community center.

Rami, whose mother was a book-

keeper in their native country and
who is now looking for a job, says

that he and his friends “hardly talk

about TV anymore. The project

gave computers to most of the chil-

dren in class, so now we talk about

programs and disk drives.” As the

PCs distributed last year were not

souped-up Pentiums and lacked

modems, Rami dreams of upgrad-

ing his PC. but he has already man-
aged to add memory and a CD-
ROM drive. His class works for

three hours a week on computers at

school, but at home he’s able to do
other things and to practice.

He dreams ofgoing into the com-
puter field when he grows up.

Anyone thinking of contributing to

the “A Computer For Every Child”

project should know how much it

gives children self confidence and
teaches them skills, he says.

Maor of IBM-Israel, which will

donate goods and services to the

project, says that he isn’t bothered
by the idea of recipients spending
time playing computer games
instead ofeducational programs all

the time.

“Computer games are important

too. Foreign studies show that abil-

ities gained while playing comput-
er games are vital to the develop-

ment of technological and cogni-
tive skills and are an important

learning tool.”

Asked whether it would have
been better to invest the $50 mil-

lion in a long school day or books
instead. Scop of Microsoft-Israel

says: “Of course I’d prefer giving

3 II the children a comfortable
home and a long school day in a

classroom with only 20 children,

and 1 could add other vital needs as

well. But the fact that all this can’t

be accomplished in Israel in 1997
doesn’t mean we should give up.

Developing computer skills is vital

to the development of children in

the 2 1 st century no less than other

things."

The prime minister made an
appearance at a recent fund-raising

event attended by businesspeople,

who donated some NIS 4 million

worth of computers.
In addition. Scop's company has

pledged $4 million worth of soft-

ware to the project, including the

Windows 95 operating system,
word-processing, educational pro-
grams and electronic spreadsheets.

The Safra Brothers donated 150
computers and Bezeq. 50. Hod
Ami computer publishing will pro-

vide NTS 100,000 worth of materi-

al. including a special program that

teaches youngsters how to use

Windows 95, while Supersol will

organize fund-raising campaigns
among customers in all its branch-

es.

Forfurther information, contact

Ami Bergman at JDC-lsracl and
the Operation for Social

Development, Givat Ram.
Jerusalem, telephone (02) 655-

7IU.

True colors of the ‘Big Orange’
By POST SCIENCE REPORTER

Tel Aviv appears as splotches

ofred, yellow, blue and green

in the first-ever study of the

city’s thermal characteristics made
possible by satellite imaging and an
airborne thermal-sensing system.

The red end ofthe spectrum signals

higher temperatures while the blue

shows cooler areas.

The study, carried out by Tfel Aviv
University researchers, was spon-

sored by file Ministry of National

Infrastructures (formerly the

Ministry of Energy and
Infrastructure). Thermal satellite

and airborne imagery are relatively

new tools for monitoring the urban

environment, according to an article

in the winter issue ofIsrael Energy
News.
The thermal images showed dis-

tinct and measurable differences

among parts of Tbl Aviv; die varia-

tions showed up even on single

avenues.

There were temperature differ-

ences of five or six degrees Celsius

between some parts of Jaffa and in

northern Tel Aviv, fix example.The
images show dial high-rise build-

ings along die Mediterranean shore

block off winds and cause streets to

the east 10 be warmer.

The researchers are able to ana-

lyze the data, to calculate average

temperatnzes and the effects of
trees, heavy traffic and buildings, as
well as gel an overview ofthe entire

urban area at different times of the

day andnighL

ATTENSHUN!
TURN ONYOUR PC

The Israel Defense Forces will

soon open an Internet ate to interact

dick any oftwo dozen symbols and
fear a country’s style of music,

accompanied by a photograph;

although brad is not chi the conti-

nental maps in die geography sec-

tion, it is represented on the musical

•map with a hard. The food section

offers a variety of recipes to make
with adults'and conveniently allows

users to print them out
I have only two minorcomplaints;

foe dubbed-in Hebrew is delivered at

a rapid clip; and may be too fast for

younger users. In addition, clicking

some items causes the program to

return to Windows fix a few sec-

onds, however; it quickly recovers.

But all in all, chUdren will enjoy fins

cornucopia of learning material

Sipurei • Savta (Grandmother's
Tales)l a Hebrew translation ofdie

could have been given a choice of r CD-ROM byliving Books (Random
pictures without text

The program teaches about die

planets in the solar system and how,

lunar and .solar eclipses are pro-

duced; offers an attractive photo

albtun cf animals and details about

their habits; ami presents jobs, from

jtSpfltX(lnteTesjn^ly,.fiieoiierix3wn

is a woman) to athlete.

The ails section tells-abour Bach
and Tfcbaikovsky, VSbi Gogh and

Pkaten,..and shows die nude David
statue by “MjcbaeT Angek)” (sic)

[this minor detail, and the appear-

ance ofa teenage girl in a sleeveless

shirt, may annoy baredi parents, who
otherwise would hire fins disk!. A
charming feature is a music map;

HEALTH SCAN

HouselBroderbund Company); dis-

tributedhere byMadgeMultimedia,
jbrpre-schaol duldren,NIS 159.

-^Rating: one star outcffive •

•The ratty
,

good firing about this

CprROM is the credits: the musical

animation - it gives when showing
who produced fins, highly disap-

pointing program for children is

imaginative. The problem is the pro-

Tbe diskis based on a simple chil-
dren's stray; Just.Grandma andMe.
by .Mercer Meyer (I hope fiat’s fire

correct^Translation; the credits,

incredibly, don’t Kst the English -

spellings or .fi* rifle of file book).
The disk consist; entirely of a mea-

ger 12 frames. A rodent-like animal

with the Hebrew voice of a girl list-

ed as Gal Cohen tells how she went
to file beach with her grandmother.

They fly kites, play in the sand, go
into the water fixa dip, get tired and
then go home. That’s it, with no
sophistication, educational message
or games as a bonus.

One may listen to the stray being

recited, bin the Hebrew is given

without vowels, so the child can’t

use it to leam reading.

When the text is being read, the

mouse is frozen so you’re forced to

listen to the short text without the

option ofescaping.

The arrows allowing file user to

proceed to file next page cr go back

to the previous one are in the same
direction as the original English-lan-

guage version; tins is very confusing

to file young Hebrew-speaking
child, as to go ahead, one must dick

fite arrow facing right instead of left

In the absence of games, the user

may click on various objects on the

screen to get fish to jump our of a

paO and die like, but this is realty

very pedestrian.

It’s surprising that such major US
companies would produce such an
unattractive product and that

Mirage, which. madrets file above-

reviewed encyclopedia disk and

oflexs awide variety ofotherimpres-
sive software, made such a poor

choice. Considering whatyou get for

NIS- 159, perhaps one should trans-

late the title, of this CD-ROM as

bubbameises.

with Israeli residents and provide

information; a separate Intranet

(called Zahalnet) - accessible only
to authorized people inside the IDF
- will soon be ready as well and
ensure top security, according to fiie

Anashim ITMahshevim computer
weekly.

Reservists will be able to access

the IDF Internet site and get infor-

mation; they will even be able to

ask for a deferment of duty when
necessary. The site will also offer a
large amount of information to

teenagers before enlistment, on
courses, draft procedures and the

various corps in the IDF. IBM-
Israel has been chosen by tender to

establish the site and maintain it for

at least a year.

The internal network, Zahalnet,

will encompass all die IDFs pro-

fessional literature (such as manuals
for operating tanks or maintaining

planes). It will also integrate small

video cameras and microphones to

allow officers to consult with each

other through secure video-confer-

ences, saving them the time of dri-

ving to urgent meetings.

PENT-UPPENTIUM
If you’ve recently bought a per-

sona) computer with a conventional

Pentium processor; it’s already out

of date. The latest firing in PCS is

Intel's MMX processor, which was
developed by engineers at Intel’s

Haifa facility and is malting a big

splash around fiie world.

It’s expensive, but it isn’t

required by everybody; it greatly

improves the performance of multi-
media and virtual-reality applica-

tions, and electronic photo editing.

It’s also speedy: it carries out 400

million calculations per second. It

will operate any program installed

in your computer 10 to 20 percent

faster than a conventional Pentium
processor. Its availability is pushing
down prices of the conventional

Pentium.

The Green Shop chain ofcomput-
er equipment has won exclusive

rights to market the MMX proces-

sor. with PC prices that contain it

ranging from NIS 7,300 to NIS
11.600, depending on what else

comes with it.

Meanwhile. Super-Shivuk
Technologies, which represents
Packard Bell-NEC here, said that

all of its multimedia computers will

crane with theMMX processor.

BATTERY-RUN
‘TOILET PAPER’

Israelis, used to public toilets

lacking toilet paper, will be glad to

hear about a new Japanese inven-

tion: the portable, battery-operated

“bottom washer,” which can be
slipped into a puree or hip pocket.

Reuter reported that the device,

about the size of a paperback book,

is being put on sale by Matsushita

Battery Industrial Company. The
bidet-like gadget weighs just 275
grams and holds 200 miflititers of
water, which is squirted out through

a collapsible nozzle. The units,

which have adjustable water pres-

sure, cost 1 1,000 yen ($93 > each.

“Apart from uses stemming from
hygienic reasons, the washer is use-

ful on camping trips and when
changing baby's nappies,” a com-
pany spokeswoman said. “More
and more Japanese are installing

toilets with automatic washing
functions in their homes and many
want to use them in public lavato-

ries as well,” the spokeswoman
said.
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Safe open-heart surgery for the elderly Tjrte- .

BvPOST HEALTH REPOggR

lahdpa, and even great-grandma,- can

;inxSergQ.open-heart surgery with rela-

five safety due to recent anprovements

-V^P1 +

radc surgeons at the Rabin Medical Outer-

BeabKon.Campus and TU-Aviv iMvcrsay’s

SacHef Sbbooil ofMecfirine.

;

Writing ifr the latest issue of-fte-JsriKf

Journal of Medical Sciences, marking,
BdSnscoV 60th anniversary. Dis. Gideon-

S»har
t
Eh.uTgft’ananLAlex Saeic. bfiyAdand

Bernardo Niiaereporton a study defifing wife

. department during a period of ^ three years,

underwent bypass, isurgery cr aortic valve

iqfiacranent or both.'Jzi two out of three cases,

the treatment was urgent rather than elective.

Many, of fite .patients had other diseases,

including rcnal failme, chronic obstructive

hmg disease, high Mood pressure, diabetes and

peripheral vascular disease.

Their' cases were followed up fra
1 nearly

threeyears after surgery, examining fiieir daily

functioning; use cf medications and physical

health.-The rate of those dying in surgery was
percent,and-an additional 4.7 percent died

within threemonfirs offee operation.Aquarter-

offiie pafiems.soffered at leastone major com-
plicanon and some badmore than coe, but the

contfitioQS of most patients improved signifi-

cantly.They werehospitatized after surgery fix

an average of I I days. The most serious com-
plication was a stroke, hut this risk can be
'reduced by performing a trans-esophageal

echo study before or during surgery.

While bypass surgery in those over 80 is stiO

conadercd very risky, recent studies- this rare

included - show it can be performed with rel-

ative safety; valve replacement is somewhat

mere contolkaiBd. Morality of2 to 12 percent

is notmum greater than in young patients with

file same risk factors, the surgeons write.

Surgical intervention “deafly improved sur-

vival” compared wife continuation of medica-

tions and other therapies.

BLACK& BLUE -ANDRED '

Plaster casts for broken limbs are not only

heavy, but also ifcby and hot inside and have to

be kept out of the water. But various clinics

and hospitals are now offering waterproof

casts made of light plastic and covered with

red or blue gauze; if the patient has a broken

leg, it can be walked on half an hour after

being put on instead of after four days. They
can even wear a regular shoe instead ofhaving

a metal hed attached below it (whorepresence
often causes poor pasture and back pains).

The casts weighs in at a ninth of the weight

of fite conventional plaaer-of-Paris versku,

feus patients can get around easily without suf-

fering atrophy of their muscles.

"Silete Ye^iH, Motet

Cantata Npc5J .v
! "7/ 1

‘ SymphcH^Na83 fLaPoole") i

i^^orsday 13.2.97 at 8 pm V =

; .CrownHall, JerosalemTheatre

Serial offer 1+1. Information at box office -J

SeRs^an WeigJe, Conductor

Irena Kessler, Hasp ^ •
•

Haim Permont "In Memoriam" (1996)^228153 - -

Gmastera Htep Concerto

Sthnmwm SymphonyNo. 3 ("Rheimsh") 7 .

• •
. 7 .

ConcertNo. 4 Tbe ClassicSenes

~v; .7 ; ) ...
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I jV
•:' Wednesday I92S7 at 8 pm
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^
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' 7 ; tickets; The OrchestraBox Gflfrfc IfeL 02-561 1498- 9 -
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NATO’s day is done

I
n the continuing and often heated debates

over the proposed enlargement of NATO
eastwards, none of the principals involved

on the Western side seem to have asked them-

selves a simple question - why? In fact, as well

as ask themselves why expand, they should go

on to ask themselves “why NATO?’*
The French, who usually can be relied upon

for a maverick opinion, are more consumed on

this issue by unenlightened self-interest in try-

ing to grab a more prestigious command posi-

tion in the organization. President Jacques

Chirac, backed by the Germans, has merely

come up with a suggestion for a summit of the

main powers in April - in Paris, needless to say

- to devise a new relationship between NATO
and Russia.

As in many international disputes, form in this

case appears to be at least as important as sub-

stance and all the Western powers are showing

extraordinary insensitivity to the views of

Russian leaders and the Russian people. The

substance is that yes, of course the European

Union and its neighbors on the continent need a

defense system. The form is - why does it have

to be this anachronism called NATO?*’
NATO is as much a Cold War beast as the

Warsaw Pact was. The two military blocs were

specifically set up to defend the two political

blocs, the free democracies and the Communist

fronL The fact that Communism “lost” the

struggle does not necessarily mean that the West

“won” it, despite being put in such terms by for-

mer leaders like Margaret Thatcher and Ronald

Reagan. Yet NATO represents to the Russians a

continuing Western attempt to gloat over its vic-

tory. This has gone beyond a celebration of the

end ofCommunism, which most Russians could

share quite happily, to a perception that Russia

as a nation was somehow “defeated.”

This is not a good impression to be giving,

however mistaken it may be. Where national

pride is concerned, perceptions are often more
potent than dry facts or explanations. Recent

news reports on the NATO debate constantly

use phrases like “disarray” in the West’s

attempts to persuade Russia that it really is OK
for Western forces to expand eastwards. When
they say it is not OK, the Russians have a point

that is not being taken seriously.

Russians for 50 years were schooled and
reared on the theory that NATO was their

enemy. As long as the name and the organiza-

tion remains in existence, the perception will

linger that it is anti-Russian and must be regard-

ed with suspicion. It is high time to sweep away
the last vestiges of Cold War habits which
everyone knows can all too easily be revived.

There already have been arguments over the

continued operations of the old intelligence ene-

mies, the CIA and the KGB. The arguments
over “NATO expansionism” will not go away
unless a radical effort is made to bury the issue

for good and all.

NATO does not need a summit to persuade the

Russians to accept its unilateral plans. It does

need a summit to consider scrapping the entire

outfit and consulting with the Russians and east

Europeans on a defense organization to replace
it - with a new name and a new charter that

replaces the historical anti-Communist (and by
association anti-Russian) model.

Russia also suspects that the eagerness of
their former Warsaw Pact allies tojoin NATO is

more an act of revenge on Russia than an
imperative defense need. Norway and Denmark
are pushing strongly for the Baltic states -

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - to be admitted,

a move that would bring NATO into an area

Moscow still resents the most for the way it left

die Soviet Union and for the perceived Ql treat-

ment of ethnic Russians in some of the

republics.

Many ofNATO’s old provisions need rethink-

ing in any case. The “automatic response” pro-

vision. that an attack on any one NATO country

is an attack on all of its members was a neces-

sary red line provision in an era of nuclear con-

frontation. Such a provision is untenable in the

new world disorder. Most NATO politicians

will have forgotten the old defense organization

known as CENTO which grouped Turkey,

Pakistan, India and the Shah’s Iran under a
British nuclear umbrella operated out of
Cyprus.

It collapsed in 1974 amid Pakistani recrimina-

tions that CENTO’S “automatic trigger” was
conveniently ignored when it was attacked by
India. Just as embarrassing was CENTO mem-
ber Britain’s failure to act over Turkey’s inva-

sion of Cyprus in 1974. Of course the provision

about an attack on one member being an attack

on all was never meant to cover members
attacking one another - as in NATO it was trans-

parently anti-Soviet and nothing else.

NATO has transferred its anti-Soviet stance to

an anti-Russian one in the eyes of most patriot-

ic Russians and all the reassurances and denials

in the world will not change that fact The most
sensible step now is to send NATO the same
way as CENTO. Even in the Cold War 1970s,

the world did not become any more or less

unstable after die demise of die expensive and
futile Centra] Treaty Organization.

At present there seems little sign of any radi-

cal sensible thinking in NATO - in fact the

whole debate over its expansion is little more
than a mess. Even France agrees with its allies

that Moscow - strongly opposed to the whole
idea - should not have a veto on the expansion.

All the members say enlargement must not cre-

ate new divisions in Europe and that a charter

enshrining a close cooperative relationship with

Russia should be worked out It does not seem
such a great step to ask Russia what sort of

European defense pact it might consider join-

ing, or at least what type of one it would not

mind its former satellites joining. The United

States and Europe will not be overrun by
Russian hordes if the 16-nation NATO were to

bid itself farewell with accolades for a job well

done but one that no longer needs doing..

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
JOURNALISTIC ETHICS

Sir, — I don’t usually agree with

Susan Hattis Rolef’s views on pol-

itics and government, so I thought

I would like to pass on a well-

deserved pat on the back for her

column, "Way out of line,"

(January 27).

The bias and animosity in Ayala

Hasson's so-called “revelations”

were evident Ms. Rolef correctly

points to the equally biased way in

which many members of the media
are blatantly enjoying the “scan-

dal” with little interest in a bal-

anced attempt to evaluate the evi-

dence presented (or lacking; - or

even a careful, occasional use of

the term "alleged" in restating the

situation which Ms. Hasson and
Channel 1 presented to the nation.

I would add that a society will

agree to protect the rights ofmem-
bers of a profession if, and only to

the extent that, the members of
that profession -show a desire and

an ability to control their own
behavior. Publishers and editors

and fellow reporters carry a heavy
responsibility - to evaluate the

factuality of what a reporter pre-

sents to the public, to speak with

and double check the veracity of
the reporter’s sources and to pre-

vent unbalanced accounts of an

ambitious reporter. Only in this

way can the media earn the trust of

the public and the privilege of

“protecting sources from public

exposure.”

I believe that Ms. Hasson has

violated this trust and her superiors

and the management of Channel 1

have neglected their duty. Perhaps

it is time for Ms. Rolef and those

of her colleagues who agree with

her to establish a board of inquiry

to investigate the extent to which
this event has been a breach ofcor-
rect and professional behavior.

BARBARA BERAN

Ra'anana.

F0R A BETTER FUTURE

Sir, - I read Rabbi Ron
Kronish's article of February 2,

“The other peace process,” with

great interest and agree totally

with the contents.

I would however like to draw
your attention to the fact that, fol-

lowing the tragic murder of
Nahshon Wachsman, a sense of
unity and identification that had
never been experienced before
encompassed not only the Israeli

population, but extended to

Diaspora Jewry as well.

Expressions of support streamed

in from alt comers of the globe

from Moslems. Christians and
Jews alike.

In the wake of these reactions,

the Nahshon Wachsman Center

for Tolerance and Understanding
was established last December,
under the auspices of Beit

Morasha ofJerusalem- Center for

Advanced Jewish Studies. This

center creates study frameworks,
conferences and a meeting forum
between Christians. Jews and
Moslems. Last December, die first

such inter-religious meeting took

place between Christians, -Jews
and Moslems on the subject of
Hanukka, during which SO partici-

pants of various religious beliefs

concentrated on the different

sources relating to Hanukka. The
meeting was deemed a great suc-

cess by all those taking part.

Further meetings, dialogues and
conferences are scheduled to take

place with the aim of promoting

peace, a better understanding and
tolerance between the peoples

who inhabit this country, and a

love of humanity in he spirit ofour
Jewish heritage, which is the lega-

cy of Nahshon Wachsman.
PROFESSOR BENJAMIN ISH-

SHALOM
Rector. Beit Morasha

Jerusalem.

[BA’S LACK OF HONESTY

Sir, - As a listener to Kol
Yisrael’s English news service on
shortwave for the Iasi 15 years, I

have - in die past - been much
impressed with their objectivity

and, at times, even held them up to

the BBC as a shining example of
how to report fairly on controver-

sial issues.

After 1992, however, I had to

revise my opinion and by now, the

leftist slant is still such that 1 have
to agree 100 percent with N.
David Gross’s assessment of those
“...who exhibit their lack of hon-
esty in their choice of interviewees
and by the way they grill those on
the right, while indulging with
leading questions those of their

own leftist persuasion” (“Our lib-

eral elite,” January 26). And, I

should like to add, if they cannot
avoid interviewing government
representatives, they make sure

that their statements are followed

by someone from the extreme left,

allowing him the last word.
In the interest of the govern-

ment’s credibility and Israel’s

image abroad, the IBA ought to be
persuaded to discontinue this kind

ofpractice sooner rather than later.

R. WILLERS

Wembley Park, Middx.

THE IMPORTANCE

OF VOTING

Sir, - All this debate about
whether one should give the

yordim a vote is nonsense. If it is

important for an Israeli to vote, he
will make an effort We put off Our
trip to the US to vote; it cost us an
extra $200. as we missed the date
for cheaper fares. To us. it was
worth iL

EVELYN DAR-EL

Haifal
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Jewish jigsaws
Many people are now

wondering bow US
Secretary of Slate

Madeleine Albright did not know
she was bom of a Jewish family.

Some may think she did know,
and was covering it up.

But to me she seemed genuine-
ly astonished when she told the

Washington Post last week that

she bad been unaware that three

of her grandparents had been
Jewish, and that they had died in

Nazi concentration camps.
My sympathies are with her

now as she tries to piece together

her background and come to

grips with a dimension of her life

that has lain buried. I will be
interested to see how she copes
with this new and perhaps star-

tling knowledge.
My first experience of this kind

of thing occurred in Washington
DC, 20 years ago, with a
(divorced) woman and her daugh-
ter, coffee-and-cake friends, who
lived just a few houses down the

street. The woman had four other

grown children, and all lived as

nonpracticmg Christians.

I once mentioned to my wife
that the mother seemed “just a lit-

tle Jewish.” This impression
came from the woman’s speech
(she had grown up in New York),

her sense of humor (irony and
sarcasm) and from her sister, who
had retired to Florida and visited

once in a while.

But this kind of probe into

another's background was not a
wise thing to pursue, because in

America what ODe is or believes

is a very private business. So
there the matter remained.

Ten years ago, when the

woman died, her sister got up and
announced to the children:

“Enough of this cover-up.

“Your mother and father were
Jewish. After World War II, when
your father was looking for a law
job in Washington, they both
thought that life would be easier

for them - and for you - if you
were thought to be Christians.”

And so it was. None of the chil-

dren bad engaged in even the

vague kind of speculation I had.

The revelation thus came as a
complete shock to them; but it

did not (as far as I was able to

tell) change .their lives in any
essential way. They are all still

nonpracticing Christians.

What Albright's parents did is

understandable.

Many Jews, in Nazi Germany

DOV BURT LEVY

and in Soviet Russia, hid their

antecedents as best they could.

Often it was simply a matter of
survival, akin to the situation of
the Marranos in Spain - except
that this century’s Jews-in-hiding
usually did not retain, or want to
retain, any vestige of the Jewish
ritual that had been a part of their

former lives.

So Madeleine
Albright has

discovered her
roots. Will she
tend them?

Israel today may have some-
thing like a million people who
might have, but didn't, bury their

Jewishness. While X am frill of
gratitude to them, I cannot find it

in my heart to deplore those who
chose otherwise.

THE US is a country which has
always looked to the future,

rather than back at the past. Its

vast size and large immigrant and
mobile population make the
American brand of anonymity
more profound, perhaps, than
that of any other nation in the
world.

Fewer than half of America’s
people live within commuting
distance of the place where they

grew up. And this has had a direct

and enormous impact not only on
family “togetherness.” but also

on the sense of, and attitude to.

family continuity and history.

Many Americans remember
John Kennedy’s vow to put men
in space; but few remember, or
care, that Kennedy had a father

who was, to put it mildly, less

than savory. An antisemite and an
early supporter of Hitler,

Kennedy senior made his money
bootlegging booze in the US dur-

ing Prohibition.

At the more savory end of the

spectrum, few Americans know
anything about the aristocratic

backgrounds of Franklin and
Eleanor Roosevelt, though many
still remember what they did for
the working class, and now they
related to it

Some historians explain it like

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

Bachir Laifaoui leaves no doubt about his commitment to his
cause: he’s on a hunger strike - and he’s sewn his lips shut
Laifaoui is protesting not being chosen for a vacant job at the
town hail ofManosque, France. (Rtoter)

this: America, they say, was
“bam free.” What they mean is

dial it never had to fight a serious

revolution that transferred power
from one class to another.

Compared with what happened
in France, Russia - or Israel’s

struggle to be bora - the Boston
Tea Party was a small affair. It

just isn’t remembered in the same
way as other national births.

Other scholars stress the “fron-

tier” theory ofAmerican history -
that just as the US in its formative

years had land expansion enough
for everyone, it now offers eco-
nomic expansion to those seeking
opportunity and riches.

Almost everyone in America
knows Bill Gates is America's
richest man, wrath tome S20 bil-

lion. Who cares about his religion

or nationality? The relevant and
interesting thing about him is

Windows 97, not who or what his

grandparents were.

In this sort of context it

becomes understandable that

Madeleine Albright had to climb
right up to befog secretary of
state before the press began to

probe her background seriously.

Now she will have to deal with
this very intense and personal

issue; and I suspect she won’t
have the time, clarity of mind, or
desire to do so until her tenure as
secretary of state is over.

Then - dare I predict? - unlike

my neighbor’s children, who
decided that their Jewishness was
an interesting but largely irrele-

vant fact, Albright will do things

that will surprise the public.

I’m not talking pie in the sky
here. Albright is a serious thinker.

She knows that today's America
(and today’s world) is incredibly

different for Jews from tire coun-
try her parents confronted 50
years ago.

Whatever choice she makes
will come out of her deep under-
standing of historical and human
processes, and she will keep my
respecL

But I’m looking forward, 15
years from now, to welcoming
her on Israel soil as a fellow citi-

zen, and to maybe riding an
Egged bus with her on a senior

citizens’ outing from Tel Aviv to
Metulia.

If and when she finally does
make aliya - remember, you read
it here first

The writer is a former political
science professor.

POSTSCRIPTS
FOR DECADES, skeptics scoffed
at claims that a stained US flag in
a small, rural museum was used as
a pillow for the bleeding head of
Abraham Lincoln the night he was
assassinated.
Now an amateur scholar says yes,

indeed, it is the flag from Lincoln’s
box at Fred’s Theater. Other schol-
ars agree.

The flag is atthe tiny Pike County
Historical Society museum,' in

Milford, Pennsylvania, which draws
only about 1,500 viators a yean
“You expect to find something

like tilts in the Smithsonian or the
National Archives.” said Joseph
CJanera, a part-time Lincoln
researcher and insurance company
owner “That’s why no one believed

. it was in this small-town museum.”
Garrera didn't believe claims

about the flag at first. But after
400 hours of research, he pro-
duced a 5-cra-foick report con-
cluding the flag was authentic.

He sent the repent to top Lincoln
scholars, who sent letters back
agreeing with him.
One of them, Wayne Temple,

called it “a touching symbol Hoe
his head was lying on a folded flag

ofthe union thathegave fas life foe”
The flag was given to the muse-

um in 1954 by V. Paul S truthers,

whose mother was a cast member
of Our American Cousin, the play
Lincoln was watching when he
was shot

Golden
age?

HELEN MOTRO

I
n her living room in

’50s, my mother hosted the

first New York meeting of foe

women’s Red Magen David for

Israel- Last week, 45 years later,

she collapsed on foe street in Tel

Aviv Within minutes she was

being loaded onto a stretcher and

wheeled into a Magen David

Adorn ambulance.

The young medic, delicate and

gentle, sped her away toward foe

hospital.

“I’m not turning on the siren

because I think she is stable and

I don’t want to shock her.” he

told me. “But let me know right

away if you notice any change.

Only after making certain she

was attended to did he prepare to

leave the emergency room. I

asked his name.
“Yitrik,” he replied.

“Yitzik what?”
“Just Yitzik,” he called over his

shoaider
After my mother was released,

she looked hack at her hospital

stay philosophically.

“Well. I finally got a ride with

Red Magen David,” she said.

Thanks to Yitzik, hers was a

good one.

Yitiriks, unfortunately, are the

exception. The elderly often

meet impatience — even callous-

ness - from the generation to

whom they have yielded the

stage.

My mother came home to find

her 1997 television tax bill wait-

ing on her doorstep. In bold type

across the top it read. “The
Knesset has decided to repeal the

50 percent reduction [for senior

citizens] ” This year pensioners

pay N1S 447 instead of N1S 223.

With the same blow, foe

Knesset also killed their 30 per-

cent reduction in municipality

taxes, as well as reduced fees on

a myriad of cultural events. “The
only thing they left us is the bus

fere ” I heard one man say bitter-

ly.

LIKE THE sons in Pearl Buck’s
The Good. Earth who plot to sell

In this country
‘gray power9 is

still In diapers

their father's land even as, with
seeming solicitude, they lead foe

old man across his beloved field,

our society throws foe aged a pit-

tance, while going on wife foe

business that really matters.

The health funds print glossy

brochures advertisfog a new
“personal approach.” But med-
ical staff may brash off a hard-

of-hearing pensioner who over-

stays his allocated 10-minute
slot

An old woman arriving at the
<

National Insurance Institute

office might wait hours to be
:

seen, then, when her turn comes,
be snapped at.

Theaters get PR mileage out of
the discounts they offer to foe

elderly. In practice, reduced rates

often apply only to foe earliest

afternoon show, or are excluded
altogether for first-run movies. It

is as if the pensioner is being told

that he too has dropped to foe

rank of a second-run film.

Sometimes an apparent benefit

carries a sting.

The Co-Op supermarket chain
grants the elderly a 7 percent dis-

count on every purchase. But
Co^Op recently raised foe mini-
mum amount entitling free home
delivery to NIS 250.

To the aged, often living alone,

that sum means a major pur-

chase, Yet even one bag of gro-

ceries may be too heavy to cany
home.
The result? It isn't unusual for

an older person to wait until his
or her cupboard is almost bare
before going to foe market - to
buy just enough to avoid the
delivery charge.
The humane view of ourselves

we tike to promote includes plat- \
itudes like honoring the “Golden •

Age ” But while we are busy pat-
ting ourselves on the back, foe
people we refer to are at foe
mercy of chance.
In foe US the American

Association of Retired Persons is

an active lobby, "and Germany
has its Gray Panthers.
But in Israel, gray power is still

in diapers. Here senior citizens
lack clout, both as individuals
and as a group.
A Jewish parable tells of a boy

who,, seeing his grandfather
being given a Wooden dish to eat
from while foe rest offoe family
dines off porcelain plates,

promptly starts preparing a
wooden bowl for his own father.

.

We might do well to reflect on
this story, envisioning ourselves
one day grasping a senior dis-

count voucher in one trembling
hand, while frying to catch the
attention of an indifferent civil jb.
servant with foe other.

Let's stop disregarding foe
elderly, lest cme'day we find our-
selves being disregarded.

The writer is an aitornev. •
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ByDYOflABENSHAUL

Recently we have had a lot of
enquiries - and. complaints
about Israel’s leash law for.

dogs.A dog is required to. be either
confined or Jkept^afr a leash aiaH
times. '

: . . ;
.V

‘

Not long ago the Veterinary
Service set aside- specific areas
where dogs may be. allowed - to
exercise off leash at specified
times.

This is the only exception. As a
matter of fact, the law: is more
restrictive than this. ' :•

'

A dog is supposed to be muzzled
when on leaih but die Afeterinary

Service does not insist an this

except when a dog is aggressive or
using public transportation. . .. . .

To many who come from places
where thereisno such law this

seems oppressive.

However, h is impossible to

compare Israel, where.rabies cases
appear every .year, with countries
where this is pot a problem.

.

The law is a part of die Rabies _

Prevention Law and is not mean! to

be barbaric. The \feterihaiy Service
does not “hate dpgs” as some read-
ers claim, but it is charged with .

protecting the general public, and
their livestock from, rabies.

Because this
.
is the law, the

Vfeterinary Service has the ri^ht to

impound any animal found off
leakh and in some cases is entitled

to destroy it.

It is also legally allowed to

spread poison bait for strays and a

, dog off lead is at great risk, so a
careful owner will see .to It that his
or berdog is On leash when outside
the'yard.

This does not mean that J am an.

apologist for the Veterinary.

.

Service. J do believe that there are
better approaches to rabies preven-
tion than spreading poison, for
instance.--.

.
Certainly, closer attention'Should

be paid to seeing that-every .dog is

. regularly vaccinated as required by
.. law. .. .

Today, m the computer age, it-

should be no problem to locate
every - dog’s record ‘and check
whether the vaccination .is current

It should also be obligatory upon
tbe owner.'-to notify the service if a
dog listed in. their records is dead or
has changed ownership.

;

;

.

- Even a not too developed coun-
try. such as Malawi manages to

keep track of the vaccination of
dogs, so we should certainly be
able to manage it

- -It is all too easy to accuse those in

authority of not being sensitive to

the needs of pet owners, but we
have .to -take all the factors into

account and realize that the

Veterinary Authority has a thank-

less task.

By and large, die leash laws are

for a very good purpose and a care-

ful and thoughtfril owner will obey
them, just as be will be meticulous
about keeping his dog vaccinated:

every yean Those who do not do
this are gambling on the fate of
their pet

The new generation

Turn over Microroft Corp.’s
computer keyboard and
you'll find a brijfet-orange

exclamation point'followed by the
• word “WARNING," and feen:

„ “Continuous use of .a keyboard
may cause --Repetitive -Stress

" Injuries or related injuries:** "..

This admonition that typing
could be hazardous to your health

is, unexpectedly, oh the “Natural"
- a wave-shaped keyboard that’

Microsoft touts as ergonomically
designed- for greater typing com- ,

fort. .
- •

It is one of a slew of unconven-
tional keyboard designs intended
to reduce strain an hands, and
wrists - part of fee computer
industry’s answer to 'the type of
complaints highlighted recently

when a New York jury, awarded a
' secretary suffering from a wrist

injury $5.3 million in a suit

against keyboard maker Digital

Equipment Corp.

There are keyboards that come
in three parts and keyboards that

come in two parts.

There are convex keyboards and
concave keyboards; keyboards
that tilt toward you, away from
you, or toward a peak In ihe paid-

die.

While standard keyboards sell

for $20 to $40, the unconventional
designs range from about $90 to

nearly $1,000.

But as the warning label on
'

Microsoft’s Natural - .- keyboard
illustrates, there’s little consensus

as to whether the new economic
designs alleviate strain-related ...

injuries.

Alan Hedge, a Cornell

University ergonomics professor

who bas studied alternative key- .

boards, said dial in many instances
;

“what they’re doing is displacing

the point az which you get some
postural deviation [strain].

They're not really eliminating that

postural deviation."

“I don’t see any major medical

benefits,“ said Emil PascareFli, a

f

professor of clinical medicine at

Columbia
' University and the

author of the book Repetitive

Strain lhjury: A Computer User’s

Guide.-

'

r

But Hedge and Pascarelli both

insist thatdevices which adjust the

position ctf tte keyboard in rela-

tion to' the .overall body posture

can help.' -
.

For ils part, Microsoft doesn’t
claim4o offer any medical advan-
tage.

.

“It wotiJaBT be responsible erf

Micrcsctft or anyone else to say,

‘Get an ergonomic keyboard and

that’s-goingto solve aD your prob-

lems,”^ according to Beth

Featherstoae, group marketing

; manager for Microsoft’s hardware

feviswnL '

-
.

Thax may help explain why
• alternative keyboards remain

someti^tg of a- novelty in die -

workplace. For most of 1 996. they

accounted for 18 percent of key--

te board sates, according to PC Data,

a firm Ihai trades equipment pur-

research to indicate that it is bet-

ter,”. said Sherry Saunders,
spokeswoman for the Center for
Office Technology, which repre-
sents large manufacturers and cor-

porate buyere of computer equip-
ment

“Mostcompanies don't -. want!
to get into suddenly providing
alternative keyboards when ... you
may find down the: road that they
actually cause more people prob-
lems." •.

•' Sortie employers, such as Bell

Atlantic CorpL, consider equipping
workers with ergonomic -key-
boards on a case-by :case basis. “If

their doctor recommended that

they needed a change, we would
evaluate the situation,” though it

wouldn't necessarily require a
doctor’s intervention, said Bell

Atlantic spokeswoman Joan
Rasmussen.

- Bell Atlantic focuses its

ergonomic efforts on tbe way in

which employees use their key-
board ratherdon the type of key-

.

-board, said' Stephen ' Taylor, an
ergonomicspecialistatthe compa-
ny- .-.i
Jon Simkovitz of Keyboard

Alternatives,
:
a Santa Rosa,

California, company that sells

ergonomic products, sees anotber

source of corporate skepticism.

He claims that “sortie employers
are afraid of them because they’re

afraid It’s going to give another

added cost to their budget”
(The Washington Post)

FEATURES

isiliPtii Soul surfing
By AMY KLEIN

Whai'do a five-meter wave
and a long-bearded rabbi
have in common? In

Rabbi Xachum Shifren's case,

they are as intertwined as the
world of physicaliiy and spiritual-

ity itself.

“The ocean is so beautiful; it has
this dynamic, an unknown ele-

ment of mystery,
-

Shifren says,

his mind already at the beach. “It's

like being Jewish. Underneath the

waves, there's fun and challenge.
-

Shifren is a surfer. And like all

true surfers, he loves the “spray,"

taking on the wild, unbridled
power of a crashing wave. But
Shifren doesn’t live only for surf-

ing. Well, not anymore, that is.

“After more than 30 years of
surfing on four continents. I've

had my share of waves. I will

always remain a surfer and, God
willing, so will my son. But I am
also a Jew. I have something to

say.”

It's hard to equate this rather,

religious-looking man - whose
scraggly, pepper beard matches
his pinstripe pants - with the dude
in the wetsuit surfing on the

cerulean California waters; but as

the boundless energy and words
burst forth from him like waves or

a tense coil, oddly enough, it

begins to make sense: Surfing and
God go hand in hand.
Thai is Shifren's message.
In two-hour lessons on the

Herzliya beach. Shifren acts as a

combination lifeguard/surfing

reacher/rabbu The only thing he
guarantees the college-age guys is

that they will be standing on the

board.

But in teaching them how to

surf, he teaches them about life.

This he also does m his world-

wide Jewish surfers' newsletter.

Surf & Soul, which is distributed

on his Internet site (www.surf-
Nachum Shifren: A rabbi by land, surfer by sea.

soul.virtual.co.il). . offering

updates of the weekly Torah read-

ing, and. of course, descriptions of

great surf.

From his comparison of the

Jews' crossing the Red Sea (the

first “surf punks") to teaching

God's greatness by way of surfing,

it's clear that Shifren’s religion is

of a different nature from the

“Thou Shall Not...” we might be

used to.

“I’m not into religion, I never

liked it,” he says, ’60s roots peek-

ing through. “I’m not interested in

making people ba'al teshuvas

[those returning to religion], mak-
ing sure they have the right siddur

[prayer book], how long are my
sleeves, how long is my hemline,”

he’ says.

“Everything we see and do is

how to get close to God: in surf-

ing, wheu you paddle out on a

board, that’s part of our creation."

THE STORY of how Rabbi
Shifren came to be a surfer is real-

ly the story of how the surfer

became a rabbi.

“I almost missed my bar mitz-

va," is how he begins his odyssey

of a ’60s kid who would have been

wholly involved in leading anti-

war protests, LSD, and Woodstock
if it weren't for surfing.

It captivated him from age 1-2,

and junior and high-school classes

were just breaks between surfing,

where he'd stop by with sand-

caked hair.

His parents. California Reform
Jews, were aware of their health-

nut, beach-nut son. but, he says,

“they saw I wasn't doing deviant

behavior, so they were" happy I

found sometiling that was relative-

ly harmless." Shifren, in retro-

spect, has stronger thoughts on his

surfing: “It saved my life, [without

it] I would for sure be dead.”
His grandmother's generous

graduation stipend allowed
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Shifren. who was then completely
unaffiliated with anything Jewish
(except the ocean, which he now
says is everything Jewish), to
enroll in the University of Hawaii,
where be spent four years tackling
the most dangerous, challenging
waves in the world.

When his money ran out, he
moved back to Los Angeles and
became a summer beach lifeguard,

earning enough money to support
his surf habits throughout the year.

He spent the next four years trav-

eling to Mexico and Central
America.
During this time, his younger

brother had made aliya, and had
fought in the Yom Kippur War.
This encouraged Shifren to think

about Israel and being Jewish, and
after reading up on tbe subject, at
age 27, he decided to pick up and
go.

After a stint in ulpan and
Hashomer Hatza’ir, Shifren signed
up for an IDF combat unit and
then became a sports instructor.

After the army, he went back to

California and decided to finish

his degree in Spanish and
German.

It was on the college campus,
when in search of a hanukkiya,
that he ran imo the Habad rabbi -
also a surfer.

The rabbi invited Shifren to his

house eveiy ShabbaL Shifren says

that this “opened the door to

Judaism” because he saw an
aspect of peace in their family. In

the impulsive, dedicated way that

makes him such a good surfer,

Shifren studied Hebrew and began
to learn Torah.

He decided to go back to Israel

to yeshiva. living by the surfers'

manifesto: “When the surf is

good, you drop everything and
go." He sold his old Volvo, all his

belongings (except his surf-

boards), and went to Kfar Habad,
turning his surfing soul into a

rabbi.

By the time Shifren went back to

California, it was the 1980$, and
he was a teacher. In the inner-city

schools of LA, he faced teenagers

who were lost, he fell, in a more
dangerous way lhat his generation

was.

So he started Surf & Soul - a
class for his black and Hispanic

students, who didn't even know
how to swim, in enter to give

;

them something to bold onto.

“These guys didn't give a damn
abouranything, but they wanted to

hang out in my club. That was the

key of Surf & Soul. I still get let-

ters from them, guys in the

Marines, guys with police

records."

Shifren met his kindred spirit a

few years later, and about a year

ago they made aliya with their

three children.

Rivka Shifren founded and edits

an arty, religious women’s maga-
zine called Bat Kol, which aims to

do some of the things hex husband
does: spread the word of Judaism
as a life-enhancing force.

In addition to yeshiva, surfing

lessons, public-relations appear-
ances (Good Morning America,
Donahue , Israeli Channel 2,

Spanish National Television),

Shifren hopes to open a “surfing

shul” on Dizengoff Street

On die beach he'll set up a juice

bar stacked with books, loan out

some boards, and give a few
words on surfing and more on
Torah.

It's his own way of combining
both of his loves. “I don't care if

people are surfers or not, I am
using that as a tool," he says, to

reconnect people with “the source

of vitality in life."
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Nelson named
Mavs’ GM

DALLAS (Reuter) - Don
Nelson, out of basketball since he
was Fired as head coach of the

New York Knicks last March, was
named general manager of the

Dallas Mavericks Friday.

He replaces Keith Grant, who
resigned on October 17. In the

interim, minority owner Frank
Zaccanelli acted as general man-
ager.

“I never dreamed a month ago
I'd be here or be back in the

league,” Nelson told a news con-

ference at Reunion Arena, “I'm

really excited. This is quite a chal-

lenge, but I'm up to it.

“There’s nothing more reward-

ing than to take a team that’s down
and build it into a contender. I've

done it twice and I can do it again.

That’s the thing I live for.”

The 56-year-old Nelson was
fired as the Knicks* coach last

March 8 with a 34-26 record. He

NBA leaders
{Through Thursday's games)

SCORING
Michael Jordan, CHI
Karl Malone, UTH
ShaouiHe O'Neal, LAL
LatreU Sprewell. GSW
Milch Richmond. SAC
Glen Rice. CHA
Hakeem Olajuwon. HOU
Allen Iverson. PHI
Tom Gug&otta. MIN
Gary Payton. SEA
Reggie MBer, IND
Vln Baker, MIL
Kendall GU. NJN
Gtenn Robinson. MIL
Patrick Earing, NYK

REBOUNDING
Dennis Rodman, CHI
Jayson Williams. NJN
Charles Barkley, HOU
Shaquaie O'Neal. LAL
Dftembe Mutombo, ATL
Shawn Kemp. SEA
Karl Malone, UTH
Antnony Mason, UHA
Patrick Ewing, NYK
Vln Baker, MIL
Loy Vaught. LAC
Ervin Johnson. DEN
Alonzo Mourning. MIA
Popeye Jones, TOR
W$ Peixlu& SAS

ASSISTS
Mark Jackson. DEN
John Stockton. UTH
Robert Pack, NJN
Kevin Johnson. PHO
hfick Van Exei. LAL
Damon Stoudamirs. TOR
Rod Strickland. WAS
Tim Hardaway, MIA
David Wesley. BOS
Gary Payton. SEA
Averv Johnson. SAS
Stephon Marbury, MIN
Alien Iverson, PHI
Kenny Anderson. POR
Tyrone Bogues, CHA

STEALS
Eddie Jones, LAL
Gary Payton. SEA
Rick Fox. BOS
Alan Iverson. PHI
Greg Anthony. VAN
David Wesley. BOS
Mookie Blaylock. ATL
Kerry Kittles. NJN
John Stockton, UTH
Kendall Gill. NJN
Clyde Drexler. HOU
Nick Anderson. ORL
Doug Chnshe. TOR
Chris Muffin, GSW
Terrel Brandon. CUE

GP PTS
46 1476
47 1244
45 1177
46 1182
49 1257
45 1127
44 1068
41 941
47 1054
47 1044
45 998
43 946
46 1008
45 963
44 941

GP REB
35 578
33 497
34 500
45 587
45 539
47 515
47 511
46 498
44 472
43 459
44 461
48 500
46 467
46 460
32 320

GP AST

BLOCKED SHOTS
Shawn Bracfley. NJN
Dftembe Mutombo. ATL
ShaquSe O'Neal, LAL
Alonzo Mourning. MIA
Patrick Ewing, NYK
Ervin Johnson. DEN
Kevin Garnett. MIN
Jm Mdhraine, SEA
Hakeem Olaluwon, HOU
Marcus Camby. TOR
Roy Rogers, VAN
Chris Webber. WAS
WM Perdue. SAS
Wade Drvac. CHA
Anlonta Mcdye&s, DEN

GP BLK
35 150
45 162
45 140
46 142
44 120
48 130
43 108
47 106
44 95
30 64
51 102
45 90
32 61
47 83
40 67

FIELD GOAL PCT GPFGMFGAPCT
Rasheed Wallace. POR 28 171 292 -586

Tyrone H*. CLE 44 197 340 .579

Gheomhe Muresan. WAS 41 169 297.566
Shaqwfle O’Neal, LAL 45 489 873 .560
GaryTrent. POR 48 220 393 .560

S1..IC. /^oul AC oca iM CCD
Chris MulSo. GSW
Danny Manning. PHO
OtrsTTwfpe. DET
Chits Gaffing. DAL
Kart Malone. UTH
John Stockton, UTH
Shawn Kemp, SEA

48 220 393 .560
45 258 462.558
46 265 492 -539
46 254 473 .537
42 292 546 .533
47 482 912 .529
47 241 457 .527
47 341 654 .521

Diternbe Mutombo, ATL 45 208 400 -520

533 12.6
488 10.4

325 9.6

327 9.1

417 8.7

380 &4
396 8.4

395 8.2
293 7.7

342 7.3

324 . 72
235 7.1

291 7.1

332 6.9
249 65

STL AVG
124 2.6

114 2.4

112 2-4

93 25
86 22
84 2.2
92 22
93 2.0
94 2.0
91 ZO
87 2.0
56 15
84 1.9

84 1.9

86 15

Anthony Mason, CHA
Cafcart Cheaney, WAS

FREE THROW PCT
Mark Price. GSW
Terrell Brandon, CLE
fficky Pierce. DEN
Reggie MWer, IND
ManoEUe. HOU
M.AbduHauf. SAC
Bryant SWh. DEN
Jett Homacek. UTH
MaifrSeaty, LAC
Danick Martin. LAC
Joe Dumars. DET
Glen Rfoa. CHA
Mich Richmond, SAC
LatreU SpreweB. GSW
Byron Scott, LAL

THREE POINT PCT
Steve Kbit, CHI
Del Curry. CHA
Terry Mffls, DET
Glen Rice. CHA
Reggie MBer, IND
RexWrters, PHI
John Stockton. UTH
Chris Chads. NYK
Voshon tenant, MIA
Joe Dumars, DET
Milch Richmond. SAC
Chris MuIBn. GSW
Terrel Brandon, CLE
Walt Witfiams, TOR
Sam Perkins. SEA

48 270 522 517
44 186 362 .514

GPFT1I
37 87
47 151
28 78
45 223
46 118
45 74
38 141
47 160
42 163
44 119
45 135
45 242
49 277
46 310
45 73

I FTAPCT
96 .906
168 .899
87 .807
249 .896
132 .884
83 .892
158 £87
181 .884
185 -881

135 -8B1

155 .871

281 .861

322 .860
361 .859
85 £59

3FAPCT
134 .463
212 .462
240 .458
248 .448
291 .443
111 .441

121 .438

104 .433
211 .427
192 .427

243 .420
124 .419
165 .418
250.413
206 .408

Team statistics
OFFENSE G FGM-FGA PCT 3PM-3PA PCT FTM-FTA PCT AVG
Chicago 48 1909-4052 .471 300-833 -360 794-1069 .743 1023
Seattle 41 1716-3674 .467 329-919 .358 1021-1378 .741 101.7
Golden Stale 46 1889-3659 .456 282-783 .360 957-1211 .790 99.5
Houston 48 1743-3771 .462 376-1047 .359 915-1237 .740 993
LA Lakers 48 1779-3877 .459 307-836 267 905-1387 .652 893
Utah 41 1 749^574 .489 190-625 262 977-1288 .759 993
Boston 46 1735-3913 .443 221-633 .349 870-1165 .747 992
Phoenix 48 1794-3911 .459 243-722 -337 925-1235 .749 99.1

Philadelphia 46 1642-3788 .433 266-831 .320 964-1350 .714 98.1
Portland 48 1718-3770 .456 308-862 -357 958-1333 .719 96.0
Denver 48 1726-3913 .441 351-941 .373 890-1165 .764 973
Washington 47 1819-3864 .471 201-601 -334 751-1091 .688 97.7
Charlotte 48 1701-3708 .459 334-787 .424 883-1158 ./t>3 963
New Jersey 46 T64S-1001 .412 263-784 235 642-1149 .733 95.7
Milwaukee 47 1700-3610 .471 177-519 341 907-1224 .741 95.4
Minnesota 48 1691-3781 .447 210-613 .343 980-1297 .756 953
Indiana 46 1588-3508 .453 242-633 382 948-1308 .723 94.9
New York 48 1695-3687 .460 278-753 .369 879-1172 -750 94.7
LA COppers 44 1543-3516 .439 225-635 354 842-1144 .736 94.4
Sacramento 49 1778-3973 .446 220-579 380 851-1172 .728 94.4
Detroit 4« 1577-3436 .459 336-840 .400 623-1083 .760 933
Toronto 46 1570-3661 .429 343-938 366 821-1118 .734 933
Danas 44 1547-3438 .450 254-728 349 762-1094 .697 914
Atlanta 48 1553-3542 .438 363-1007 360 SI 6-1 073 .700 933
Miami 48 1624-3613 .449 373-1034 361 851-1201 .709 933
Orlando 44 1502-3491 .430 273-817 334 765-1060 .722 913
Vancouver 51 1762-4102 .430 270-802 337 720-1035 .696 883
Cleveland 47 1577-3464 .455 295-749 394 694-966 .718 883
San Antonio 45 1485-3391 .438 216-687 314 784-1104 .710 883

DEFENSE G FGM-FGA PCT 3PM-3RA PCT FTM-FTA PCT AVG
Cleveland 4/ 1404-3231 .435 267-693 385 906-1209 .749 84.7
Detroit 46 1521-3466 .439 303-801 378 625-874 .715 863
Atlanta 46 1573-3673 .428 277-809 .342 626-887 .722 88.0
Miami 48 1544-3650 .423 236-652 .362 908-1219 .745 883
Chicago 48 1678-3875 .433 262-823 318 730-1004 .727 903
New >orit 48 1532-3603 .425 294-816 .380 1019-1403 .726 913
Utah 47 1532-3543 -.432 292-666 .337 1004-1350 .744 923
Indiana 46 1573-3672 .428 284-835 .340 842-1162 .725 923
Orlando 44 1587-3463 453 214-631 339 716-1002 .715 933
Seattle 47 1605-3631 .442 333-888 375 871-1162 -750 833
San Antonio 45 1590-3460 .480 276-751 368 804-1101 .730 94.7
LA Lakers 48 1701-3902 .436 276-807 342 882-1238 .712 96.0
Milwaukee 4/ 1706-3633 .469 201-594 .338 857-1206 .711 95.1
Portland 48 1640-3767 .435 256-723 .354 1030-1390 .741 95.1
Houston 48 1773-4018 441 320-909 748-1032 .725 96.1

48 1778-3881 .458 294-800 368 773-1069 .723 963
LA Clippers 44 1537-3375 .455 224652 344 955-1289 .741 98.7

46 1634-3611 .453 273-793 344 930-1297 .717 973
48 1723-3805 .453 269-728 .370 953-1292 73a 973

Washington 47 1751-3853 .454 288-770 .371 820-1076 .762 98.0
Sacramento 49 1785-3877 .460 249-715 348 988-1359 .727 98.1

44 1600-3506 .456 295-774 381 856-1159 .739 98.9
61 1930-4093 472 304-837 363 911-1237 .736 993
48 1881-4041 .461 275-691 398 867-1176 .737 1013
48 1821-3917 .465 320-882 363 808-1217 .746 1013
46 1726-3715 .405 272-717 379 952-1283 .742 101.7

Golden State 46 1788-3786 .472 312-856 364 884-1183 .747 103.7
46 1822-3908 .466 309-665 357 844-1171 .721 1043

Boston 46 1824-3727 .489 273-760 .359 884-1240 .713 1043

NBA standings

Atlantic Division W L Pet GB L10 Streak Home Away Conf
Miami 36 12 .750 - 8-2 Won 6 14-6 .226 246
New York 34 14 .708 2 7-3 Won 2 21-5 13-9 216
Orlando 24 20 345 10 9-1 Won 5 14-8 10-12 19-14

Washington 22 25 .468 13‘fc 3-7 Lost 4 12-9 10-16 12-17
New Jersey 13 33 .283 22 3-7 Lost 1 8-16 5-17 5-25

Philadelphia 12 34 361 23 4-6 Won 2 6-18 8-16 8-19

Boston 11 35 .239 24 2-8 Lost 2 9-17 2-18 4-27

Central Division
Chicago 42 6 .875 — 8-2 Lost 1 21-1 21-6 246
Detroit 34 12 .739 7 8-2 Won 1 20-5 14-7 23-6

Atlanta 31 15 .674 10 6-4 Lost 1 19-1 12-14 19-11

.Chariotte 29 19 .604 13 7-3 Won 4 15-6 14-13 17-14

Cleveland 25 22 332 16>/z 4-6 Lost 1 16-10 9-12 14-17

Indiana 23 23 300 18 6-* Won 1 10-10 13-13 13-14

Milwaukee 21 26 .447 20Vz 3-7 Lost 5 12-14 9-12 13-20
Toronto 17 29 370 24 5-5 Won 1 14-12 3-17 9-21

.WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest 0(vision W t- PCI GB L10 Streak Home Away Conf
Utah 33 14 .702 — 8-2 Won 2 21-2 12-12 20-8

Houston 32 16 .667 1»fc 3-7 Lost 6 16-8 186 20-7

.Minnesota 23 2S A79 10'fe 6-4 Won 1 15-7 8-18 18-15

Dallas 16 28 364 15»fc 4-6 Won 2 10-12 6-16 11-16

Denver 16 32 333 17«& 6-4 Won 2 9-16 7-16 TO-19

San Antonio 11 34 344 21 2-B Lost 0 7-15 4-19 920
Vancouver 9 42 .176 26 1-9 Lost 2 6-21 3-21 5-25

Pacific Division
LA. Lakers 35 13 .729 — 7-3 Won 1 21-4 14-9 226
Seattle 32 15 .661 2'h 6-4 Lost 2 18-7 146 20-9

Portland 25 23 321 10 4-6 Lost 5 14-9 11-14 21-12

LA. Clippers 19 25 A32 14 5-5 Won 3 12-12 7-13 16-13

Sacramento 21 28 .429 14% 5-5 Lost 2 12-11 9-17 13-17

Golden State 17 29 .370 17 3-7 Lost 4 10-14 7-15 10-17

Phoenix 17 31 .354 18 4-6 Won 2 12-10 5-21 9-17

Lewis winsWBC title in bizarre light

previously served dual roles as

head coach and vice president of

basketball operations of the

Milwaukee Bucks. He was head

coach and general manager of the

Golden State Warriors from 1988

to 1995.

Nelson, a formerNBA player, is

second only to Atlanta Hawks
coach Lenny Wilkens in games
won as a player and coach, with

2,534.

“This is a big day for our fran-

chise,” Zaccanelli said.

“For months, we’ve been work-

ing diligently behind the scenes -

even at times when there appeared

to be inactivity - to find the right

general manager to lead our bas-

ketball operation. We’re extreme-

ly fortunate to have Don Nelson

on board to fill that role.

“Over the last 30-plus years,

he’s become one of the most
respected figures in the NBA."

LAS VEGAS (Reuter) - The
most brutal sport was the saddest

on Friday.

Oliver McCalL a tough-chinned

former champion who had never

been knocked off his feet, broke

down and cried in the ring in what
seemed to be a nervous break-

down. And some 4,500 fans booed

him.

McCall simply stopped fighting

Lennox Lewis in their bout for the

World Boxing Council (WBO
heavyweight title.

Referee Mills Lane, after asking
McCall between the third and
fourth rounds if he wanted to con-

tinue righting, stepped in and
waved the right off 55 seconds
into die fifth. Lane ended it after

McCall kept walking away from
Lewis, often with his back turned

to him like a child edging away
from a scolding.

McCall, 31 and an admitted
drug addict who said he always
would have to battle drugs, threw
only two punches in the fourth

round and one in die fifth and
seemed only marginally present in

die ring the last two rounds at the

Las Vegas Hilton.

He refused to go back to his cor-

ner after the third round, choosing

to pace along one side of the ring.

He began to cry like a lost child

after the fourth round.

In the fourth and fifth rounds,

Lewis pursued McCall, who mere-

ly put his hands in front of his face

a few times and bobbed his head

to avoid some punches but offered

no resistance to others and
“seemed to want to get knocked
out," Lane said.

Despite McCall’s lack of

offense, the 251 -pound Lewis,

three inches taller and 14 pounds

RUNNING FROM A FIGHT- Oliver McCall tries to keep away from Lennox Lewis.

heavier, could not knock McCall
down.
Ignoring McCall's obvious men-

tal anguish, Lewis said. “I think

after I landed those uppercuts and
started playing with my Jab in his

face he just didn’t know what to

do.

“This was definitely payback,”
said Lewis, to the cheers of a con-
tingent of British fans delighted

with their hero for winning back
the title.

Lewis was referring to the theme

of the fight, “Playback or
Payback," a reference to the first

time they fought in September,

1994, when McCall won iheWBC
tide after knocking Lewis dizzy in

the second round and the referee

stopped the bom.
Bui Friday night at tbe Las

Vegas Hilton did not give as much
to Lewis as it might have, because

it took so much from McCall, as

tbe bright, articulate man's trou-

bled life unraveled before every-

one.

“I think his career is over." said

Lewis’ trainer.Emanuel Steward,

who' trained McCall for his upset

over Lewis in 1994.

“I hate the way people are

knocking him now. He’sjust a foie

person," Steward said- “When I

was wife him I knew he was cry-

ing out for love. That’s all he
wants. He had the title and — he

had money. He’s a guy who want-

ed people to spend time wife him.

People didn’t have that time. After

the fights they would go their

ways.*’ McCall has a long history

^Ifi^larest

6
pubtic episode was

last December when hei was

arrested for throwing an ashtray,

glass and a Christmas tree m a

Nashville, Tennessee, &otel.

Earlier this week, McCall

his- new-found religious beliefs,

saying that do matter who wot

the fight. “I stfll love my broth-

CX

He said be had attended drug

.
prevention meetings this week and

talked daily with lus counselor,

; adding he would be in treatment

for the rest of his life. ....
Marc Rainer, tbe head of the

Nevada State

Commission, said McCalls S3

million parse would be withheld
'

“for not honestly
.
competing

tonight”

There was very little to be

learned by Lewis’s performance,

^except perhaps to wonder why be

was unable to hurt McCall when

hewas little more than a punching

bag at the endof fee fight

Maloney insisted Lewis looked

good because he tried using fee

uppercut feat he had been working

on in training.

.

Lewis, now 30-1, will likely

fight . fellow Briton Henry

Akinwande next in a mandatory

WBC bout
Maloney, dressed in a new silk

sujt ooveredwife the bright colors
-

i of the Union lack, castigated

McCall’s promoter Don King for

allowing McCall to fight because

“he knew” the terrible shape

McCall was in mentally.

“People likeDon King shouldn’t

be allowed to be in boxing. He’s a

disgrace to : the human race,”

Maloney said.

England looks good for Test win
WELLINGTON - New Zealand

will have to stay in the crease for

two days to save the second crick-

et Test at the Basin Reserve, need-

ing more than 200 runs make
England bat a second time.

At stumps on the third day yes-

terday, New Zealand was 43 with-

out loss, still requiring 211 to
matft England bat again.

Openers Bryan Young and Blair

Pocock were on 32 and 13 respec-

tively at stumps.

England began fee day at 204-3

and went on to reach 363.

Left-hander Graham Thoype hit

108. his fourth Test hundred' and
his second in consecutive innings

in this series.

He received good support from
Nasser Hussain, who made 64,

and John Crawley, whose 56 was
pan of a 1 1 8-run stand for the fifth

wicket.

England lost three wickets in fee

space of 20 balls with the total on
331.

Fast-medium bowler Simon
Doull finished with 5-75, his

fourth haul offive or more wickets

in a Test innings.

His last wicket yesterday,

Darren Gough, was his 50th in his

15th Test
Debutant left-arm spinner

Daniel Vetiori took two for 98
from 343 overs, wife Geoff
Allott, Nathan Astle and Dipak
Patel picking up one wicket
apiece.

Thorpe reached his century

Hill leads

Pistons past

hurting

Rockets
AUBURN HILLS (Reuter) -

The hurting Houston Rockets
head into fee All-Star break grate-

ful for a chance to lick their

wounds, while the Detroit Pistons
head in celebrating their return to

elite status in the NBA.
The Pistons posted a 96-87 vic-

tory over the Rockets Thursday as
Grant Hill scored 16 points and
dished out eight assists and Terry
Mills added 16 points and nine
rebounds.

The win gave fee Pistons a 34-

12 record at the break, third best in

the league behind only the mighty
Chicago Bulls and fee Miami
Heat
Otis Thorpe chipped in 14 points

and 12 boards for Detroit, which
has won six of its last seven

games.
“That was a great win for us and

a great way for us to go into fee

All-Star break,” said Detroit coach
Doug Collins. “We took advan-
tage of an undermanned team and
a tired team. Bui those are the

games you have to do that."

Hakeem Olajuwon scored IS
points and Kevin Willis had 17 for

Houston, which has dropped a
season-high six in a row.

THURSDAY’S RESULTS:
New York 96, San Antonio 84
Indiana 104, New Jersey 100
Orlando 119, Boston 111

Miami 102, Milwaukee 90
Charlotte 115, Sacramento 100
Detroit 96. Houston 87
Minnesota 103, Vancouver 86

FRIDAY: No games scheduled (All-

Star weekend)

*dgmsi
*****

* I'jvwat *
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John Crawley: Part of a 118-

run Wicket Stand. (Renter)

shortly after lunch, off 224 balls

with 1 2 fours. It is the 23td time

he has passed 50 in 36 Tests and
took his Test average to 49.

Thorpe solidified England's
position by sharing a 1 18-run fifth

wicket stand wife John Crawley.

He hit 119 in the first Test at

Auckland last week and admitted

yesterday that it had been a partic-

ularly significant century.

“It was special because I hadn’t

been there (to 100) for 20 Tests.

Here was quite satisfying and I

don’t want to lose the good form I

am in at the moment.”
Allrounder Chris Cairns didn't

bowl yesterday, having bruised his

right index finger Friday after-

noon, and that added to New
Zealand’s bowling problems.

England has had a chance to win
all three of its Tests to date on the

tours of Zimbabwe and New
Zealand, but it has had to settle for

draws each time.

“We are well aware what has

happened so for this winter and
tills time we are very determined

to get a win,” Thorpe said. •

Zimbabwe-India
. The dramatic ' improvement in

Zimbabwe cricket which began
against England two months ago
continned wife a brfljiant three-

wicket defeat, of India in ' fee

day/night mattfe at CentiinouPark
on Friday.

’

Zimbabwe bowled out India for

216 in 48.4 overs and, after rain

had reduced its. target to 171 from
34 overs, it got home at 171 for

seven wife two balls to spare. It

was the first time Zimbabwe had
beaten India in 14 attempts.

The heroes for the part-timers

were all rounders Craig Evans (43

from 47 balls with three axes) and
Paul Strang (31 not out from 42
balls). They put on 71 for fee sev-

enth wicket after Zimbabwe had
seemed to be down and virtually

out at 78 for six.

When Evans was caught on the

boundary Strang and Heath Streak

got the target down to nine runs

from the last over, bowled by
Venkatesh Prasad.

Streak scrambled four runs from
the first two balls and then heaved
a full toss over midwicket for the

boundary which tied tbe scores.

before scampering fee winning

single off the next delivery.

When India batted it struggled to

break the shackles of a superbly

disciplined bowling and (folding

effort from Zimbabwe.
Sachin Tendulkar (41) and

Mohammad Azharuddin (44) put

on 70 for the fourth wicket, but

only Aj&y Jadeja’s quickfire 36
threatened to raise the run rate

towards fee end of the innings.

Rain fell at the start of the sup-

per break and play eventually

resumed.

, Zimbabwe reached 46 for one-in

the ninth over, but then collapsed,

losing five wickets for 32 runs in

Near Zealand, 1st tarings 124

England, 1st Innings
'

N. KNIGHT c Patel bPom — .JB

M.ATHERTON bob Dad JO
A. STEWART c Hotting bAIbtt .....52
K. HUSSAIN c Young bVWtori ......54
6.THORPE at Goman b POO W8
JL CRAWLEY cGomoibDoul 56
Dl CORK tow bAsflQ J
R. CROFT c Haring bDod .0

a GOUGH c Honing b Dad 18

A. CADDKXc Aloft D Vettari 20
P.TUFNainotout -.5
Extra* <96. 2nb. 3b) ...14

TOTAL: 383.

Fafl Of Mfckttc 10. 80, 106. 213. 331. 331, 331.

357,357,381
Booling: Stolon Dud 28-10-75-5, Geofl Aflott 31-

881-1 {1 1*). Dante VWori 344-16082, CM*
Carre 4-2-80, NationAsde 14-5-30-1 (Inb), Dipak

PatBl 24889-1 . Blair Rxodt2-0-100-
Own: 1375.

Now Zealand 2nd tantags

B. POCOCK not oat ...13

& YOUNG not out32 BOSS (Mr. 1b) 5
TOTAL: 48 tor no wicket

Booing: Doratic Cock 4-1-260 (Inb). Ancfcew

Cart** 8-3-7-0,-Robert Craft 5-166 Clnb). Dane* -

GtX0r 42-1101 FWTWnefl 2-1-80.

10 overs. . -

But big-hitting from Evans and
scaippeimgfrom Strang saw them
through to an historic victory. The
two sides meet again in the final

pool match at Benoni today.

Zimbabwe is now favorites to

meet South Africa in Wednesday’s

final due to a superior run rate:

(AP, Reuter)

bvSsImfcns -

S.GangOyc Strang bWhfflaJT.. .....51

R. Drawl cAHowerb Ramie .12

J-Srinaltic Bans b Streak 5
ITendukarcVUtarb Carried XI
M. AttrewklnstAflrworb Sirang ........M
ASrte)arajoulj£Ho|pei) -.38

R.SrgnniiDU (Btandes) .11

& Kaon rbi oft (Cairpbcti) .10

AKirablecAFkMrbBtaidtt J
S.ArtobcWHlalb Brandos .,5
V. Prasad notout 5
Extras .15

Total 216 -444ona
FaB tit wickets: 1-25. 248.36a. 4-137. 5-161, 6-

1.85 7-188, 8216 6218
Booing: Broxfes $46444 Harrie 8-1-26-1

Streak 162-42-1 WWaft 5626-1 Share 6643-1

Bren 66-136 Campbell 266-1 GFfawer36
140

Zbababwe tattings

A Water cGap* b Prasad i .

2

G. Rower bArtota 28
A Rower c Karim tt Singh 3 .

G VVhtoafirarout(G8nm^) .4

AConpbel run oU (A?harukfn) >..10

a Houghton c Kora b Singh .13

& Brave AzhBruddnbXurrbiB A3
P. Strang notout — 31
H.'S&boc not oat .11

-Extras :.. 20
TWO (tor 7 wfcfeets) 171-3*4 ones
fifl at Ofcfcatr 1-16.245, 3-53.4555-77,6-78,

7-149

Bowing: Srinaft 7-0326 Prasad 6*688-1
KumMe 7-631-1 ArttotaWWM Singh 7-1-182

• Tmdufcar 1-0-1H1 .

Bestft Zimbabwe won ty three wickets.

Ifan or *e mate Ci^gBore and PaJSttfflg.

(Zfrtnbos)

Injuries take shine off today’s All-Star Game
CLEVELAND (AP) - In a sea-

son marred by missing offense,

it’s fitting that something is miss-

ing at All-Star weekend: All-Stars.

A record five players -- Shaquille

O'Neal, Charles Barkley, Clyde
Drexler, Alonzo Mourning and
Patrick Ewing - will miss today’s
All-Star game wife assorted
injuries, breaking the record of
three set in 1962.

And fee game isn’t fee only
event plagued by no-shows. The
NBA held the first gathering of its

greatest living players Friday, and
at least 1 1 didn’t show up. Among
the missing were Michael Jordan,
arguably the greatest, and Barkley.
Walt Frazier said be didn’t

appreciate being dissed.

“Some guys in fee past have
come up to me and shaken my
hand and said, 'Thanks, man, for
helping us make fee money that
we do,’" Frazier said. “All of fee
guys should be in this room, pay-
ing homage to us." The consensus
of those in attendance was that
Jordan and Barkley were out pay-
ing homage to golf.

“They're probably playing golf
right now as we speak," said Billy
Cunningham, who coached
Barkley in Philadelphia.

Also not seen at the media gath-
ering were Larry Bird, Bob Cousy,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Lenny
Wilkens, Bill Walton, George
Gervin, Dave Bing, O’Neal and
Hal Greer.

Most of the greats didn't think

fee no-shows spoiled the event
“If they want to take the day off,

more power to them,** Boston
Celtics center Bill Russell said.

"That sounds like a great idea.

They’re fee only ones that know
what they have to do to get
through this life and to get through
this season ” Rick Bany only had

one problem wife Jordan and
Barkley playing hooky.
“I’m disappointed just from fee

standpoint feat I can’t get them to

sign my book,” Barry said. “This
is not good."
Even without the likes of Bird

and Jordan, it was incredible to

see these great players in the same
room. Wilt Chamberlain’s table

was at one end of the Renaissance
Hotel ballroom. BQl Russell’s at

the other, as if the centers were
squaring off for battle. Magic
Johnson’s smile lit up one corner
ofthe room, John Havlicek’s hum-
ble storytelling brightened anoth-
er.

“My son is here, he’ll get to go
around and see all fee 50,"
Johnson said. “This is why I

played tbe way I played. This is

what all that time spent in fee gym
was about when I could have been
out doing something else.”

As the greats wrapped up their
historic meeting, this year’s All-
Stars started arriving — and
answering questions about
whether they were faking their
injuries.

“If a guy says he’s hurt, there’s
nothing you can do unless you
want to give him a checkup your-
self.” Karl Malone said. “And Pm
not a doctor. I’m a player. So I.

don 't wony about it

Mourning took some ribbing
from Ewing, a fellow Georgetown
alumnus, as the two sat in a ball-
room Friday for an interview ses-
sion.

“Hey Alonzo, they say your
injury is a farce. Are you hurt or
are you faking it?" Ewing yelled
to his friend before answering the
question himself.

“I went into his room and he had
his foot in an ice bucket," Ewing
said.

Ewing has missed four straight

games wife a pulled groin muscle.

Barkley was told Tuesday to

skip fee game because of a
sprained ankle; Drexler reinjured

a hamstring Tuesday night;

O’Neal sprained his knee last

Sunday and Mounting missed a
game wife an injured beel
Thursday night
Commissioner David Stem

chose. Detlef Schrempf, Kevin
Garnett and Chris Gatting as the
Western Conference subs. The
Eastern Conference replacements
are ChrisWebber and Joe Dumars.

Two AH-Stais were sidelined by
injuries in 1952, 1973, 1977,

1986, 1992; 1993 and 1994. The^

atiy year when feree players sal

outwasl962. ..

“The oiliersideof it is you get to

see some other guys in this game,,

and thatmaybe every bit as excit-

ingj”- John Stockton said.

• All-Star weekend activities got-

imder way yesterday with the;

rookie game, 3-point shootout and'
slam dunk contest Jim Valeme; a
49-year-old resort manager from

: Bradenton, Florida, will attempts
- 3-point shot;worth SI million. .

EASTERN CONFER^ICE STARTERS
Name Team . . JtUPo*,. YeatfCoBege App.
Seottfe Pippen Chicago BuBs 6-7/F .'87/QeatM Arkansas 10th
Grant HB - Detroit Pistons ' ~ *-«F : ' .*9M3uRe 3rd
'Patrick Ewing New York Knlcte 7-0/C '85/Georgetown 10th .

Michael Jordan ^ Chicago Bute 66/G '84/North Caroftna loth
Anfemee Hardaway Ortando Magic

.
6-7/G

'

'93/Mempnts 3rd
"

Nana Team
Vln Baker hfflwautee Bucks
TetretTBrandon Cleveland Cavafiar
jktoe Dumars

,
Detroit Pistons :

Tim Hardaway Miami Heat
Christian Laeaner Atlanta Hawks
‘Alonzo Mourning Miami Heal
Dflcemba Mutombo . Atlanta Hawks
QenRice"

'
'Charlotte Hornets

flChrte-Webber Washington Bidets
Heed Coecte Doug Coffins - Detroit Ptst

RESERVES
.

Team • Ht/Pbe.-
k®waukee Bucks . 6-11/F

Cleveland Cavafios S-11A3
Detroit Pistons : „ :6-3/G
Miami Heat 6-G/G

Atlanta Hawks S-lt/F
6-0iG
6-1VF
6-10/C'

. 7-2/a
B-fl/G

_ 6-1Q/F.-

- YeartCoflege .

*
92/Hartford

'
'91/Oregon

85/McNeesa State
WTexas-B Paso

. '90/Dufce
’92/Georgetown
^91 /Georgetown
TJS/Microgan

... *93/Michigan

iP' .

HHL$C0R€80*

'

'V. -

- • j.

tji,

Charles Barkley Houston Rodrats
awwnKJmp Seattle Sorties
Hakeem Otaguwon Houston Rockets

WESTB1N CONFERENCE STARTBiS ’

Team . Hl/Pos. _ r YeatfC

John Stockton
Gary Payton

-Utah Jazz
Seattle Sorties

Ht/Pos. ~ r YeariCoUege Ann. 0
-

'.

WVF -
. ®4/Aubum iSh ’T'.:.- K.’ '

8-1Off wnwty VatteyCC 5th -f
: ^

7-6/C ^Houston 12th
•

-

- . -*-***.!

.. . reserves

'Clyde Dreader HoustonTtoftets
^^^toTtaberwolves 6-llff

. _ PaHas Mavericks 8-1Q/C
' Mtarw^Tjmberwohw 6-ic/F

tos^eteLatesr 3
Kan Malone

. -Utah .fayr •

StequBeONral tas Angeles Lakers 7t1/C
.JWdiRirtnTond Sacramento Kings ««3#D®ib( Schrempf Seattle sonies r-icvp
t^SprewejL

.
QoManStateviSiora .

Heed Coacte Rudy Tom^novich - Houston -Rockets
•'

- Injured,** net pteK#-tyjryrepfat»ndnt. -

YeatfCdBege App.
’83/Houstan 1®, -

’95/Farfogut Academy i«
'

. Si/OkToorrinion isr
'92/Noi1h.;CaroSnaSt 1st •

.
WRmpfe

. I®
SS/LoutSanaThch 9th
’SZ/Louistana State 5th
’88/Kar»as State 4th
. ’85/Washington 3rd
' 92/WSMma - am

: i. mtt

-Ais. art;

:

^ L —M?'
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NEW Y0RK BOUF^^B3iJEkaixenss^iiedasix-’year deal with
the New York Jets Friday. (ap>

to six-year deal
NEW YORK (AP) -

.
Bill

Parcells has agreedto rah the New'’
York Jets for six years in a deal

/

that could net him as much as $20
million. Now the pnTy question is

how soon he gets to take controL

Parcells signed his contract

Friday even as commissioner Paul

Thgliabue prepared for a meeting
next week to sort- our what, has

become the NFL’s biggest soap
opera - the contractual, squabble
involving Parcells, die Jets and his

former team, die New England
Patriots.

But there was nothing under the

table about the deal, which start-

ing next February 1 - sooner if the

Jets and Patriots work out an.
agreement- tiesJRaxceUs to New
York for six years with an option,

fora seventh. 1

“I’ve always been a league guy.

and JTI abide by whatever the

league says,” Parcells said “If

they say that ! can’t do'anything

for a while; I'm -not going to do
anything for a while.”Attest four -

of those six years will be as coach,
with the last two as chiefoperating

: officer- a title Parcells effectively

will have during his coaching
tenure. .

"It is the likelihood and the great

hope of this organization that

. we’re putting in place the succes-

sion and sequence ofevents which
'.is. going to'take this team suffi-

ciently into the 21stcendny,” Jets

presidentSteve Gutman said.

No terms were disclosed, but
' Parcells originally was seeking a

$10 trillion, three-year deal. So
doubling the lengih to. six years

could net him $20 Trillion, more
than any other NFL coach and up

- there with $3 million per year that

Pat Riley, earns to run die NBA’s
Miami Heat and. John Calipari

receives from die New Jersey

Nets. a •

“I have some vety:good support

.here; and I know Fm going to be

supported by the ownerriup total-

. iy," Parcells said. “A coach could-

n't ask for anything else.”

NHL SCOREBOARD
eastbm coherence

.

Atlantic Division _ -•

. W. L T PIS GF GA
Philadelphia 30 15 8 68 171132
Florida 26 15 13 65 152 123
N.Y. Rangers 27 21 7 81 189 IK
New Jassy 25 17 9 59 135 126
Washington 21 26 6 48 138 146

Tampa Bay . 19 26 6 44 139 160

NTSmdoi 17 27 9 43 .142 156
Northeast Division •

Pittsburgh 30 18 5 66 200 162
Buffalo 27 19 B 62 IK 137

Hartford 21 24 7 48 153 17T
Montreal 19 27 10 48 176 204ST 20 27 8 46 153 184
Ottawa 18 23 10 46 142 151

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
w L T Pts QF GA
30 20 4 64 165 133

Detroit - 24 18 10 58 157 123

SL UMS 26 24 5 57 167 170

Phoenix 23 26 4 50 143 165

Chicago 20 27 8 48 139 146

Toronto 20 33 1 41 154 190
Pacific Division

Colorado
•

’ 32 13 8 72 IK. 124

E*TW 26 2 5 S' 169 IK
Vancouver 25 ^ ? K 172 IK
Anaheim 20 27 6 46 151 103

C&firy 20 28 6 48 138 161

SanJose 20 27 $. 45 .137 164

LosAngeles 19 29 B 44 146 186

FRIDAY’S RESULTS: Florida 2,>7ew Jersey 2; Calgary 5, Washington 2.

THURSDAY’S RESULTS: Hartford 5, Boston 3; iWida
Philadelphia 9, Montreal 5fVaaam*ar 7, Detroit4jSL Loros 6, Dallas 4; Phoenix

3, Chicago3

ByDEREK FATTAL and ORTLEWIS

Soccer followers showed their

respects to the servicemen killed

earlier this week by observing a
minute’s silence before all march-
es played across the country this

weekend. The ample but poignant
ceremonies ensured a subdued

-.mood on the terraces.

The National League's Round
17 contained a wealth of excite-

ment, headlined by a controversial

finish in yesterday's game
between Irani Rishon Lezion and
second-placed Hapoel Petah
Tikva, id which Hapoel stole a
victory goal in toe seventh minute

- of injury tune. Such was the firry

of toe Rishon supporters that ref-

eree Shmuel Steif had to be escort-

ed to the tunnel by six police offi-

cers amidst a barrage of bottle

throwing.

The result helped knock two
points off Betar Jerusalem’s lead

at tire summit of toe table, as later

in the day the capital side was held

. to a 1-1 draw in a pulsating match
away to Hapoel Haifa. Such an
event is a rarity these days, with

this being only tire third time this

season that the still-unbeaten lead-

ers have conceded league points.

The dismissal of Betar defender

Jan Telasnikov in die second
minute of second halfhad a signif-

icant bearing on the game.
Slumbering giant Maccabi Tel

Aviv at last awakened crashing

third-placed hosts Hapoel
Beersheba 4-1 yesterday. This was
hardly toe preparation toe southern-

ers. needed for next week's excur-

sion to Jerusalem to play Betar.

Hapoel Jerusalem ended 2-1

winners against Maccabi Haifa, to

compound the difficulties of Haifa
coach Giora Spiegel, while
Hapoel Taiba remained firmly

rooted at toe bottom of the table,

losing 2-0 away to fellow strag-

glers Hapoel Beit She'an. This
second straight defeat under the

leadership of coach Zvika Rosen
suggests that there is no instant

cure in sight for the Taibans.

In tire Second Division, lioni

Ashdod fell to a surprise 2-0

defeat at tire hands of Maccabi

Kafr Kana, while leaders Hapoel
Ashekelon ended 1-0 victors

against Maccabi Acre. Maccabi
Netanya took all three points from

ha promotion battle against fel-

low-contestant Hakoah Rarnat

Gan, beating toe host 3-1

.

Hapoel Haifa 1
- Betar Jerusalem 1

^ The -fans were: treated to a
breathtaking encounter as both

sides committed themselves to

attack. -- Hapoel made it clear

from toe start that it was not going

to be overawed by its visitor. In

the third minute Betar was fortu-

nate to see aTal Banin pass lobbed

onto the top netting by Ofer
Thlker, when just a little more
prase would have seen Ihlker find

the net..

On the next Hapoel attack

Banin’s cross from the left beat

Betar’s defense, and found Oren
Flash in the area. Flash ran for-

ward but was tumbled to the

ground by Betar center-half Sergei

Thtriak, in foil sight of referee

Danny Korea who pointed to tire

spoL

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOUXWSV.M
indude VAT: •

.

;

SingteWeekday - MIS t28-7tJfcr T0 worth
;

(minimum), each additional word. NlS,

1237
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NlS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each b«&t
tonal wofd NlS 1929. '

'
.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-

DAY (package) - NIS 202.50 for 10 words
(m/nlmumLeach additional word - nis

29.25
WEEK RATE 16 insertions) -1^ 409^0.

tor 10 worts (mimiTHsn), each addtfonai

wort - NlS 40:95.
, ,.,-

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.60 for 10 wOfds(n**™mT). each arF

ditional wort - NIS 52.®. _rt

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 09450
lor 10 worts (rrenimum). each atttttonai

word - NB 99.45. „
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.:. •

-

.

DEADLINES offices:
'

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon me day
before pubBcation; tor Friday 4 pm. on

GERMAN COLONY, BEAUTIFUL cot- IMMIGRATION TOCANADA
’-O506L

-BARGAIN! KIRYAT SHMUEL, near
theater; 3S, green, 2nd Hoot S245.000.

.
ANGLOSAXON (MALDAN), TeL 02-625-
1161..':’

GBtMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique
orA: Basement;jnirden, Immediate (no
commissions). OJVIROLLI jSlANL Tel-

02-561-2424. .

DWELLINGS

Bpertseom
lawyers In

“ rnmigratton

iroet wil asste

ifoobfdna
;e visa

7691

Tel Avtv

-RENTALS"

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / STUDIO-2
roams, Ben.Gurioo BlviL, tourists / busi-

nessmen, short/tong term. TeL 03-696-
9092,050-368972: 7.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4V. balcony.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 cteya before pobfcation; tor Friday

aid Sunday. 4 pjn. Thwsday in Tel Avhr

and 12 noon Thursday in Bara.

For telephone enquiries pleas* call

02-3315S44.

DWELLINGS

SAVION/FOR RENT, large villa, very
L’ Exclu-

(LTY, Tel. 03r
luxurious, + pool. Suit cflC

sive to OE BOTON fit

534-8356.

SHIKUN DAI

_ 6+
Y

i

6253.

BEAUTIFUL new cot-
ai^condfttonad.

(Matoart.-Te). 03-642-

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, Iriend-

Best families, best conditions, trie zwen-

cy wfth a heart tor ihe Au Pairs. CallHiF

ma,TeL (03) 9653937.

DIPLOMAT ENGUSH FAMILY seeks
South African au pair in central Tel Aviv

special conditions. Tel. 03-6201195,

W2-452002.

FORGET THE REST!]! We are the besti!

The fitogest and Okies* agency m Israel

For ihe highest live-in jobs phone Au
Pair International. TeL 03-619-0423.

HIGH SALARY FOR 1 chad, good con-
ditions. TeL 03-560-9531-

MISC.

General,

WHERE TO STAY

THE JB1USALEM INN at the.C8y Cen-

ter - double rooms wBh
T.V.. telephone. S3B-S48 until 200/97.

TeL 02-^2757. Tar 02-625-1297. -

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

WANTED-
SEEKING 3-ROOM,.QUAUTY fwrtshed
apartment in- Ben Yahuda^Beh-Gurion
area. TeL (052) 562-421. : :

DWELLINGS

DANISH AND FINNISH speakers wanted

for permanent job In Remat Gan. High

salary. CaH Mateoea TeL 03-675B2S5.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

Sharon Area

3 FULLY
fg«jgSS(m

,,er’

SALES/RENTALS

HERZLIYA PJTUAH1 LUXURIOUS home
+ hail dunam, possibility for pool. For'
sala/rem. TeL 650-231-725. (09)-9B5-
2892-' ‘

•

' '

UNRESTRICTED

ABIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buy!
TeiJ

316715.

short term. PhonoTFax 1 SALES

rentals

GERMAN COLONY,.l^QUE^SpLi

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
ndBoning, central vacuum. TeL

31-725. D8-6w-32B1.

^tetW»to commission).. .DfiftROLU

StAM. TM0^5812424. —
SALES

SERVICES
General

SELLING7BUYING?"INSTANTCASH"
Any car.
Bennett.

VEHICLES
Haifa and North ' _

UNRESTRICTED

CITROEN XANTIA 2.0 1 VSX. petrol,

1996, 150 din, abs. dr bag. TeL 052-690-

996.

GENERAL

Banin took the penalty and sent

Itzik Korfein the wrong way as he
sidefooted toe ball into goal to
give the hosts a fifth-minute lead.

The Betaris flung themselves,
forward in search of a reply, with
Shmulik Levy providing most of
toe creative inspiration on the

right wing.
The equalizer came in the 29th

minute when Yossi Abuksis
stretched out to meet a header
from Itzik Zohar. Rafi Cohen
managed to get a palm on toe ball

but could not prevent it from
crossing toe line.

Just prior to toe interval a Zohar
free kick beat a six-man Hapoel
wall as well as Cohen, but struck

tiie topside of the crossbar and
bounced harmlessly away. In an
immediate response at the other

end of toe field Banin forced a

sprightly save from Komfein.
Two yellow cards in toe space of

two minutes resulted in Betar’s

Jan Telasnikov receiving his

marching orders in the 47th
minute. Seconds later. Talker had
another great opportunity but vol-

lied wide despite having the time

to control and select his spot.

The Jerusalemites continued to

attack despite the difference in

numbers, and Zohar was left curs-

ing (he gods in the 54th minute

when another stinging free kick

rang against bar.

The non-stop action continued
with Talker wasting another

opponunity. only to be matched
by similar carelessness by Betar's

Istvan Pishont in front of Komfein
in tiie other goal. Five minutes

before tiie end it was Banin’s turn

to be denied by the woodwork.
The final chance fell to Hapoel

substitute Avi Paz who suddenly

found a path to goal open up in

front of him only for it to close

before he could release a shot
Irooi Rishon 0

Hapoel Petah Tikva 1

Second-placed Petah Tikva had
to wait until seven minutes of
injury time before it managed to

score the lone goal of tire match,

when substitute Alon Maya man-
aged to slot toe ball home.
A workmanlike performance by

the challengers to the league lead-

ership failed to produce any sparks

of brilliance, although in the dying

moments they made a supreme

effortto penetrate the Rishon goal.

Rishon was unfortunate to lose

Eyal Cohen in the 88to minute,

just two minutes after coming on
as substitute, and the one-man
advantage probably spurred Petah

Tikva to one final spun at the

hosts’ goal.

Referee Shmuel Sieif added on
an incredible eight minutes of
injury time, and that, to the fury of

Rishon, was what Petah Tikva

needed to take all the points.

Hapoel Beersheba 1

Maccabi Tfel Aviv 4
Beersheba was hampered by the

early dismissal of Giovanni Rosso
after 14 minutes for fighting with

AmirShelah.
The hosts, who had started with

an attacking lineup, were in trou-

ble. but survived mainly due to toe

poor performance of Maccabi Tel

Aviv, which failed to take advan-

tage of some promising situations.

All that changed in the second

half, when after an hour’s play, toe

floodgates opened. Eli Driks put

Maccabi ahead in the 63rd minute
when he slotted home after receiv-

ing an excellent pass from new
Bosnian signing Azhar Kosic.
Beersheba pulled level within

two minutes when Oren Sagron hit

an excellent shot on toe turn to

beat Alexander Obarov in the

Maccabi goal. A minute later,

Maccabi was back in the lead,

when Avi Nimni headed in from
close range after an accurate free

kick from Kosic.

Maccabi put Beersheba out of
toe match with two more goals,

first Haim Hajaj slotted home after

a 1-2 move with Kosic in the 71st

minute, and two minutes later.

Ofer Mizrahi sealed toe score!ine

when he beat the Beersheba off-

side trap to slot home past

’reserve keeper Avi Peretz.

Maccabi Herzliya 1

Zafririm Holon 0
The Herzliyans had the upper

hand for most of the game as

imports Roman Filipchuk and Igor

Shkvrin troubled the Holoni
defense. The two combined
together to get toe matchwinner
late in toe game. A crisp Filipchuk

shot was panied by the goalkeep-

er straight into the path of Shkvrin
whose quicksilver reflexes guided

the ball into goal.

Hapoel Beit She’an 2
Hapoel Taiba 0

Taiba put on another demoraliz-

ing display and cannot have any
complaints about the result Beit

She'an 's recent signing from
Maccabi Tel Aviv Boris Matveyev
was outstanding, and opened up
the visitor’s defense in the 33rd
minute for Shimon Dahnan to

guide imo goal on the rebound.

Midway through the second half

Seijan Sulkovic netted Beit

Sbe’an’s second goal. On the basis

of this match it is hard to see how
the Taibans can save themselves

from dropping straight back into

Division Two.
Hapoel Jerusalem 2 .

Maccabi Haifa 1

Haifa looked as if it would waltz

away from Teddy Stadium with

the points in this match as the vis-

itors appeared much the classier

side. Reuven Atar put Haifa ahead

in the ninth minute from an 18-

meter free kick as the hosts strug-

gled to contain the Haifa attacks.

But their fighting spirit and the

leadership of veteran midfielder

Michel Dayan proved the winners

at the end of the day. First, Dayan
set up .the equalizer when he
passed to Ronnen Schweig who
scored with an excellent left-foot

volley in the 26th minute.

The Jerusalemites surprised

even themselves when they took

the lead four minutes from half-

time when the injured Assi Tubi
headed past Nir Davidovich in the

Haifa goal. Dayan, who was also

injured, but managed to struggle

on late into the second half, was
again m the thick of toe action.

Haifa did its best to gain at least

a point from a match in which it

thought it would take all three, but

an onslaught on the Jerusalem

goal failed to produce an equalizer

despite Moshe Glam hitting the

crossbar in the 88th minute, and
Hezi Shirazi striking the post a

Leader Bolton

falls to Reading
LONDON (AP) - Three goals by

Tfevor Moriey gave Reading a 3-2

victory over Bolton yesterday as

the Division One leader had its 12-

point lead atop the standings cut to

nine.

Second plac? Wolves scored its

ninth road victory ofthe sea-

son, winning 2-0 at Huddersfield

and has a game m hand on Bolton.

Third place Barnsley, one point

further behind, also stayed in con-

tention with a 1 -0 victory over Port

We.
'

No Premier League games were
scheduled because England is in

World Cup action Wednesday
against Italy so that the Division

One promotion race was the main
focus of attention yesterday.

In a dramatic game at Elm Park,

Reading lost Bulgarian World Cup
goalkeeper Boris Mikhailov, who
was injured after saving at the feet

of Scott Sellars early in the first

baT.
With no substitute 'keeper on the

bench, Reading'sjoint player-man-
aged Jimmy Quinn went in goal
with the score at 0-0.

Then came a spell of four goals

in eight minutes as former West
Ham star Moriey shot Reading
ahead in the 36th, Alan Thompson

leveled, Moriey fired home a
penally and Bolton’s Scottish

international striker John

McGinlay made it 2-2 in the 64th.

Motley's winner, a close range

shot after Bolton failed to clear a

comer, came in the 70th minute.

Wolves were always in control at

Huddersfield and Steve Froggan
feed them ahead after 37 minutes.

Top scorer Steve Bull netted the

second six minutes from toe end,

taking his tally for the season to 17

with his fifth goal in four games.
John Hendrie netted Barnsley’s

winner in the game against Port

Vale and, of the other leading pro-

motion contenders. Crystal Palace

downed Bradford 3-1 after trailing

to a Chris Waddle goal while
Sheffield United and Norwich meet
today.

Former Blackburn manager Ray
Harford had an unhappy start to his

spell at Wert Bromwich Albion,

watching his new club tumble 2-1

at home to Swindon. It was
Albion’s sixth home loss even

though the team has won five

games away from home.
Georgian midfielder Georgi

Kinkladze had another standout

game for reviving Manchester
City, which downed Southend 3-0.

DIVISION ONE: Barnsley 1, Port Vale 0: Birmingham 0, Portsmouth 3;

Crystal Palace 3, Bradford 1; Huddersfield 0, Wolves 2; Ipswich 2, Queens Park
Rangers 0; Manchester City 3, Southend 0; Oldham 0, Grimsby 3; Reading 3,

Bolton 2; West Bromwich Albion 1, Swindon 2.

DIVISION TWO: Blackpool 5, Peterborough I; Brentford 1, Watford I;

Burnley 1, York 2; Bnry 2, Bournemouth 1; Chesterfield 0, Wrexham 0;

Gfflfngham l, Bristol Rovers 0; Luton 2, Plymouth 2; Rotherham 0, Preston 1;

Shrewsbury 2, Notts County I; Walsall 2, NfiHwal! 1; Wycombe 2 Crewe 0.

DIVISION THREE: Barnet 2, Hereford 3; Brighton 5, Hartlepool 0;

Cambridge United 1, HnD 0; Cardiff L Colchester 2; Chester 6, Doncaster 0;

Exeter 0, Rochdale 0; Lincoln 2, Fulham 0; Northampton I, Swansea 2;

Scarborough 4, DtarGogton I; Scunthorpe 0, Mansfield 2; Torqoay 0, Leyton
Orient 0; Wigan 1, Carlisle 0.

SCOTTISH PREMIER: Dundee United 0, Hfoendan 0\ Dunfermline 0,

Rangers 3; Hearts 2, KOmarnock 0; MotoenreO 2, Aberdeen 2.

few moments earlier.

Maccabi Petab Tikva 0
Bnei Yehuda 0

The only goalless draw of toe

weekend was as poor a match as

the scoreline might suggest. The
only incident of note was the send-

ing off of Alon Mizrahi in toe 6Sto

minute, and Petah Tikva ’s advan-

tage in numbers went begging.

Ofer Shitrit had two good
chances io score for toe hosts, but

that was all the Petah Tikva sup-

porters had to take home with

them from a fruitless 90 minutes.

Hapoel Tel Aviv 1

Hapoel Kfar Sava 2
The Tel Avivians can feel disap-

pointed with the result of this

match, after they had made all toe

'running throughout the 90 min-

utes.

In toe first half they dominated
completely, but the scoreline
remained gcalless.The second half
was much the same as toe first, but
Kfar Sava's Ofer Cohen look
advantage of a lapse in toe Tel
Aviv defense and scored against

toe ran of play in the 5 1st minute
in one of the few anacks which
went Kfar Sava’s way.
Nissim Avitan redressed the bal-

ance in the 78to minute with a
header which the Kfar Savans
claimed was scored from an off-

side position.

Kfar Sava scored the winner
four minutes from lime, again,

against the run of play, when sub-
stitute Oscar Francisco
Washington, who had returned

from injury after a month’s layoff

sealed toe scoreline.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Betar Jerusalem
Hapoel Petah Tikva
Hapoel Beersheba
Maccabi Tel Aviv
Maccabi Petah Tikva
Bnei Yehuda
Hapoel Haifa
Hapoel Kfar Sava
Maccabi Haifa
Hapoel Jerusalem
Ironi Rishon Lezion
Hapoel Beit She'an
Maccabi Herzliya

Zafririm Holon
Hapoel Tel Aviv
Hapoel Taiba

Hapoel Ashkefon
Maccabi Netanya
Ironi Ashdod
Hakoah Ramat Gan
Hapoel Bat Yam
Maccabi Kafr Kana
Hapoel Ramat Gan
Hapoel Ashdod
Maccabi Jaffa

Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Ness Ziona
Betar Tel Aviv
Maccabi Acre
Maccabi Yavne
Hapoel Hadera
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona

Hapoel Haifa
Tat Banin, 5 (pen.)

Hapoel Beersheba
Oran Sagron, 65

p w D L Gf Ga Dlf. Pts
17 14 3 - 37 9 2B 45
17 12 4 1 35 17 18 40
17 11 1 5 26 17 9 34
17 8 5 4 26 19 7 29
17 8 4 5 21 17 4 28
17 7 6 4 18 17 1 27
17 7 3 7 23 20 3 24
17 7 3 7 20 20 - 24
17 5 7 5 19 18 1 22
17 6 1 10 18 27 -9 19

17 5 2 10 16 30 -14 17
17 4 4 9 12 16 -4 16
17 5 1 11 9 17 -8 16
17 3 6 8 12 18 -6 15
17 3 5 9 10 19 -9 14

17 3 1 13 12 33 -21 10

SECOND DIVISION

P W D L Gf Ga Dll. Pts

17 13 1 3 23 9 U 40
17 9 4 4 30 20 10 31

17 8 6 3 26 18 8 30
17 8 4 5 27 17 10 28
17 8 4 5 24 15 9 28
17 7 4 6 21 24 -3 25
17 6 6 5 19 12 7 24
17 6 5 6 22 18 4 23
17 6 4 7 27 23 4 22
17 5 6 6 15 22 -7 21

17 5 5 7 17 22 -5 20
17 5 4 8 16 23 -7 19
17 4 6 7 14 19 -5 18
17 4 3 10 15 29 -14 15
17 2 7 8 11 23 -12 13
17 2 7 8 12 25 -13 13

NATIONAL LEAGUE
~fl) 1 Betar Jerusalem <1)1

Yossi Abuksis. 29
-(D) 1 Maccabi Tel Avtv <0)4

Maccabi Petah Tikva
Irani Rishon Lezion _

Hapoel Jerusalem _
Ronnen Schweig, 26
Assi Tubi, 41
Hapoel Tel Aviv __
Nissim Avftan, 78

<0)0
<0)0

•<2)2

Eli Driks, 63
Avi Nimni, 66
Haim Ha]aj, 71
Ofer Mizrahi, 73
Bnei Yehuda
Hapoel Petah Tikva
Alon Maya, 90
Maccabi Haifa
Reuven Alar, 9

(0)
(0)

...<1)1

<0)2

Maccabi Herzliya
Igor Shkvirin, 81

Hapoel Belt She’an
Shimon Danan, 33
Seijan SuBcovic. 69

Hakoah Ramat Gan
Hapoel Bat Yam —
Irani Ashdod —
Betar Tel Aviv

, <0) i Hapoel Kfar Sava
Ofer Cohen, 51

Oscar Francisco Washington, 86
Zafririm Holon — (0) 0<0)1

(1) 2 Hapoel Taiba <0)0

SECOND DIVISION

Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Hapoel Hadera
Maccabi Yavne
Hapoel Ashkelon _

1

2
0
1

— 0
0
0
1

Maccabi Netanya
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona
Maccabi Kafr Kana —
Maccabi Jaffa «...

Hapoel Ashdod —
Hapoel Ramat Gan
Ness Ziona —
Maccabi Acre

This week's winning Sportoto line: 1,2.X.X, 1.2.1.2,1 ,1,2,2,2^2.
This week's winning Toto Plus line: X,XXX,1X1^LX,7,2X2,X
Winning Tototeko numbers: 3, 4> 16, 19, 27,’ 28, 30.

WHERETO GO
Nofiees in this feature are charged
at NtS 28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.85 per Rne, Including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

dally Sun.-Thur., 11 are. from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Adminisb&tion Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,

26, 28. For Info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations. ChagaB Windows. Tel. 02-

6416333,02-6776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums

TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography from
toe Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection ol works. Tzvi Hacker
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israel artists. Virtual Reany: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
Israeli art. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shlomo Ben-Davkf and Amon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.Tue.
10 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. 10 ajn.-2 p.m.
Meyerhof! Art Education Center, Tel.

8919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Sunday, February 9
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat HoJim Clalit,

Straus A. 3 Avigdori. 670-6660;
Balsam. Salah o-Din. 627-2315;
ShuafaL Shuafat Road, 561-0108; Dar
Aldawa, Herod's Gate, 628-2058.

Tel Aviv: Clal Phaim Gafi Hair. 71
Ibn Gvlrol. 527-9317; Superpharm
Gsmel, 1 Ahkneir, Ramat Avtv Gimel.
641-7117. Tfll 3 ajn. Monday: Pharma
Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-

2040. Till midnight: Superpharm Ramat
Aviv. 40 Einstein, 641-3730: London
Ministore Superpharm. 4 Shaul
Hametech, 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Ktar Sava: Narkis, 8

Hativat Golani. Kfar Sava. 761-8248.
Netanya: Trufa. 2 HerzJ, 882-8656.
Kaifo: Balfour, 1 Massada. 862-

2289.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat

ModPki. Kiryat Motzkhi. 870-7770/3.
Herzliya: Clal Pharm. Belt

Merfcazim. 6 Maskit (cnr. Sderot
Hagatim), Herzliya Piluah, 955-8472.
9558407. Open 9 a.m. to mktnighL
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev

Ha’ir Mafl, 657-0468. Open 9 am. to 10
p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

ENT); Bicur Holim (surgery); Hadassah
Ein Keren (orthopedics, pediatrics,
ophthalmology); Hadassah ML Scopus
(obstetrics).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center
Dana Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel

Aviv Medical Center (intemaJ, surgery).

Netanya: Laniada.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) o

911 (EngBsh) in most parts of the court
try. In addition:

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) oi

911 (English) in most parts of the coun-
try. In addition:
AsWod" B561333 Ktar Sava’ 9902222
AsNceton 6551332 Nahatlya' 9912333
Beersheba' 6274767 Netanya* B&04444
BtflShenesh 6523133 Petah Tlcwa' 9311111
Dsn Ragtorr 5793332 Retorar S45T33S
Eflar 633244JS Rishon- 9642333
HaBa* 8512233 SaJed 6320333
Jemsalefn* 6523133 Tea Auhr 5460111
KanaieT 9965444 Ttwnas* 6792444
MobBe Intensive Care Unit (MICU]

service in the area, around the dock.
Medical help for tourists (ir

English) 1 77-022-911

0

the National Poison Control Cent®
at Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24
hours a day, for information in case oi
poisoning.
Eian - Emotional Fast Aid. 1201,

also: Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-
mi (chBdren/youth 6961113), Haifa
867-2222/3, Beersheba 649-4333.
Netanya 862-5110, Ka/mie/ 9868770,
Kfar Sava 7674555. Hadera 634-6789.
Wlzo hotlines for battered women

02-651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also In
Russian), 07-637-6310, 08-855-0508
(also in Amharic).

« Cf155*? Center (24 hours). Tel
Avhr 523-4819, 544-9191 (men),
Jerusalem 6264558. Haifa 8560533
Eflat 6361977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -

•^jlCancer Association support ser-
ines 02-824-7676).

1
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WALL STREET REPORT

New York stocks hit record highs
NEW YORK (AP)— Stocks rose

to record levels Friday, rallying back
from an afternoon pullback with the
dollar, as interest rates sank in the

bond market amid news that wage
inflation was almost negligible last

month.

On WaU Street, die Dow Jones
industrial average rose 82.74 points to

close at 6,855.80, having briefly

dipped into negative territory after

surrendering an early 95-point gain.

The barometer of 30 big U.S. compa-
nies is now less than 30 points from

its aB-time best close of6£83.90, set

Jan. 21.

Broader measures also bounced
back from an afternoon stumble with

the Standard and Poor’s 500 list and
the New York Stock Exchange com-
posite index, both dominated by larg-

Tbe Nasdaq market also posted

strong gains, with bellnethertBdmot-

ogy shares starting torebound from a

two-day wave of profit-raking.

Stocks jumped in the morning as

bonds rallied, dropping die yield od
the 30-year Treasury bond— a key
rif*prm?ranf of corporate and con-

sumer borrowing costs— as low as

6l66 parent from late Thursday's

6.75 percent

Bmbonds began to pullback in the

eariy aftnnooo— lifting the widely

watched long-hand yield to 6.74per-

LAST CHANGE* LAST CHAMC * LAST CHANGE*

MSiSEL-l SHARES
fr i^ev/york

Last Change

AMEX
Am toad Papai Mb -
An^al American fcwl 5.6875 -MSS
EbLavud 8 *0
Eh LavuaCiA .4.875 Q
MqyaM Tocrinoiogy 1.635 0
Camel Conlanera Sys 95 -0.125

NASDAQ

Accent Software

.

A. G. Associates _

Atottn

fimpai

.55625 -0.4375

.8 *0

..125 -0.125

.165 0

Ami

. re

MU. Tedrolo»es

SfiPS

Fourth Dunereton Sofiwav—90135
D S.P. QxmwKauns——2325

Bbd Compuws—1-1 ..2.231b

EM Systems Hi

.

&75

U-Srsrema Ffash Dak 0525

-- re1— -

.6.625
LC.T.S. 9
Man SoBwr* tnduSnes

.

DC Industries

—028125
375

*0
*0.125

.0
•0
•05625
*0
-0525
07S
*0.1675

*0875
*025
*0.125

*0
*0.125

*0
*05
-08625
*00625
-00625
*2875
-025
0

*085
0.125

*0
*0 0625
*05
-0125

0
0

-06875

MagalSacunh Swamp .. . SB75

Magic £ofe*are Enterprises —10.125

Ostap Tactnteodos 625

Rada Etedrcnks Ind

U8Z5
1375

Ehad Ftabotec paeg Lid _—06875

7.875
ISG tad SotvKre Grap 32.125

-0JS312S

0
-05625
*0
*00625
0125
*0
*0
-0.1s
-04375
085
*0125
*085
*0125
*0125
-0125
*003125
*08875
•0625
.009373
•085
*0

*0125
-00625
-003375
-0125
0
*00625
-0125
*025
-0125

SunmA Design
,

Ssp«B kteudkrel

,

Scamen.

.1075
-3.125

taro Wind

.

-24875
-1185

Tuctavomaiix

Ten.

.153125
20375
54875
_425

i Communicaiona — .P7825
fewer SenKonXctor 10
Tbtfcan ’AiIuujhh 2?
TTI Itan Wacom InS Ud 0125
TVS WSmctogte- 1875
Vocdec 05
WbTecSoUtons.
ZagtadirtriBaUd .

2cm Conxnttaa.

-5-75

-T7.125
205

*085
025
*0
*025
*0125
-0625
*0125
*0625
1.75
*0
*0825
*0
*00625
-00625
-0125

*0
-as

Blue Square
,

BkM.
.1075 *0125

_a *o
PEC tarasB Economic Ctxp 2075 *025
tor 215 *05
Stearin kc. .15825 *0125

*0125
SOURCE: OCMI5TOCX TRAOHG LTD.
(DATE 8HFE&97)

In US DOLLARS

BanhAmenca-
Bankol Boston

LAST CHANGE1

NEW YORK

Aua —
AMPMe-

-20875

AMR Goto

.

ASA

.3985
..7385
-34125

Advanced Mkro
Aetna Lite.

-555

AIMedPutH
Atae
Ahmanson (HFi.

Ar Prods

.

.1075
.405

.37875

Afcerta-Ctfv B.
..70375

.MS

Akan Alrnntum .

AtoiAJen.

.35.75

-35.125

AMBtfWVPomr
Afeed Signal

Alcoa

.17575

.715
-67825

Amax.
Amdahl Cop.

-3685

Amends Hess
Amer Brands.

.n.125
-585

AmerB Power

.

Amer Express.

-52.875

Amer Gen] Coro

.

-41575
.65575

Amer Grwllng.,
Home Pr

-41575
-295

Amsf
Amerind

-64.75

Amer Nad ins

.

J2585

Amer PowerCom
Amer Sores.
AmerTiT.

-74625

-43
-3885
60125

Amesklnc 215
Amgen 57.125'

AQOCO ' 06-375

Antftg TJwims .

Arhsusv-Busch

.

Aon Coro-
Apple Computer

.

-642S

AppfiedMaspeUcs.
Appfied Materials-.

Archer Daniels

—

Amwo—

.158125
.-54825
—46875

Armstrong Wood.
Asanco..

-10125
.45

AstamdCoal-

.70.625

-29.75

-77825

AST Research .

AUandcRcMd.

.48.75
-4.75

Aim Data Pro.

Autodasfc.

.1885
-42125

Army Dennison.
Avon Inc.

-30125
.37875

Avon Products

.

-61.125

-63

Banco Gyp —
BNcar Hughes.
BalCorp.

.75
-3685

Baltimore Gas.
-24875

Banc One Cap.
fin.Ailujtt«naag .

-27875
-43575
-47575
.118875

.735
59.125

BlacA & Decker - .3385

Coco. -Ell®
Ctoro .

CtewdCHIs.
Oorts

.

Coastal Coro

-

Com Cda

.

.12075
-42875
.170625

4785
5885

Crompton Knowles

Crown CaK Seal

Cunmns Engine

Cortus-Wnght

Cypress Semicon

Cypress Mineral

.

Cites WusL — JX

DOE- -28675

Dana Coro-

DauGenOTi..
Daywn Muften.

Da'Bwra
Deere.

.18.125

-33575
-32875
-41825

DeftnPwriL-
Defl Computers.
DekaAirtnes —
Dates Coro —
DaratEtfeon —
DelCoro Del.
DwooBtnc _
Digtai&jrip.

.195
—85.75
-01575
—315
-5185
-13.75
-61875
—3585

*05
*0.125
-185
*0

*0875
*0875
*0.625

*0375
*05
*025
*2

*275
*0125
*0625
*0
*0
*05
*0875
*0825
*0125
-1575
*1

*075
*0575
*0125
*0 •

*05
*385
-05
*0875
*0575
0125
0B75-
-085
*0125

8785'
435 *025

*05
•0.1875

*3875
+185
4125
*0125
*2
*0.75

4.125
*0
403125
1.125
*0375
485
185
*0625
.2825

*0.125

4825
05
*0125
485
*0825
*3825
*185
1.375

*0825
*0875
*085
*085
*0

4125
*0875
*0875
+0375
*0825
45
+15
*0
*0375
-0375
*0.125
*3

*025
*0125
*0

485
475
45
*0125
*0

*025
4525
*0

*025
*0.125

*025
4.125
*2.125

485
*0
*185
4375
*025
*075
*1.75

0125
*0125
•0
085
*085
*0
*8875
*0375
*085
*025
*0825
475
*4.125

45
*175
-1375

415
*05
+3825
*0.125

*1825
*0625
2875
*0875
*0125
•0

425
4875
*0

*0125
*0

*05
4
1875
4
4375
4125
425
4375

425
4125
*075
48
+1

4125
*0
*2.625

+025
4875
4.125
4
41.75

4

LAST CHANGE*

karri Dep St

.

DSney {Wall ..

Dominion Res

.

Donetoy (RR)

.

Dover Coip.

4925

.405

Dow Chcrmcate.
Dow Jones —
Dresser

.

40875
-50125
-70125
.39825

DSCComm—
Diriua Power—
Dun S Boast-
Dii Pont.

-31875
-22875
.45875
-2485

.112875

EG 3 G Corp -

Easton Ents_
-21.625

.338

Emerson Bee.
Engetard Cmp-
EraaiCorp

nil Coro

.

__J03
-2085

Enserdi (

-41

Eiun
Corp.

-21825
-28.75

.1625

Etoyl Core-
Barn

438625
4.125

Exxon.
.101

.101

FMCCtep.
FflLOoup

—

Fodders Cop

-70.75

-4485

Federal Expo*.
Federal Mogul

.

FMNallApe.-
SCan.

2485

FeUcrcstl
First Bar* Sys

-

First Ctxcago

.

.15.75

First Union .

.77 625
48

FrulOinwt
FstlMon ROy.
Fleet FM Grp.

.87

fisetwd Entero _
j Cos Ok.

.148
JS6

Ftenwtg Cos 1

Florida Prog__
Fluor Cap
Food Uontac
Ford Motor—

-258
-1885

-30625
.71875

ean

.3285

Galoot) Toys

.

Gateway:
GATXCotp-
GTE Corp

.

Games.
Gap Me DM.
Gencorp.

Gen Am Invest.

Gen Dynamics

.

Gen Electric—

-17825
—6075
.48.125
.47875
.79875
81.625
.1985

.21825
-70

Genktas.
.105

Gen Motors

Gen Motors H.
Gm PuMcUt)

.

Gen I

Gen Signal

-67JS
-56.75
-59.75

-33

Gen DataComm .

Genuine Pans
Georgia Pac

—

GNene.

.164875—4525
.98

.45.125

.78.125

Glaxo ADR —
GddenWFW-
Goodrtdi (BF) _
Goodyear Gie _
Grace (W&R)__
Grasw(WW)
Grt AdPac Toe .

Gri Central Mm.
On Western FW

.

.80625
-32.875

-68.875
.41825
-528

.53825

-688

Harley Davidson.

HarscoCorp.

-418

-41375
-818

-45.125
-43.75

•228
.10625
-5275

Blinova Corp

.

BStmTool.—
NOT.
tngarsoBRand.
hondSfcISM
Intel Corps

-47875—188
-156875

M Fmty EntB

.

tffi) Rav&Fr.
MMrffoods.

.32
-58375
-59.75

KseerAlum

.

KerT-McGe*_
KeyCorp
Iwnbeny-Qarie.

41.125

.658

King World Prod

.

KragMRidder

.

Kroger.

LSI Logic.

Legget & Plan

.

Leucada Man

.

LiyO)

.

-33875
-33.125

-26875

LxrWed Inc.

Linear Tetfnol-

Lmcoin Nat

,

Litton

.

.17825
47875
^5825

IcOaixmo—
Lockheed Corp,
Loews Corp

—

LomSMr-
Long tsiand LL.

.15875

-2076
-3385
-54875

-34.125

Madge

-

MDComnun
.

UaNndrrodt-

ManorCare.
Maoco Inc

.

Marries

-33875
-54825

Ush&MdJt-
MarreL

MassRUMl Carp

.

Mattel he
I ten.

J075

MeDonakts

.

UeOmnl Dds.
MoGrawHB.

—21875
-45375

McKessonCap

-

Mead Carp. -57625
65825

*0125
*1
*0875
-0125
*0375
*075
*0875
-1.125

-0125
*0.125
0375
*0825

*0125
*0
*28
*0825
*025
*2.125

-0.125

-0125
-025
*0375
*0125
+1

*0
0875
-0875

*05
*025
*0
*1

-0125
*0

-1

-0875
*0875
-0125
*0125
*1875
*2.125

*0.125

*0
*025
*0.125

*1
*025
-225
*0125
*075
*0825
*0375
*0375
*0.125

+1.75

*0375
*2125
*0375
+025
*0375
*0375

8Bt
Corp_

OhoEdsan.
C*n Cap-
Omnicom Gmp

.

Oneok Inc.

Oracle Systems

.

" " rOo-

Ckikxnrdl

Overseas Ship-

OwensConing.

PHH Group .

PNC financial -

PFGMuaktes.
Paccar Inc

Pacfcrp.
Rac Entorprisas-

PacGasA Bed

.

PacTeMs
PaBCorp.
Ranh Eastern

D*na_
Hamin.

PmneygC).
RsnnsyIPwrU

.

Pennjat.

Pttople'a Energy

.

Pepstoo

.

Peridn Elmer

.

Pharmacia A Upj.

Pheto Dodge

.

PMadel Bee —
PMSpMoms-
PhBpsBec.
PMfipsPel

PotashCorp

.

Potomac B Pwr.

Procter A Gamble.
PuhSrcEntapr_
PugSndPwr

Quaker Oats.
Qnfcom-
OuanexCoro.

RJR Nabisco

RaMonPixin
RankOtgrtn
RaychemCorp
Raytheon

LAST CHANGE*
LAST CHANGE*

TRW tec. .508

Tandem Ctenp-
tandyl

.13825
-4725
-13875

Teradyn*.
TesoroPa.
Tteorco

.

TNokoL
.0025

Thomas&Bdts-
ThreaCom.

Torctame.

Traooo Energy.
TrmelmGrp-

TRftOtnCop.
Triton Energy.

TWA
Tyco Labs.

-46875

UAL Corp.

0125
- - - *><; *0,825

+1.125

+U25

NtegMohawh ... ..—.105 ' -0125
ficortae *0125

U tawkt +0
-125

*025
*0
+0625

0
+1.75

*0
*05 NortokSauthm 88625

*075
-0125
-0125
*025
1275

-00625
*0.125

0.125 *0825
*0875

-025
*05

OcridantalPel 2525 -025

USGCrxp.
-5875

USThc-
USCManOion-

-3075

USfrUS Steel.
UncooaCfxp
Untaw NV.
UtSonCan^i

.

-2725
-328

-90

IMon Carbide.

Union Beetle.

-48875

UrboaRacdc.
Unisys

usaIr
Copu

_ IR Group

.

USFSGCOrp-

-075

US Home
USUte

-2275
-2SJ5

USRoboOcs.
-41.125

-19825
jam

_23
-36825
-478
29825

-40
J2JS&
.1525
.15825
.18875

*0875
- *0825 -fT

r -125
*0125
*0875
*0825
0
*08
*0125
+125
0875
*0375
*0

USSugicsI.
„ USTrost

---USWest.

JET

MJS

:: UritadTech.
Unocal Ccrp

.

-32375
-71.125 “*

VFCop
aro Energy.

-68.125
-318

Viacom Inc

.

VSshay-

-33.125

Vuto»Mxtwtas. -60375

Wachovia. -59875

-42

-5325
-0925

-21
-3025
-2275

-39
-22825
-44.125

-025
-438

—478
-22875
-61825
-3325
-3225
-70375
—91.75

-70125
-22875
.121.125

-405
.43875

-7525
-258

.12225
-27875
—25.75

*0125
+125
*0
•125
*0
*08
*0

*0825
*0
-025
025
1.125
*08
*025
*0
*025
-0125
*125
*2
*025
+1.125

*0
-05
*025
*025
+1875
*2125
*08
-05
-18
*0375
*2625
*025
*0125

-30875

Wendy*
-306

WesSnghouHt B.
TresivBoo-

-22125
.1725

-28.875
-46

81.125

Wans Co.
-23875

WkmDnteSbs- -3075

Worid CommascaBons 25875
Worttxngton tad 19825
wngtay 598

YdowFretgU. -15875

-11

-21825

-34875
-58

-288

-1.125

*3

*0825

*225
-1

115

21J
-05

*0
Grand Mol

1001 +14

HS8C(75pshd - 15605
40

IQ
+115

1 karate Hrwi

Marts aspaonr- 493 +g

*22
*0

NMvrofl Bank—
Piudente 572

Rautara 6425 05
-75
-85
2

Sta« Transport—
Unfevcr

.10605
13675

Accor 733 -7

BSN

+1

+105nw«

LatagsCoppM .180 +1*4

135.9 *65
3955 +15

+55
*23

SuM Gobain
TIMS 482 -4

FRANKFURT

ACanzAG-
BASF

.1045
Bit

-85*4

*4
*085
-035

Dacrter-Benr.

.85 *0

Storage Teshnol

SkMsComp
46375—37.625

SunConaany— —

,

205

51.125

TJX Cos Inc 3175

<029

SOWCE OTMMSTOCKTRAOHG im
(DA3E^F&07J

0125

cent and spunmg same proft&ddog
in tite stodk marixt— as tiie doDar

saik aftBr U.S. Treasray Secraay
Robert Rubin admowkidged that

sock Group of Seven countries have

raised concerns over flic US ennen-

c^srecent strength.

Investors took Rubin’s cbonne&is

as a signal die United Stares

bade offon the past year’s successful

drive to pull the dollar from its dol-
riniftK. A weaker AiTlar would malm

US securities such as bonds less

attractive to foreign investtas who
convext their i^ums to other canm-
des.

Key Representative Rates

USDoBar JJIS 23200 + 0.15%

Sterfing JvRS 5.4324 -021%

Mark -NIS 20051 -023%

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES

NYSE STOCKS

Share movement*

VUume up fin 100010
i downi pn non)

1544035

OTHER STOCK MARKET INDEXES

FTSElOO

.

tekyo NSfciBi-

Latl

.43077
.17867

iNMnatadM.
Hongtog Hang Seng index -136808
knai Index 23182

Change
*0
*0

0
+182

1 DOLLAR CROSSRATI

Pound; ipgU-
iKt

15382

MxttuataE) 0008173
CanOto spat 15504
khefuhra (CUB 07420
AuOfc apis. ..... 07812

Mmcsnt 1—__
B Lira; spot

5501
- 1107

15647

ECU: sixi 1.1700

Bondi MkU
SandP UacJUure.

.11215

Change
-mm
-OOB32
*00079
-0.0028

*08026
-08021

-082
*48+005
00003
-0
antrq
-0004
*08101

<1
*08084
*01415
:0J0325

-00032
*018
+T1J

US COMMODITIES

3warno.nl
meet (Mar)]

Soybean AH
Omtgahaoa
CrudoMldi

1 LONDON COMMODITIES
|

Cocoa (Mar) ILCB 1

Goto (Mw) (LCE)

8E5
1540

+10
-14

Brenim oa (MaCPPE}

.

2095 -07

SPOT MARKET METALS (US)

Last Changa43*'
*009

|

NEW YORK METAL FUTURES
|

QpKJIMbl-

S££S

Last Change
J438 -1

Patadum

-4842 *0885
-3558 +18
-13525 *28

Mgtagred* capper (Mat) 18716 -08145

LONDON METAL FIXES

GoUAMta
Gold PM Bx

Steata—
Month In

jat Charge
-3409 -£5

-33975 -385
-480 -78

Israel time. Al oOwa are doing quotei)

SOURCE CCMMSTOCK TRADNSHU
(OXTEB-FBS-97)

DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

compotes wranM ushted
nutRiiuHCE a raver

Foreign flnaicial data courtesy of

CommStockiradiaglJd.
Futuna, Options,

Stocks, Bands

andMuhuriFunds

34 Ben Yehuda St, Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data
supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09-958-5873- All other
data supplied by
Commstock Trading LtcL,

Tel. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post win not be
held responsible for the
consequences of any
transaction made on file

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data
should do so on postcards
only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business
Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem
91000

PAC
MED
INVESTMENTS

flexible

Abir .195.88 19Z20

Afikhn flexible 1»3^6 W.07
Abrayuc flexible .. . . . .. 48958 48CLOT

Analyst Diversified . . 687^7 -

Antimcdes.. .......... 102.16 10004

Asaf ...... - . 206.71 2B3S9

Avuka ..,..1827.14 1793.11

Bawlr ftfjqflyVy , ... ... 189.11 187J99.

143A4- 14L54
Rrniha flexible .... 2529.60 Z494w67

Bloch RooneiD flexible . . 181.74 177.94

Dovctt-Shirm Sexibk — —

-

Epsilon flexible ........144.51 14152
XEvergreen flexible ..... .115^7 11339

MitV. + .v.. ......... 3613.92 357103
laud flexible ... . ..... 1 140.74 14037
IgudshikHt ............ 115.75 11550
Hanot Tldbar.... 296530 295034
HanoiSO .22855 22471
faa^acyaWo .......... 13536 13187
KWi flexible 111124 1094.41

' T nh+V ĵ^TrifgT
|

M1.64 678-55
I jIhL <»w|q*nt ..'..143.//

.
14L09

Lamashkia. ....... 45733 451:05

Land. 1566.73 1537.77

240.73 239.10
Maofim flexible 12733 12451
Mekav ...14457 144,42

Meittv flexible 189254 187151
Mated.. -..300124 297925
MoriB Money Market. . . 116^6 11636
Nestn flexible 2417*89 240172
Nea.. 197.60 19752
Noga 765.75 75536
Omer Pekan 202.67 199.02

Ozar flexible 9330 91.47

Pantber 453.78 449.68

Kahayovcl 20132 199.73

Piakela 82134 81736
Psagot 100 296.64 29436
Psagot flexible 532.86 523.41

Ramco flexible 14831 146.53

Saar 179>»1 17607
Sapanoot flexible 8037 8030
Sigma flexible 9136 90.88

Sivan 22852 22530
Ibtedrop :... 12157 121.48
Ttmihn ftexfhte 2729.43 2691.63

Yaad flexible 95.63 94^1
Yesodot 308637 302952
Zeller flexible 9610 9459
Zion Arabic 14187.93 1409235

4-3.48

+ 234
+ 533
+ 7.15

+ 4.76

+ 7JOS
+ 539
+ 032
+ 7.17

+ 431
+ 661

+ 10.65

;

+ 1341
+ 21.13

+ 2235.

+ 1435
+ 2154
+ 2034
+1.04

+ 2034
+ 10.99

+ 30.67

+ 4^8 +18.80
+ 6.74 + 22.69

+ 539+1530
+ 4.14 + 17.62

+0.76 +356
+ 5.07+15.76
+ 559 +2031
+ 695 +2031
+ 462 + 18.72

+ 433 +15.11
+ 550 +13.46
+ 331 +7.76

+ 5.48 +2159
+ 436 + 15.00

+ 466 +2337
+ 442 + 1535
+ 609+19.43
+ 352 +11.40
+ 035 +2.05

+ 466+1619
+434+29.13
+ 234 +9.83
+ 555+1937
+ 658 + 2135
+ 3.84 +J757
+ 5.64+17.92
+ 357 +1432
+ 734+22.74
+ 7.73 +2400
+ 755 +2534
+ 436 +1554
+ 230 +2032
+ 5.79 +1639
+ 5.63 +27.69
+ 352 +1154
+ 257+1257
+ 339 +9.76
+ 436 +2406
+ 4.86 +1755
+ 407 +17.49

167
253
35
669
0.4

23
62
0.1

65
82
115
41.4
53
7.7

3L6
19.1

185
79.1

264
. 62
69
743
12.7
73
66

28.1

75
75
33
744
160
11.4

15
403
263
53
44
335
3367
80.0

1502
7.4

2153
05
9.4

445
22
63
15
520
2.6

2.7

>r.

I

Jtr-’

Js

SHARES

AnalystAggxessve.

Analyst Industries

.

Capital shares

.

EmdaCanaf

.

EmdaCaiam.

Emda Sbalevet ....

EmdaShamT. r.

,

Eiex

...119^4 117.10 +7.42 + 2534 68.4

...259.75 25622 + 430+1993 22.4

...17661 17230 + 731 +3236 46

...23499 22936 + 432+1932 14.7

...31931 31333 + 539 +2233 49

... 13699 135.68 + 7.67 +27.14 33

3

. . 107401 104865 + 8.13 +246t 123.4

...32930 32132 + 839 +24.75 523

... 13136 12931 + 437 +1833 353

...18680 18333 + 7.14 +22.73 73

..445457 4393.71 +763 +22.73 116
....7738 7635 + 649 +23.72 1.8

88*86 8733 + 5.05 +21.81 26
...10363 101.15 +736+2538 5.1— — — 142

- v .
— — — 123 .

.... 9L99 9063 + 446 +15.76 23
;. 173862 1719.07 + 830 +2658 276
•....73^44 7238 +602+1939 13.7

...19436 192.65 + 652 +21.42 32.6

. . 1791.11 1771.13

'

•+655+2132 493
... 15683 15563 + 730 +2339 103 .*

v.. 147.75 .14662 +8.10 +2539 17.4 Ai,

7. .'.9537 9470 + 763 + 2415 1.6

...-.9433 9338 + 760 +2637 56

...17421 17336 + 761 +25.73 86

...315.73 309.73 +638 +22.16 1833

...65136 63730 + 661 +1830 3.1

... 150.73 147.92 + 6.77 +2196 663

f:

CRYPT

Evergreen shares 15259
Eya! shams 12755
Gal.. 10156
Hompekan. ,...9734
tgnd shares 132.12
Hanot DeteJ 272137
HanotDnvdevan 240734
HanotGlobe 123.17

Hanot Shewt 85038
Hanot carem 16655
Hanotcomumnication . . 8254
Aanot finance 8634
Hanot maof 18351
HirtfthfhltifH VjJI
Isnel-Amezica . 197.73

KMmaof........ 21954
HaB shares 141.79
Kobav... 15641
Rot Money Mattel ....10952,
Lahak Garem. 10854
T jhnV ararfn ......... . 278.69'

Lahdt ankor 798.13
Lahak export 6401
Lahak rom. ..10936
Lahak salit ..12855
Lahak sigsoqg • 85.18

Lahak tor..... ..393.45
Lahak zamir 75836
Maagal 8680
Maale maof pekan 175.70
Magic 262.84
Mashabey leva 73.88
Mawo 107.41-

Md Maof. 18739
Meitav Caram 103.03
Meitav anions 4657
Meitav shares 18692
Mercazit Caram 66.85
Mocazit maof 178j65
Mwrrartf mMuinim. 239.63
Moms 461.43
bfiftan 10754
Migzar finance 11130
Mivneh ...350.71
Mondial 16633
Mor...: 139L87
Nesoa shares ..39470
Ntii 101659
Nhmezet 86JQS
0®ega 12357
Ozar foreign inf pear* ...13431
Ozar shares...: 10260
Ka2H)0 81.45
Piabdoiach 90158
Pia manerf 14231
Pianiaof 18M2
Pia michlol 720.74
Kaodem 111558
Pia worid. 11433
Kayabalom 102355"
Pia zinok 6032
Princess Continental 53.77

120.10
Psagot Focus 8755

8856
Psagot limit 31137
Psagot oabar lashalom . . U7.18 -

Psagot shares. 69330
RaamSO. .V. 178J03-
Shnodan shares 10430
Tsmihfl caram .

.' .23659'
Tsmiha dares 559.17
TknotSufii 13531

7403
5^ 364.15 --

Zinger Bsmea Rmancnl . 10739"
Zion caram 98.03
Zioo shares 141.73

14937
127.19
10648
9605
131.73

270471
239279
12069
84567
165.61

8233
85.62
18274
5650
195.74

218.72

13952
153.47
109;47

108.00

. 27356
77966
6401
10688
12648
8360

386.16
74432
8611
17244
257.95

7263
10556
18630
101.88
4627
18487'

+759 +2664
+ 659 +21.71
+ 491 +2400
+ 852 +29.41
+ 557 +2255
+ 620 +2052
+ 550 + 2339
+ 465 + 1865
+ 697+2350
+ 750 +23.19
+634 + 2263
+ 768 +2358
+657 +2157
+ 8.49 +2754
+417 + 1679
4636 +21.13
+5.70 +21.47
+ 672+2358
+ 054 +167
+931 +2565
+ 669 +23.74
+670+2064
+.767 +2663
+ 4u49+203I
+ 537 +2365
+ 768 +2169
+ 658 +2130
+ 756 +23.40
+ 6.70 +2469
+ 677 +2139
+ 604 +21*47
+ 628 +2231.
+ 650 + 2035
+ 658 +2154
+ 614 +2258 .

+10.64 +4138
+ 693 +2363

6664- +553+2400
17830 +664 + 21:79
238,77 +568 .+2334
457.90 +676 +2255
107.13 H-686 +2051
11055 +841 +2567

+ 611 + 17.41

-:+3J0 +14J01
+ 694+2258

.’+ 5.12 +-2363
+ 5.76+2663

v+66 1 +2462
+600 + 2632
+ 657 +1932
+ 654 + 1964
+ 739 +23.70
+ 666 +2358
+ 765 +2533
+ 665 +2167
+ 7.05 + 23,16

+76L+Z565
+ 537 + 18111
+ 762 -t=2253

+ 635 +2152

347.98

16467
138057
392149

100236
8553
12063
13257
100.70

8062
89699'

139.71

17833
70836
1095.41

11350
100661
59.92
52.76 +9.17+2635
11735 +251 +9-85
8768 +653 +26.90

' 8695. +1356 +3559
30759 +858+2859
115.11 +8.72+2757
68952 +730 +2453
1745(7 +13.46 + 45.49
10261 +553 +2555'

+ 557 +2267
+477+1853
+494+2253
+ 339 +27.77
+.655+2360.
+10.19 +2613

23365
55553'

132.11

7361
35663
105.42

9758
140.75

+ 766+2550
+ 562+2661

162
56
133
33.7
18.4

905
60.4
122
1295
1296
140
9.7

586
206
16
2L0
3.1

933
7.1

262
169
524
266
85

58.4

226
1005
652
86

. 886
160

r 26
. 25
515
63
102

. 36
21
29

; 33
727
246'

146
'566

10.4
1064
65
216
42

.36
21
82

24.0
953
60.7
1025
1386
1566
323
792
55.0
19.1

.16
728
336
120.4

515
895
133
1.7

." 85
'

.

65'

192
1.0

. .75
06
64
33

'
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... CLASSICAL MUSIC
; MCT/^ AjaSNSTADT .

•

•Aiye 'Lipsky leads ifae - Kibbutz Chamber
.Orchestra in. Brahms’s First. Serenade, which
seems to be a’ very popular opus among Israeli

orchestras.‘this 'season.’ Also on the^prbgram is

VaughaitWiiliajns’s Oboe Concerto with Hila

.

Zaban-Pdeg as soloist, and xhe Second Horn
ConcertobirKrchini Stxstiss with Croatian horn
player Radovan VJarkovicas soloisL Tuesday, in
Nahariya, Wednesday tn. Ein Hashofet and
Sunday in'Dorot (8:30 p.in.) with one Tel Aviv
appem^Dce this Saturctoy (1 1: 1 1 ajTj.) in Tzavta.

’ THEATER
~ -JraECJE&TKAYE -

Ir, or. “City".,iji English, . is the Gesher
Theater’s.^ SRO adaptation' of Isaac Babel’s
Odessa Tales''. Yoii"wUl Iaiigh. You will cry. You
will want the show to go. on-for ever as director
Yevgeny Arye and hXs - amazing actors bring
Babel's colorful lowlifes t6 burst-at-the seams
life. Tbnight add ihronghTuesday at the Gesher
Theater in Old JafPa^t 8:30 p.m. (Hebrew)

TELEVISION

Oh ASecond Luo£ tonight onChannel 1 at

8:45, there are two main reports. Hie firstis by
Ya’acov Ahimeir, who.interviewed Israeli emi-
grants in die US and beard their opinions on the
proposal to let Israelis abroad participate in the
elections. % . . ........
In the second part, Judy Lotz accompanies

Amira Hess, the Israeli journalist who spent
three years living in Gaza, to her new home in

Ramall ah. As usual Haim Hecht gives his view
of things from up north at the end.

Elana Chipman

There is another chance to see one of die bet-

ter made and more original Israeli dramas.
Backwards (Uafuch), which was very successful

the first time it was screened. -It isr an offbeat

Friends-type .series • about ' young Tel Avivices

who join forces In order to produce the first

Israeli pornographic movie.

Other than that, they Tall in love, fight, meet
strange people and .live the. young urban
lifestyle.

With Orna Fitnssi, Dani Stag, Einat Wehzman,
Yoav Heit and others who all give very convinc-

s'

Madonna stars in MTV programs through-
out the day.

mg performances. Channel 2, at 7:15 p.m.
Elana Chipman

One imaginative young member of die Israel

Chamber Orchestra may have hit the nail on the
head when she recently dubbed it “Em-pty-V.”
But the satellite pop music channel MTV does
nevertheless retain its legions of fans, and its

audience, share in Israel is one of the highest of
any country in and around Europe.
Today MTV Europe focuses in on the life and

times of superstar Madonna. With the rave
reviews she has recently been receiving for her
performance in Evita, the superstar hopes to

have finally put paid to the notion that her life

has just been one long publicity stunt. Certainly

. the Material Girl has come a long way since she
headed for New York City and initially found
work in a branch of Dunkin' Donuts.

In the past some of her more raunchy videos
have been banned by MTV. Now it is devoting a
whole series of shows to her. They include The
Making af Evita, Madonna’s Pyjama Parly,

Madonna - A Body of Work, and, starring

MTV's own Spanish video-jockey hearthrob,

Hugo in Bed with Madonna. At various times
throughout the day, particularly from 5 to 7 p.m.

Tom Gross

[•JSiij

ACROSS
1 Give voice about frivolous
‘ disparagement<9)
9 Sort of ear seen in the
Aegean area (6) .

10 Is not lavish with the jam
. (9)

11 23 pexhapsjoiningpopular
party (6)

12 Game beauty carrying a
gun (9)

13 Maintain a member in
drink (6)

17A beast taking dope (3)

19 Not many will be cot bya

20 Summarise article on
flyover (7)

21 Spend numey indeed! (3)

23A six-footer from
somewhere near Wigan (6)

27 limitation that's normal
with a measuring device

19)

28AcriminalGreekcharacter
- in a spin (6)

29The Parifliesme upset poor
- men as a satirist (9)

30 Saw and contended, about

one point after another (6)

31 Account for alteration to

. testament (9)

DOWN
2 A twit backed, up given
his head? That's rough an

.one (6)

3 Garrulous individual, the
airshipmaker l (6) • -

4 SE European land bird (6)

5 They're very sharp-use
. their eyesK7)‘

6 Dealers caught over
trainers (9)

7 Day-dream fancifully
about the Orient when all

is prepared (4,5)

8 Beaten, even though there
in first place (9)

14 Negotiating a rise, vets
appear quite confident (9)

15 Erica is always concerned,

for the environment (9)

18 Skilled mBT> malring a
terrific track (9)

17A mountain in central
Pakistan (3)

18 Utter stuff (3)

22A hold-up a worker finds
awfully hard (7)

24Many prate agitatedly,
being downtreidden (6)

25 Correct about fashion (6)

28 Within this a fellow has to
exercise control (6)

SOLUTIONS

idijniQaaai!!
[*3 2} q n 3 i—

i

ELinasEaunsasaaaQHfflU
uaaaa a a auaa
a a saa^a a
Hsaaao a afflusnn
a a aaoaQ
uaaoaa uaiiosa
a a qh^eiz a
;aaaa n asaaolasanaans
aaanaaoaaaaaa
0 0 Q B 0 a
aaaiiisoQuiy

QiricfcMotion

ACROSS 1 Ptomrdy, S Litre, 8

Naiad, 9 Aiatree, 19 Cordial, U
Bulat. IS Superb, U Stupor, 17

. saOlan, 19 IKasoxfca. 39 Variola,

»

Oaati, S4Stem.»BoyeMy.

DOWN;l Paoio,SCWrrup,SBw&L
‘ 4 Yearly, S Lenient, S Tyrol, 7
. H jkauwt. 13Run-down,

IS Parasol, IS bnpeixv 18 Lerfce, SO

Zloty, SI ABay.

QUICK CROSSWORD

.ACROSS
lPbggy (5)

AMoreiriggardly (6)

9Nccm(7>
10 Taut (5)

11 Above (4)

12Genuine (7)'

13Lad (3)

14Landmeasure (4)

16Newts (4)
’

18 Doze off(3)

20Freedom (7).

21 Unusual (4)

24Pulsate (5)
25Bidi(7)
26 Warmer (6)

- 27 Consumer (55 •*

DOWN
1 Pasture (6)

2 Turnip (5)

3Twelvemonth (4)

5 Stretched (8)

6 Disregard (7)

7 Preferably (6)

SUntidy (5)

13 Endurable (8)

15 Floor-show (7)

17 Grab (6)

18 Man-madfrfibre
(5)

19 Soperi®- (6)

CHANNEL 1

6UJ0 News flash

631 News in Arabic
8:45 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL
TV

8:00 Herzl and
Zionism
8:30 Destines
9:00 Geography
9:20 Nature
930 Engfish
9:45 Programs for

the very young
10:15 Sodal
Sciences
10:45 Arthmetic
11:10 English
12:00 Mathematics In

Daly Life

12:30 Sociai

Soo^Mhe Heat of

the Night

14:00 Surprise Train

14:20 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
1435 Babar the
Elephant
15:00 Pretty

Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Molormice
(ram Mars
15:50 Booly- ani-

mation
16:00 Gfngie

1635 Northwood
16:45 Super Ben
16:55 Zap to Basel
1639 A New
Evening
17:34 Zappy
Improvisation

18:15 News in

Engfish

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Amal and
KamaTs Studio
18:55 Ramadan pro-

gram
1930 News in

Arabic

HEBREWPRO-
GRAMS
19:30 Newsflash
19:31 Young

20:00 News
2045 A Second Look
2130 Personal Slay
22:00 The Cameri
Quints
2230 World Soccer
23:30 News
0030 Verse of the

Day

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Today's
Programs
6:30 Yogi Bear
635 Ttas Morning-
with GaU Gazit and
Rivka MfchaeO
ffe55 Senora
10:45 Dynasty
11^0 LA Law
1fc30 Genie and the
Captain
13:00 Open Cards
14:00. Echo. £ovrt ._

14:30 TicTac
15WThe : v
RWstones

'

15:30 Dave’s Wbrld
18:00The Bold and
twBoouild
17:00 News magazine
with Rafi Reshaf
17:30 Sister Sister

18UW Rosearme
18:30 Cant Hurry
Love-new sitcom
19*10 Crazy Candid
Camera
19:15 Backwards

-

eight friends pian to
make the first blue
flm in Hebrew
20^0 News
21:05 Seven Days
on Seventh Avenue
-a week in the Hfe

of model Shiraz Tal

22:00 Rafi Reshel-
tak show
23^0 Band of Gold
-part 4
0(h00News
00:05 Band of Gold
-continued
00-.27 MoonSght-
wfth Michal &evS
1:25 BeadtesAbout
1^0 On the Edge of

JORDAN TV

13:00 Holy Koran
13:05 Srar Chaser
(canoon)
14:30 Trtt (comedy)
16rtl0 French pro-
grams
17:30 I Love Lucy
18:00 French pro-
grams
19*^0 News flash

19:35 The Fresh
Prince Of Bel Air

20:00 America's
Funniest Videos
20:30 Innocent

Victims - miniseries
'22:00 News r
Engfish
22:25 Boston Pops
00:00 Feature Gitt.

That's Entertainment,
starring Fred Astaire

and Gene Kefty

MEDDLE EAST
TV

10:30 Changed
Lives

11:00 Lighthouse
11:30 Hour of Power
12:30 Central

Message
13:00 Lwe Worth
Finding

14:00 Inis Is Your Day
14:30 John Osteen
15:00 In Touch
16:00 Snowy River

16:55 America’s
Funniest Home
Videos
1^20 The A-Team
18:10 Hunter
19:00 Bob Newhart
19:30 Rhoda
20rtW Cats' Eyes
21:00 Remmgton
StBfiifi

22:00 HU Street Blues

23:00 Lou Grant
00:00 Love
Connection

15:35 The Nanny
16.-00 Hercules
16:45 Zmgara
17:30 New York
Daze
18:00 One Lite to

Live
16:45 The Young
and the Restless
19:30 Local broadcast

20:00 Perta Negra
20^0 Third Rock from
the Sun
21:15 The Single Guy
21:40 Jag
2230 Law and Order

23:20 Night Stand
with DickDietrick
23:45 Law and
Order
00:30 ENG
Newsroom
1:20 North ot 60

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

11:30 The Biggest
Battle (German.
1978) - WWII war
story starring Henry
Fonda, Helmut
Berger. Samantha
Eggar and John
Huston (102 mins.)

13:15 New in the

Cinema
13:25 Blonde Takes
a Vacation (1939)
(rpt)

14:40 Seeing Stars
15:30 The Ftyan

White Story (1989)
(rpt)

17:05 Convicts

(1990) (rpt)

16:40 Trial By Frre

(1995) -a high-

school teacher is

accused of having a
relationship with a
student who fefl in

love with her and
committed suicide

(90 mins.)

20:10 Special report

on Kama Sutra by
Mira Nair
20:25 Losing Chase

rrv3(33)

16:15 Yasin and
Bahaya- Egyptian

series

17:00 Weekly Column
18:10 Amores
19ri)0 News in Arabic

19:30 News in Russian

20:00 News
20:45 Teiekessef

21:15 Blah Blah
22:30 The Duchess
of Duke Street

2325 The Ray
Bradbury Theatre

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 AB Together
Now
16DO The Heart of

Things
1620 Sbentifc Lfcrary

17:00 Zombit
17:30 High-Tech
Culture

18:00 Cybemews
1820 Mecfia Rle
19rt)0 Herzl and
Zionism
19:30 Vis 8 Vs
20:00ANew Evening ..

20:30itestmos r“.

21:0(5 Star Trelc Thoi :•

Next'Gerieration

21:45 The Sleeping
Tige r (1 954) - a psy-
chetrist makes a
deal with the mugger
who attacked him:
He wR not press
charges if the crani-

nai agrees to stay in

Ns home, under
observalion, for six

months. (85 mins.)

23:30 Jerusalem in

Art

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Dallas

94)0 One Life to Live

945 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days of Our
Life

11:15 Perta Negra
12rtX}Zjngara
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco
1335 Duet
14.D0 Dates
1430 Days of Our
Lives

22:00 The Point o!

Betrayal (1995) -a
young man eager to

get hs hands on Ns
mothers fortune w8
stop at nothing,

inclucfing having her
committed to an asy-
lum
23:35 The Color of

Night (1994) -erotic

thrffler (rpt)

1:35 Cosmic Sop
(1994) -three
strange, 7wffighr

ZbneHdyte episodes
with a satirical mes-
sage (82 mins.)

3:05 Fatal Pulse
(1988) -a serial

killer is tracked by a
dauntless detective

(83 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 NSs Holgersson
9:30 The Center of

Things
9:45Pink Panther
Show
1020 Clarissa

Explains
10:45 The Center of

Things
1135 Saved by the

Bel
11:35 Little

Univers&y
1230 Shesh-Tus
12:30 Hugo
1330 More BeBeve
Closet
ISrfO Berenstein Bears

1335 Ume Mouse
on the Prairie

1430 Journey to the
Center of the Earth
1430 Nils

Holgersson
1530 The Center of

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
Show
1530 My Brother
and Me
16:15 The Center of

Things
1635 CEdtonua
Dreams
1735 ttai and
Friends
1745 Twisted Tates
ofFefix
18:00 Hugo
1830 Tau Tau
1935 Mr. Bogus
1930 Sassover 007
andahatf

Newsflash Local

broadcast

Sassover

007 and a

Evening Half

News Perta Negra Zulu Legend
Spatial Married with

report on Children

Kama Sutra

ASecond Third Rock Losing Roseanne

Look from the Chase

Seven Days Sun Lords of

on Seventh The Single Lois and Hokkaido

Avenue Guy Clark

Personal

Story Jag

The Camerl Rafi Reshef The Point of The Beyond

Quintet Betrayal Getaway 2000

World Law and New World

Soccer Order (pt 10)

Zulu Legend

2020 Married with

Chfldren
2030 Roseaune
21:15 Lots and Clark

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Getaway
(1972) 1 - classic

crime drama with

Steve McQueen. His

wife. All MacGraw,
seduces the local

parole board char-
man into giving him
an early release.

McQueen gets jeal-

ous. (117 mins.)

00:00 Fast
Company (1978) -
story of a race driver

on the brink of big-

time success who
tries not to be
seduced by money.
W&hWaQam Smith.

Jodie Foster and
Claudia Jennings

(89 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open
University- Pianist

at Work; Monet,
Legacy of Light;

Mitsuko Ucfnda
Explains

1230 On Jupiter (rpt)

13:00 Travelogue to

France (rpt)

13:30 Mushroom

Umversk^rpt)
1630 On Jupiter (rpt)

17:00 Travelogue in

France (rpt)

17:30 Mushroom
Magic Opt)

18:00 Open
University (rpt)

20:00 Zulu Legend -
Nalombula is a Zulu

whose traditions

were oraly passed
down throu^i gener-
ations- This docu-
mentary looks at his

religion, dreams and
spoaai connection
with nature.

2130 Lords of

Hokkaido - a winter

to the We of foxes on
Hokkaido. Japan's
northernmost island

22:00 Beyond 2000
2230 New World:
Saving the Planet.

part 10- Watcher of

the Reef, Beize
23:00 Zulu Legend
00:00 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER
CHANNEL
(unconfirmed)

6:00 Tafiang wih
David Frost

730 Travel Xpress
7:30 Inspiration

1030 Executive
Lifestyles

10:30 Fashion Fie
1130 Travel Xpress
12:00 Super Shop

MOVIES

1330 Davis Cup
first round tie -
South Africa vs.

Russia
17:00 Dateline

1830 The
McLaughlin Grotto
1830 Meet the Press

1930 Scan
20:00 Ravorsot Italy

20:30 Travel Xpress
2130 Time and
Again
22:00 This is PGA
Tour
2330 Best ofThe
Tonight Show
00:00 Profiler

-

drama
130 Talkin' Jazz
130 The Ticket

2:00 Best Of The
Tonight Show with

Jay Leno
330 MSNBC
Intemiaht Weekend
430 Frost’s Century

STAR PLUS
(unconfirmed)

630 Hind shows
730 Amul India

Show
830 Great Escape

-

new series

830 Inda Business
Week
930 UvtogQn the

Edge
9:30 Star Trek
10:30 Indton movie
14:00 Batman On
Hindi)

14:00 Charlie's

Angels (to hRnd)
15:00 Ami India Show
15:30 Countdown
Plus

16:00 Show
17:00 The Reporter
17:30 Hind show
1830 Star News
19:30 The McDowbI
Indian Derby
20:30 Dynaky
21:00 Star Week
22:00 Around the

Wbrld to 80 Days
23:00 Classic nm
1:00 Backup
2:00 Nanny and the

Professor

CHANNEL

5

630 Bodies in

Motion
1630 Bodes in

Motion
1630 National League
Soccer
17:15 NCAA
Basketball

18:15 NBA All-star

game from last night

2030 National

League Basketbal -
live

2230 Engfish Soccer

2330 Billiards

EUROSPORT

9:30 Equesbiat Volvo

Wbrld Cup (tot)

1030 Alpine Siting:

lip, Italy

and five

12:00 Bathkxv World
Championship.

Slovakia-five

1330 Alpine Skfing:

World
Championship. Italy

- highlights and live

14:30 Skfiumptog:
world Cup, Austria

-

five

1630 Tennis: WTA
tour, Austria - final

-

Eve
17:00 Swimming:
Wbrld Cup final, Paris

1930 Alpine Skiing:

World

-^hSSghts
’

20:00 World’s

2130?>dreme Sports

22:00 AJNetics: IAAF
Indoor meet, USA
2330 Boxing (rpt)

00:00 Skimping:
Wbrld Cup. Austria (rpt)

1:30 Darts: German
Open

PRIME SPORTS

630 WWF Blast Off

7:00 Spanish Soccer

730 mj TrtaihJon

World Cup
830 Inside PGA
Golf Tour
930 Cricket Incfia

Tour of South Africa

-India vs.

Zimbabwe - high-

Eghts and live

1830 inside PGA
GoB Tour
1930 Winter sports
1930 NBAAI Star

Game (rpu

2230 Asran Soccer
Show
2330 Inside PGA
GoHTour
1:30 Tennis:

Austrafian Open

-

highlights

2:30 International

Motorsports News
3:30 Cricket Inda
Tour of South Africa
- roundup

BBC WORLD

News on the hota1

6:05 Horizon (rpt)

735 Inda Business
Report
8:20 Britain in View
9:20 This Week
10:05 Assignment
11:30 The Clothes
Show
1235 Heart of the
Matter
1330 Window on

22:05 Naked City,

part 2
23:30 Tomorrows
World (rpt)

00:00 World
Business Report
2:10 The Money
Programme
330 Asia Today

VOICE OF
MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert

935 Handeb
Concerto Grosso no
8 in D; Gemtoiani/

Mistein: Sonata in A
lor vioTm and piano;

Haydi: Quartet in A
for flute and strings;

RosstoifflesfMghL La
boutique fantasque
ballet; Mendelssohn:
Piano concerto no 2;

Verdi: excerpts from

La Trav&ta; Enescu:
Suite no 3‘VBage-
OGe* to D op 27
12:00 Litfrt Classical

-well-known over-

tures by Weber,
Mendelssohn,
Wagner, Chabrier,

Rimsky-Korsakov.

Sitop6
13:00 Artist of the

Week- T. Koopman.
Bach: Brandenburg
Concerto no 1 to ¥\

Frescobakli: Second
Toccata Book for

1435 The Giant
Awakes (rpt)

1535 Breakfast with

Frost
16:30 Hofiday (rpt)

1735 Horizon (rpt)

1830 Earth Report (rpt)

1830 FilmW (rpt)

1930 Top Gear (rpt)

2030 On The
Record
2130 Window on
Eurcf* (rp)

1436 Encore
15:00 Beethoven:
Die GeschOpfe des
Prometheus baBet

music
16:00 Music for

Sunday -Bach:
Cantata no 23;
Bber Requiem in A;

Bach: Toccata and
Fugue in D minor for

organ; Schubert:
Mas in F D105
18:00 New CDs

-

Weber Quartet in B
flat for piano and
strings op 8; Dvorak:
The uhest's Bride
dramatic cantata
2035 From Our
Concert HaBs-
*1Mew Stream."
Michael Borstein:

Prelude and
Burlesque tor piano;

Reuven Cazflotfc

Sonata lor viola ‘

solo; Ifia Heteiz:

Love Song for flute

and viola; Binyamin
Yosofov. Sonata for

cdo and piano;
Quintet for strings

and marimba; Yosef
Bardanshvfi: Sonata
for piano; Michad
Ueoman: Sketch for

clarinet and piano
23:00 Sounds to

End the Day

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Magic Flute 7*
Jude 10 B Gtande Cocomwo 930
G.G. GIL Michael CoOtosCA Time to Kilt

430, 7:15, 10 Rrst Wives Club
•Gfimmar Man MCBma SutraODayflgM
430.7t15.10 w SuvMng Picasso 9:45

* Dragonheart 445, 7:15
^JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus SL
v 5610011 Breaking the Waves 930 *
Jane Eyre 6 RAV CHEN 1-7t 6782799
CreditCard Reservations*6794477 Rav-
Mecher Buflding, 19 Hafoman a, ThlpkX
Evita 430,7:15,945 W Ransom 5,

7:15, 9:45 Two Days In the
VaOeytoFeithfui 5,73a 9:45 Extreme
Measures 5. 7:15, 945 The Mirror

Has TWo Faces 4:45,7:15,9:45 * Long
Kiss Goodnight 5, 730, 9:45
MEVASSERET ZION G.Q. Gtf. Last

Man StandJngtoShe's The One 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 SMADAR Secrete and Lies

5, 730. 10
Yelaviv
CINEMATHEQUE The IteteSinpects
7 Dreams 945 DfZENGOFF «
5101370 Jane Eyrattoltaw Reed 11

aun, 1, 3. 5. 745, 10 Beyond the
Ctouds 11 am, 3, 7:45 MuThoOand
Fads l.fi. 10 GAT Evita 43a 7rt5.

9:45 GORDON »5236992 PrtscHB %
10 Citizen Kane 6 G.G. HOD 1-4
v 5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dtzengptl SL
Michael Coffins 430, 7:15, 10 *
Sunrivfng Picasso 5, 730, 10 *
Steepens 43a 7:15. 10 * First Wives
Club 5. 730, 10 LEV Secrets and Lies
11:15 am, 2, 43a 7:15. 10 * A Brief

History of Love ll30 am, 3:15, 730, 10
* Stealing Beauty 1:15, 5 *
Trainspotting 3. 10 * La Ceremonta
1130 ajTt, 6, 730 * Antonia's Line
weekdays 130 Of Loveand Shadows
11:45 am, 5, 730, 10 G.G. PEER First

Wives CtubMCama Sutra a 730, 10 *
Sleepers 430, 7:15. 10 * Swvhring
Picasso 5. 73a 10 RAVGHEN «
5P8228B Dtzengafl Center Ransom 230,
5, 73a 945 * Extreme Measm 1130
am, £30, 5, 73a 945 * Faithful 1130
am, £30. 5. 730. 945 * Long Kiss
Goodnight 5. 73a 945 * Dfaboffque

1130 am.. 230. 5, 73a 945 *
Independence Day 4:15. 7, 9:45 RAIL
OR 1-5 -u 5102674 Opera House Lone
Star 445, 7:15. 945 * The Mirror Has
TWo Faces 4:45b 7:15, 945 *Two Days
tmheVteeyWEmmaasne'spieOne 5,

730,945 &G. TEL AVIV *5281181

Breaking the Waves 8:45, 9:15 * La
Ceremonle 7:15, 930 ATZMON
DayflghMiTrafospotting 430, 7. 9:15 *
Grimmer Man 430. 7. 930 * The
Rocktendepandence Day 4:15, 6:45,

9:15 CINEMATHEQUE Summer
Interlude 7 * Fanny and Alexander 9
GLOBECfTY Sleepers • Michael
Coffins 4:45, 7:15. 10 * KamaSutrattiFlrst

Wives Ctub 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * tayfiaht
4:45, 7:15. 9:45 MORIAH
*6843654 Secrete end Lies 7, 930
ORLY * 8381868 TWo Days In the VaJiey

7. 9:15 PANORAMA First Wives Club
430, 7, 930 Sleepers 4:15.645.930
* Jane Eyre 430 7. 930 RAV-GAT 1-

2 » 8674311 Extreme
MeasuresHansom 430,7.9:15 RAV-
MOR 1-7 *8416898 Evita 4, 6:45, 930
* RansomoCxtrema Measures 430,7.
930 Fafthtul 4:45, 7:15. 930
Breaking the Waves 630 9:15 * Long
Kiss Goodnight 430, 7. 930 * The
Mirror Has Two Faces 430 7, 930
RAV-OR 1-3 * 8246553 Evita 4. 6:45.

930 * Long Kiss Goodnight 430, 7,

9:15 * She's The One 4:45, 7, 930
AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 Ransomomie
Mirror Has TWo Faces 7, 930 *
Breaking the Waves 630.9:15
ARAD
STAR Ransom 7. 930 * Mr. ReBabte
7:15, 9:45 * Surviving Picasso 7. 930
ASKDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 Stealing

BeautytoThe Truth About Cats and
DoqsteTrafnspotHngtoMr. ReBable 6,

23Remedy(4) CT^IACAFE AMAM]

711223 Sleepers 7, 9:45 *
DayUytUWIrat Wives Club 5. 730. 10
RAvCHEN Ransom 5. 7:15. 9:45 *
Dlebollques Faithful* Extreme
MeasuresteSheW The One 5. 730, 9:45

* Evita 430.7:15.9:45
ASHKELON
G.GL OIL * 729977 Hrst Wives Club
•Dayllghl •Trainspotting •Ratfio Irakte

5, 730 10 * Sleepers 7, 9:45 RAV
dHEN Long Kiss Goodnight •The Truth

About Cats end Dogs •Faithful

•Extreme Measures 5. 730. 9:45 *
Ransom 5.7:15,9:45
BAT YAM
RAVCHEN Daylight 5, 730 945 *
Extreme Moanuresung Kiss
Goodnight 5.730,9:45 * Ransom 5,

7:15, 9:45 * Sleepers 4.7,9:45 * The
Truth Atxxit Cats and Dogs 5,730.245
* First Wives Club 5,730,945
BEERSHEBA
G.Q. GIL Trakispotting*Radio
lnsJde*Long Kiss Goodnight 445.7:15l

945 DaySght 445. 7:15. 9:45; G.G.

OR! Secrets and Lies 7, 9:45 *
Sleepers 645, 945 * Jane Eyrenrst
Whies Club 4:45. 7:15. 945 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 * 235278 Ransom 5.7:15.
9:45 * Evita 430 7:15, 9:45 *
Breaking the Waves 7,945 w Extreme
Measures 5.730.945
HADERA
LEV Extreme Measures 730, 10 *
Ransom 730, 9:45 * Secrets and
Ues*Ste«3ers 7.945
HERZLJYA
COLONY Lone Stamrite 5, 7:45.

1015 HOLIDAY First Wives Club 7:15

STAR * 589068 Extreme Meastaes
730. 10 * Kama Sutra 730 10 *
Ransom 730 10
KARMIEL-
CMEMA The Truth AboutCatsand Dogs
•ExtremeMonsures•TUxiacm 7,930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Michael
Col&istevita 430,7:15, 10 * Breaking
the Waves 4:15.7.945 * Secrete and
Lies 430, 7:15, 10 * Ransom 430.
7:15, 10 * Sleepers 430. 7:15. 10 *
First Wives Club 5. 730, 10
KIRYAT SIAUK
G.G. GIL Sleepers 7. 930 * Jane
Eyre«Long Kiss Goodnight •Gffmmer
Nten 7. 930 * Hoflow RBed•Lone
StafKama Sutra 7.930 * Daytight 7.

930 * Fbst Wives Chib 7.9:30
KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL Ransom •Smhring Picasso
430, 7, 930 * Steeper* 4:307:15.10
Lob
STAR Mr. ReTable*Ra«8o Inside 730
9:45 * Spitfire Grin 7:15,945 * Long
Kiss Goodnight Tue. 5 * Muppet
Treasure islanrHHndten In the Oly Tue. 5
NAHARIYA
HEICHAL HATARBUT Kingpin 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Glimmer Man •Daylight
•Extreme Measures 430. 7, 930 *
First Wives Chib • Ransom • Steateig
Beauty 430. 7. 930 * Sleepers 430
7:1010
NESS ZJONA
G.G. GIL 1-4*404729 Dayllg«*Kama
SuO'OTIrsi Wives Club 5. 730. 10 *

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Long Kiss
GoodnightSThe Mirror Has TWo
FacesWSurvMng Picasso 5, 730 10 *FecesssurvMngP
Sleepers 7i15. ?0
PETAHTIKVA

Ste«ers 7:15, 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 • 628452 First Wives
Club«Kama SubaSdane Eyre 5.730 10
* Sleepers •Secrets and Lies 430,
7:15.10 RAV CHEN Ransom 5,7:16,
9:45 * Evita 430. 7:15. 9:45 * Extreme
Measures 5. 730. 945 * Long Kiss
Goodnight 5,7:15,945
ORAKTVA
RAV CHEN Ransom • Extreme
Measures • The Truth About Cats and
Dogs 7.930

G.G. HECHAL Extreme Measures 5.

730, 10 * Ransom 5. 7:30, 10; *
Michael Collins 430. 7:15. 10 G.G.
RAM 1-3 * 9340818 The Truth About
Cats and Dogs •Long Kiss
Goodnlght«Steaflng Beauty 730, 10
StRKQT First Wives CbMKama Sutra
•Jane Eyre 5. 730, 10 * Sleepers
•Secrets and Das 430, 7:15, 10 *
Breaking the Waves 645.9:45
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Lone Star 830 PARK
Evita*Hrst Wives Club 4:45, 7:15, 10 *
Secrets and Lies 4:45, 7:15, 10

Ransom 4:45,7:15, 10 * The Htirror Has
TWO Faces 7:15 * Sleepers 10 *
Matilda 445
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 Extreme
Measures 5,7:15.945 * First Wives
Ctub 5,730 9:45 * Faithful 5.730,
9:45 * Evita 430, 7:15, 9:45 RAV-
OASIS 1-3 * 6730687 Long Kiss
Goodnight 5.730,9:45 * Ransom 5,
7:10 945 * Sleepers 4:15, 7. 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Breaking the Waves 4,7,10
. REHOVOT
CHEN Jane Eyre 730 10 Breaking
the Waves 7,945 * Secrets aid Lies

7, 945 * Michael Collins 730 10
RAV MOR Long Kiss Goodnight
•Ransom •Extreme Measures 5.7:15.
9:45 * FatthfuMFirst Whies CUb 5.
7:15.9:45 * Evita 430,7:15,945
RISTON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Long Kiss
Goodnigh»Einina«Steating Beauty
730, 10 GIL 1-3 Secrets and
Lies«Slsepars 7:15. 10 * First Wives
Club 5. 730 10 HAZAHAV First
Wives Club*Ransom•Extreme
Measures 5, 730. 10 * Dayflght 5,
73010 * Michael Coffins 430,7:15.10
RAV CHEN Ransom 5, 7:15, 9:45
Fafthtul 5, 730. 9:45 * Extreme
Measures 5. 7:15. 9:45 * Evita 430,
7:15,945 STAR Kama Sutra 730,10 *
Bound 7:45, 10 * Sleepers 7:15. 10 *
She's The One 7:45. 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Ransom 5, 7:15, 9:45 *
Evita 430,7:15.945 * Faithful 5,730*
945 * TWo Days in the Valley 5.

7-gq
'

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
AOtfenes are pjn. unless otherwise incS-
catea.

General Assistance and Where To Go listings now appear on Page 9.
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Dutch revive claim

for Nazi-looted gold

Ramadan prayers
Some 225,000 Palestinians pray on the Temple Mount on Friday, the last Friday ofRamadan.
No violent incidents were reported. The three-day festival of Id al-Fitr, marking the end of
Ramadan, started yesterday. iRemcn
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By Jerusalem Post Staff

The Netherlands, which recov-

ered less than half the 1 45 tons of

gold stolen by the Nazis, has

become the first state to revive its

claims for looted gold. The New
York Times reported Friday. The

Dutch have formed a commission

to determine how the government
and citizens can make claims for

their losses.

After the war. European states

recouped roughly half the gold

that had been seized from their

central banks by the Reich. That
gold came from the pool the Allies

recovered and redistributed

through the Tripartite Gold
Commission.
The gold commission, which

had been preparing to close after

50 years, still retains about 568
million in so-called residual

gold. The Dutch claim could bol-

lix the request by Jewish groups

that Britain, France, and the US
distribute the residual gold as

some form of Holocaust compen-
sation.

a pm
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Meanwhile, an investigation of

Swiss assets will be expanding

beyond the Swiss banks to New
York financial institutions, the

New York Stare banking commis-

sioner said Thursday. In addition

to investigating the war-era assets

of US-based Swiss banks, the

banking commission also will

look at five major New York
banks believed to have taken

deposits from Europeans during

the war.

By 1941, most movable proper-

COMMENT

ty in Switzerland had come to

New York, said Banking

Commissioner Neil Levin. “New

York was a haven for Swiss

wedlth,” he said.

In a related matter, the Wond
Jewish Congress said Thursday

that it had canceled plans to boy-

cott Swiss banks. That announce-

ment came the same day that

Senator A1 D’Amato, head of the

Senate Banking Committee, cau-

tioned, “Let's not begin to take

punitive steps now.”

Britain should look

at its own policy
By HARH.YW HEWff

NEW YORK - Just as

Switzerland emerged intact imme-
diately after World War JI. Britain

tel

CUTTHEM OUT AND SAVE THEM
PRESENT THE COUPONS TO THE CASHIER AND RECEIVE AMAZING DISCOUNTS!
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B CORDLESS ELECTRIC KETTLE
B Golf or Selmor

I Instead of 199.00 NIS
B Pay only 129.00 NIS
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NIS
Coupon Code: 10465

Offer limited to 1 coupon per item.

Coupon taiid onh when presented to cashier with accompanying
purchase of 10 NIS or more.
Coupon valid 9.2.97-17.2.47
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BADIN COMPACT
Fabric softener 1 Liter

Q

B Instead of 16.95 NIS

B Pay only 10.95 NIS

‘A
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NIS
Coupon Code: 105(1

Offer limited to i coupon per item.

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying
purchase of 1ft NIS or more.

Coupon valid 9.2.97- » 7.2.97

'En&mTMW, 7

LILY GREEN TOILET PAPER
24 Rolls

Instead of 33.99 NIS
Pay only 27.99 NIS

NIS
Coupon Code: 10199

OITer limited to I coupon per item.

Coupon vaJid only when presented to cashier with aiTuDipaming
purchase of 10 NIS or more.

Coupon \ulid 9-2.97-17J.97

I CUP
'*

EMERALD RIESLING SELECTED

Carmel Mizrahi 750 ml.

Instead of 23.99 NIS
Pay only 15.99 NIS

SOUPALMONDS
Vita 400 gr.

Instead of 9.45 NIS
Pay only 6.45 NIS

a

Coupon Code: 10915

NIS
Coupon Code: 10472

Offer limited to i coupon per Hem. Offer limited to I coupon per item.

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying m Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying

purchase of 10 NIS or more. I purchase of 10 NIS or more.

Coupon valid 9.2.97-17.2.97 Coupon valid 9.2.97-17.2.97

PISGA ULTRA PLUS
Fabric powder
13 Kg. bag

Instead of 12.99 NIS
Pay only 9.99 NIS

ENERGIZERALKAUNEBATTERffiS

AA 12 Pcs

Instead of 39.99 NIS

Pay only 29.99 NIS
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NIS
Coupon Code: 10274
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NIS
Coapon Code: 10222

OITer limited to ] coupon per item.

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying
purchase of 10 NIS or more.

Coupon valid 9.2.97-17.2.97

Offer limited to 1 coupon per item.

Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying
purchase of 10 NIS or more.
Coupon valid 9-2217.17.2.97

SANO BON TRIPLE PACK
3x50 gr.

Instead of 17.95 NIS~
Pay only 11.95 NIS

PINUK- SHAMPOO OR CONDITIONER

400 mL

Instead of 8.29 NIS
Pay only 6.29 NIS

1
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NIS
Coupon Code: 1020:

NIS
Coupon Code: 10328

Offer limited to l coupon per item. | Offer limited to 1 coupon per item. *
Coupon valid only when presented in cashier with accompanying — Coupon valid only when presented to cashier with accompanying I
purdsase of 10 NIS or more. purchase of 10 NIS or more. ra

Coupon valid 9J.97-i7J.97 I Coupon valid 92.97- 17.2.97
"

CREDIT UNTILL 2.4.97. DETAILS AT BRANCH.

VALLE OF THE COUPONS INCLUDE V.A.T. IN EILAT.ACCORDLN'G TO THE LAW. V.A.T IS DEDUCTED FROM THE PRICE OF PRODUCTS AND THE VALUE OF EACH COUPON.
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so far remains unscathed in the

current inquiries about the Allies'

war-time behavior.

But there is an unwarranted arro-

gance as Britain lakes credit for

backing the Swiss into the comer,

without pausing to look at itself.

The British Foreign Office’s

report on Nazi gold, issued last

September, “threw into sharp focus

the cynical behavior of Switzerland

in its war-time dealing with the

Nazis," The Times ofLondon said

last week in its lead editorial. “The

smug Swiss bankers were thrown

on the defensive; Bern was forced

to set up an unprecedented inquiry;

and the long-suppressed claims of

Jewish victims were finally pub-

licly aired."

All true, but incomplete and
self-serving.

Jewish victims also have serious

claims against the British, whose
Nazi gold' inquiries have ignored

entirely how London's Palestine

policy stymied refugee relief and
resettlement after the wan
That same policy helped the

Swiss retain German assets in

Switzerland, because. Britain

obstructed efforts to finance aid for

displaced persons; it did not want to

make available funds that would be

used for immigration to Palestine.

The American policy was to

finance refugee relief programs, in

pact with German assets in

Switzerland and with recovered
Jewish assets. The funds were then

.

allocated to the Joint Distribution

Committee and the -Jewish
Agency, which had been designat-

ed by international reparations

conferences as the operating field

agencies to assistdisplaced Jews.

Britain, however, resisted key
segments of the reparations agree-

ments, because they gave “con-
crete legal standing” to fee Jewish
Agency and fee JDC.
And reparations funds, the

Foreign Office said, would enable
them “to assist illegal emigration,”

according to research by Tel Aviv
University historian Ron Zweig.

In 1947, fee British Foreign
Office went so far as to try to

block reparations funds to the

JDC, saying in an internal memo
that it hoped fee JDC “will event-

orally become bankrupt," accord-

ing to Zweig's research.

“While the displaced persons
problem was a pressing and urgent

concern for fee American adminis-

trators of Germany and Austria, it

was aside issue for fee British gov-

ernment compared to fee deteriorat-

ing situation in Palestine," Zweig
wrote in an essay on Jewish DPs
and Anglo-American relations.

In its editorial, The Tones also

said fear "Britain and America
have been considerably more sen-
sitive in dealing wife the gold
deposited in their vaults than the

Swiss have.”

Presumably feat is a reference to

the willingness of these allies to

freeze some S68 million in the so-

called "residual gold” - the left-

over gold that originally was loot-

ed by fee Nazis from fee central

banks of Europe. The US, Britain

and France may make feat gold
available to Holocaust survivors.

While they may be more sensi-

tive today, in 1945 the Allies tar-

geted only 525m. from reparations.

.

fends for refugee aid. while they

amassed more than $330m. for

restitution to European banks.

That $25m. was to come from
German assets' held in neutral

states, primarily in Switzerland

and Sweden - but Britain also tried

to torpedo this reparations plan,

according to Zweig's research.

Additional refugee relief funds
were expected to come from heir-

less Jewish assets in fee banks of
neutral states. However, fee Allies

did not prod the Swiss to identify

the heirless assets.

Instead, in 1 946 fee governments
of neutral states were “requested”
to make heirless assets available as

resettlement funds. Switzerland

said it would give “sympathetic

consideration” to this request.

But just as fee Swiss made.no
commitment u> uncover the heir-

less assets, neither did the Allies

threaten to invoke sanctions if fee

Swiss failed. The irony is that it is .

this Swis^Allied failure feat a
half-century later, propelled much
of the current contretemps about
unclaimed Jewish assets in Swiss
institutions.
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Forecast: Parity cloudy to ctoar.
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Winning cards

In Friday's daily Chance drawing,

thtakanning cards were fee jack of

spades, fee jack of hearts, the ace of £*-“

diamonds and the ace of clubs.

Weizman
to visit

Britain
By BATStffiVA TSUR

president Ezer Weizman and his

wife, Reuma, will pay a three-day

state visit to fee United Kingdom
on February 25.

The Weizmans will be the

guests of Queen Elizabeth n and
Prince Philip and will stay at

Buckingham Palace.

Following meetings wife mem- V
bers of fee royal family, fee prime *

minister, and fee leader of the oppo-
sition in London, Weizman will go
to Cambridge University to visit the

famous Cano geniza based there.

Also, at the Imperial War }

Museum, Weizman will partici-

pate in a cornerstone ceremony for

the Holocaust wing and wQI
attend the unveiling of a monu-
ment to Raoul Wallenberg. He will

also meet with top Royal Air
Force brass at RAF Cranwell.

. Reuma Weizman, who has a

keen interest in rehabilitation of

woundqd soldiers through horse-

riding, will visit a British rehabil-

itation center which has
exchanged knowhow on this form
of treatment with its Israeli coun-

"

terparts:

Man with

active hepatitis ,

undergoes .liver

transplant

BY JUDY SEGEL

A 43-ye*o
,

-old man in fee active

phase of hepatitis B underwent a
' liver transplant- at the Rabin
Medical Cenier-Beilinson ^
Campus over the weekend after

receiving an experimental drug to

overcome fee infection.

The man, living in the South,

married and the father of one

child, was given the drug Jamivu-

dine at the Petah Tikva hospital.

'

Ordinarily, patients in the active .

phase of hepatitis B or C are not

allowed to undeigo an organ

transplant because fee infection

re-appears in the new liver.

His doctors, including Prof. Ran
TUr-Kaspa, treated him for three

months in an internal medicine

department Within six weeks, fee

virus was stopped in its tracks,

and a transplant was made possi-

ble. A team beaded by Prof. Zaki

Shapira performed fee 12-hour
operation.

At fee same time, a heart from

the same donor was transplanted

into fee chest of a 47-year-old

man from fee center of fee coun-

try who had been .hospitalized in .

Rehovot wife a deteriorating con-^
dition. He was disconnected from
a respirator .seven hours after fee

surgery, led by Prof. Dan Aravot

and Dc Gidi Sahar, and visted by

his family.
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